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ABSTRACT 

Based on an examination of 47 campus-police reports of 
sexual assaults at three Southwestern universities, this 
study identifies and documents the social conditions that 
frequently lead to and surxound campus rape; by comparing 
these conditions with those found in several national 
studies, this researcher finds a number of consistencies in 
suspects' and victims' characteristics, location of the 
crime, date and time of occurrence, and substance abuse. In 
addition, this study documents elements of male domination 
and sex-role stereotyping, the influence of rape mythology, 
and a negotiation process in which victims engage before 
they conclude that they are victims and report the crime. 

The study also examines the way in which universities 
apply or do not apply their own codes of conduct to campus 
rape cases and the way in which the criminal-justice system 
manages such cases. Using the documentation in the 47 
campus-police reports, this study finds patterns in the 
steps rape victims take, campus police procedures for 
presenting campus rapes to prosecutors, prosecutors' 
decision-making processes, and reasons given by prosecuting 
attorneys when they fail to prosecute student suspects. The 
pattern of failing to treat campus rape as a serious crime 
is consistent on university campuses and in the criminal 
justice system. The criminal-justice system seldom 
prosecutes, indicts, or sentences students suspected of 
rape, whereas those accused of other crimes are more 
frequently brought to justice. Likewise, university 
administrators impose only minimal, if any, sanctions 
against students identified as rapists. 

Finally, the study provides important information with 
which to understand the environment in which rape occurs and 
the gender biases on which both university administrations 
and the criminal-justice system base their assumptions, 
policies, programs, discipline, and justice. This 
information is presented so that those in academic and 
judicial authority can develop improved programs and 
strategies to prevent campus rape. 
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CONTEXT OF THE PROBLEM 

Chapter Sunmary 

Chapter One is organized into seven sections: 

1. Background and Problem. Describes the ways in 

which colleges and universities have recently begun to 

report publicly the problems of violent crime on campus, 

particularly sexual assault (rape). 

2. Significance. Argues for the importance of 

understanding the environment in which campus rapes occur. 

3. Purpose. States the goals of this study. 

(a) Based on police reports of sexual assaults on campuses, 

identify students' perceptions of sexual assault and the 

political and social environment in which it occurs. 

(b) Describe the means by which institutions of higher 

education and the criminal-justice system manage reported 

campus rapes. (c) Provide this information to campus 

administrators to help them better understand the context in 

which campus rapes occur. 

4. Theoretical Framework. Reviews previous research 

on the social and environmental variables associated with 

sexual assault, and on the means by which campus rape cases 

have been and could be managed. 
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5. Theory and Research Questions. Defines the nature 

of information sought by this study. 

6. Methodology. Illustrates the methods used to 

collect and analyze data, using a coding schema. 

7. Scope and Limitations. Delineates the larger 

context within which this study was conducted, and defines 

its parameters. 
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1.1 Background and Problem 

According to the April 2 6 ,  1996, issue of The Chronicle 

of Higher Education, crime on American college campuses is 

rising dramatically: since 1991, violent crime in particular 

has increased. As shown in Table 1.1, Campus Crime 

Statistics, nxuobers collected in the 1993 and 1994 Uniform 

Crime Reports—from 831 campuses with more than 5,000 

students—indicate that the number of campus murders has 

increased by 26.7 percent, and that the number of "forcible-

sex offenses" (rapes) has increased by 12.2 percent in just 

one year. 

Table l.I 

Caapus Crime Statistics 

1993 1994 one-yr.change 

Total per year Total per year 

Murders 14 19 +26.7% 

Forcible-sex 

offenses (rape) 892 1001 +12.2% 

According to certain experts on campus crime, the increase 

reflects an escalation in the number of campus victims who 

actually report the crime to campus officials rather than an 

increase in the violent crimes themselves. These experts 

also claim that the numbers are increasing because colleges 



are now making more complete reports than they did in the 

past (Lively, 1996). 

Until the 1970s, few reports were pitblished on crime on 

American college campuses. The public received its first 

serious information concerning campus crime during the early 

1970s, when large public and private colleges and 

universities began reporting their crime statistics to the 

F.B.I. Together with other crime data, these campus 

statistics are now compiled annually by the U.S. Bureau of 

Justice (Statistics Section), in two categories; "crimes of 

violence against persons" (murder, aggravated assault, 

sexual assault, and robbery) and "crimes against property" 

(vandalism, criminal damage, and criminal mischief). In 

crimes of violence the victim is a person or persons, while 

in crimes against property the victim can be a building, a 

vehicle, or another piece of property (Bird, 1991, Smith, 

1988). 

In her recently published Chronicle report on campus 

crime. Lively discusses the emergence of an evolutionary 

process in crime reporting on college campuses. Michael 

Smith, 1988, who has also studied this evolutionary process, 

covers the history of reporting campus crime on American 

colleges and universities from the 1700s to the present. 

His study reveals that higher-educational institutions 

generally did not report crime to anyone; instead, they 
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handled criminal incidents (where students were identified 

as suspects) through an internal code of discipline. 

Consequently, fewer violent crimes have been reported in 

places where institutions of higher education are located 

than in comparable places that do not have a college 

population (Smith, 1988). 

The reporting of campus crime became a national issue 

in 1990 when the federal Campus Crime Safety Awareness Act 

was passed. Initiated by parents of a student who had been 

murdered at a private college, this law requires all 

colleges and universities that receive federal funding to 

report annually all reported crimes as well as their 

frequency and significance to the Federal Bureau of 

Investigation. This information is then included in the 

agency's annual publication, Uniform Crime Report (Smith, 

1988, Bird, 1991). 

Since institutions of higher education began reporting 

crime statistics in 1990, the number of reported campus 

crimes was highest in 1993: approximately 3,300 crimes of 

violence and more than 120,000 crimes against property were 

reported. As seen in table 1.1, the following year (1994), 

these figures decreased slightly to 3,095 crimes of violence 

and 117,252 crimes against property. However, murder and 

sexual assault increased during this one-year period, sexual 

assault increased 12 percent while murder increased 26% 
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(Smith, 1988, U.C.R. 1993, 1994). 

Since 1990, several types of violent crime on campuses 

appear to be increasing. Though the accuracy of numbers of 

most types of violent crime is not questioned, the accuracy 

of the numbers of reported campus rapes has been questioned 

by many researchers. For example, in a report to the nation 

entitled Race in America. 1994, the National Crime Victim 

Center (NCVC) indicates that one of every eight adult 

American women, or at least 12.1 million women, will be or 

has been the victim of forcible rape during her life. The 

report questions the accuracy of numbers of reported rapes 

in the 1990 Uniform Crime Report and the Bureau of Justice 

statistics. According to NCVC, the 1990 Uniform Crime 

Report reports a nationwide total number of 102,560 reported 

rapes and the Bureau of Justice Statistics reports a total 

of 130,000 reported rapes. On the other hand, the Rape in 

America report claims that the total number of reported 

rapes in America that year was 683,000. Given this 

disparity, rape appears to be vastly underreported. 

Moving from the nationwide picture to the college 

campus, no one really knows how frequently women are 

sexually assaulted at American colleges and universities. 

In spite of this dearth of accurate statistics, however, I 

will discuss three types of sexual assault: stranger rape, 

acquaintance rape, and date rape. Stranger rape is sexual 
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intercourse forced on the victim by someone unknovm to her. 

Acquaintance rape is sexual intercourse forced upon a woman 

by someone she knows. Date rape is sexual intercourse 

forced upon a woman by the man with whom she is on a date or 

in a dating situation. 

While the police are likely to receive reports of 

stranger rape, date and acquaintance rape are less likely to 

be reported. The term "hidden" has been used by numerous 

sexual-assault scholars when describing the victims' 

rationale for not reporting acquaintance and date rape. 

These scholars include Koss, 1985, Parrot, 1991, Bechhoefer, 

1991, and Estrich, 1987. In all of their publications, 

these authors use the term "hidden" when describing the 

frequency of date rape. 

Research indicates that such rapes often go unreported 

for several reasons, all having to do with the victims' 

unwillingness to define themselves aS rape victims. For 

example, Koss, 1985, found that rather than reporting the 

rapists to the police, women often try to hide the fact that 

they have been raped by acquaintances and dates. In a 

national survey, Koss found that the victims did not define 

themselves as rape victims. Parrot and Leo, 1987, found 

that college women did not define themselves as rape victims 

because at the time of the assault they were drunk and thus 

believed that they had caused their own vulnerability to 
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attack. Muehlenhard, 1988, found that women raped by an 

acquaintance or date did not believe that the rape fit the 

legal definition of rape (Burkhart, 1983). And in a 1993 

study, Allison and Wrightsman found that because some women 

blamed themselves for contributing to the incident, they did 

not consider sexual assault to be a crime (Allison and 

Wrightsman, 1993). 

Other studies show different, but related, reasons that 

this crime is so often hidden. Estrich, 1987, found that 

many college women are unaware of the legal definition of 

date rape. According to Estrich, "most women forced to have 

sex by men they know see themselves as victims but not as 

legitimate crime victims" (my emphasis). Women who fit this 

category rarely report the crime to the police because they 

fear that they will be blamed rather than believed. Another 

reason acquaintance and date rapes are hidden is "society's 

inability to recognize acquaintance rape as a crime" (Parrot 

and Bechhoefer, 1991, pg. 11). The crime often does not 

involve a violent struggle, and it can be difficult to 

obtain a conviction unless the victim has visible bruises or 

other marks that are judged by the criminal-justice system 

as indicators of force (Estrich, 1987, Rowland, 1985). 

Moreover, even though the American public acknowledges the 

criminality of rape, many people still fail to see 

acquaintance or date rape as criminal or even morally 



reprehensible (Bechhoefer and Parrot, 1991). 
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1.2 Signif icance 

Research on campus rape has been minimal, and, 

according to Parrot and Bechhofer, 1993, a male-dominated 

political and social climate has predisposed researchers 

against engaging in such research. Though rape is by 

definition a crime against the woman who is assaulted, and 

thus is not the victim's fault, the political and social 

environment of college campuses encourages blaming the 

victim, pointing at certain of her behaviors as the cause or 

partial cause for rape. Statistically, the usual age of 

college students is also the age at which women are at 

highest risk of becoming the victims of sexual aggression. 

During the college years, young men and women are also most 

actively dating. Interestingly, dating frequency is one of 

the most reliable predictors of sexual assault: the more 

dates a woman has, the greater the possibility of sexual 

victimization. Since college women are thus at risk, 

research on campus rape can focus on a substantial portion 

of the national at-risk population, and is likely to provide 

critical information about the causes of and the political 

and social environmental factors associated with 

acquaintance and date rape. These factors include 

fraternities, sororities, sports teams, and other campus 
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orgemiza-tions that have been linked to niunerous incidents of 

acquaintance rape (Bausell & Maloy, 1990, Ehrhart & Sandler, 

1985). 

The data most recently collected on sexual assault are 

based upon surveys of college students. While these surveys 

provide some insight on the frequency of sexual assaults, 

they lack qualitative data that might provide an 

understanding of the context and interaction patterns 

involved in the causes of campus rapes. The few qualitative 

studies that have been conducted have been based on only a 

few victims' accounts. For example, Ehrhart and Sanders's 

1985 study examines several victims' accounts of gang rapes 

occurring at fraternities at several colleges. Sanday, 

1990, investigates the situations of four gang-rape victims 

to learn about the social expectations, values, and 

institutional practices that encourage gang rape on college 

campuses. Discussing the effects of a single gang rape, 

Sanday writes, "The news of just one incident of group 

sexual aggression against a lone college woman that goes 

unpunished and is accepted as a standard practice can have 

an intimidating affect on large numbers of women students, 

making them feel insecure and unsafe in the college 

environment" (Sanday, 1990, pg.5). 

Given the quantity of survey evidence indicating the 

prevalence of sexual violence forced upon college women by 
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their male acquaintances, Malamuth, 1981, asserts that 

research is needed to focus on social, environmental, and 

psychological cues that might explain this type of behavior 

(Bird, 1991). As a police officer on The University of 

Arizona's campus, I believe that campus-police reports of 

sexual assault are a reliable and logical source of 

information about these factors. If these reports identify 

specific social conditions that appear to promote either 

sexual assault or the reporting of sexual assault, then 

these conditions should be brought to light. Likewise, if 

universities fail to enforce their own disciplinary 

procedures with regard to suspected rapists, then this 

breach of disciplinary enforcement should also be exposed. 

Based on this information, colleges may be able to create 

educational programs and administrative policies that more 

effectively address the growing problem of sexual assault on 

their campuses. 

My study is unique in that its sources are police 

reports rather than campus surveys, which have been more 

often used to gather data on this subject. By using the 

information documented in campus-police reports, I can 

provide a more complete picture of factors that seem to 

contribute to the likelihood of campus rape. In this study, 

I specifically address the environmental and social 

conditions reported to campus police officers concerning 
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sexual assaults on campus. I docximent those particular 

behaviors of rape suspects that appear to support certain 

campus-rape "myths," and compare and contrast this 

information with similar data found in national surveys. I 

demonstrate how colleges apply their own codes of conduct to 

students identified as rape suspects. Finally, I document 

the prosecution rate on these cases and shed light on the 

rationale prosecutors use for pursuing or not pursuing 

charges. 

1.3 Purpose 

The purpose of this study is threefold: 

1. After examining police reports, I identify and 

docunent the environnent in which sexual assault occurs. By 

examining statements made to police officers by the victim, 

the suspected rapist, and witnesses, I document the social 

environment of campus rape. This part of the study includes 

an examination of the actions of campus-rape victims 

following the rape, based on police-report documentation of 

how the victim left the rape scene, where she went, to whom 

she spoke, what her friends told her to do, and what she 

did. 

2. In this study I also examine the ways in which the 

universities apply their own codes of conduct to students 

suspected of rape, and the ways in which the criminal-
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justice system deals with these same students. The police 

reports document not only the rape victims' reporting of the 

crime, but also the university's follow-up concerning the 

rape suspect. The reports cite the number of hours invested 

by each campus police department in identifying a crime 

suspect, validating the occurrence of a rape, and taking 

their police investigation to a county attorney in order for 

the suspected rapist to be charged with the crime. The 

reports document the steps campus police follow when they 

present a campus rape to a prosecutor, as well as the means 

by which the prosecutor decides whether or not to charge a 

student with rape. Further, the report documents the 

reasons given by the prosecuting attorney when he or she 

does not charge a suspect with rape. 

3. With the results of this study, I plan to provide 

university police and administrators with important new 

information with which to understsmd the environment in 

which campus rapes occur. With greater understanding of the 

political and social environment that allows such crimes to 

happen, administrators should be able to develop improved 

strategies for preventing campus rape. 

1.4 Theoretical Framework 

To support my two central research areas (the 

environment that appears to foster campus rape; 
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institutional management of campus rape), I have used two 

basic frameworks, respectively; 

situational-variable theory, a conceptual 

framework that looks at certain risk 

factors found in sexual-assault cases, 

focusing on substance abuse; the 

correlation between male dominance and 

sexually aggressive behavior; and 

the relationship between the victim and the 

rapist; 

models for institutional responsibility in 

dealing with campus rape. 

Situational-variable theory 

The situational-variable theory associates certain 

predisposing factors with the likelihood of sexual assault. 

These factors include substance abuse, male domination, and 

the relationship between victim and rapist. I define and 

discuss each of these risk factors in my study, integrating 

into my discussion previous research that explores the role 

these factors play in the likelihood of rape. 

Substance abuse has been found frequently associated 

with sexual assault on campuses (Muehlenhard, Linton, 1987, 

Abbey, 1991, Richardson and Hammock, 1991). Koss and 

Dinero, 1989, report that regular substance abuse is 

associated with particularly serious incidents of sexual 



assault and is one of the four strongest predictors of rape. 

Abbey, 1991, finds that (a) alcohol multiplies the chances 

that sexual intent will be misperceived, (b) students 

believe that intoxication justifies sexually aggressive 

behavior, and (c) alcohol impairs both men's and women's 

ability to communicate effectively. Another study finds 

that men and women operate under a double standard with 

regard to alcohol: men are assumed to have less 

responsibility for sexual assault than their victims are 

assumed to have (Richardson, Hammock, 1991, Norris, Cubbins, 

1992). 

Finally, in their 1996 study of alcohol abuse, Abbey 

and Harnish find that men perceive women's alcohol 

consumption as a sexual cue in itself, and that when men and 

women are drinking, alcohol actually impairs the women's 

ability either to recognize or to effectively resist 

unwanted sexual advances. As a result, alcohol increases 

the probability of sexual assault. The man mistakenly 

believes that his companion really wants sex, or he feels 

that he has been "led on" to a point where he justifies 

force (Goodchilds, Zellman, 1984, Muehlenhard, 1988). 

Male dominance and its correlation with sexual 

aggressiveness were studied by Muehlenhard and Linton in 

1987. They found that men who initiate a date, pay all 

expenses, smd provide transportation are more likely to be 
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sexually aggressive than those who do not take such 

initiatives. These men assume control because they have 

defined the date. Within the same study area, Muehlenhard 

and Linton, 1987, investigated the correlation between 

"parking" and rape. They found that since couples usually 

park in the man's car in an isolated place, the man is in 

control and thus can define what occurs. 

Ross, White, and Craig, 1990, studied the impact of 

culture in assessing the likelihood of sexual assault by 

college men. They developed psychological models explaining 

those factors that seem to contribute to men's sexually 

aggressive behavior. Koss and White developed an analytical 

model composed of four parts: 

psychological makeup; 

features of relationship and situation; 

social structures that affect the roles a man 

plays in life, with family and peers, in 

school, and with regard to religion; and 

the culture in which the man lives. 

Koss and White believe that sexual assault results from a 

fusion of these systems. From these four context areas, 

they developed a survey device called the Collegiate 

Lifestyle and Relationship Survey. I found Koss and White's 

analytical model to be critical in my analysis of the 

information I reviewed in campus police reports. 
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Craig developed another model for predicting rape by 

college men. Craig believes that "participants and 

situations reciprocally impact on each other where the 

coercive male may deliberately change situations to make 

them congruent with his disposition" (Craig, 1990, pg. 406). 

Craig defines the following four factors in his model: 

selective exposure, where the man selects 

situations in which he can express 

aggressiveness; 

selective evaluation, where the man 

subjectively weighs the relative 

importance of various cues in his environment 

and reinforces in his own mind those he 

wishes to believe are most important; 

evocation of congruent features, where the 

male manipulates the situation to 

enhance the possibility of sexual 

intercourse; 

cognitive restructuring, where the male 

interprets events to suit his own 

plans. 

Institutional response and responsibility 

My second major area of concern is with colleges' and 

universities' management of campus rape: first, an 

investigation of how these institutions deal internally with 



s-tudents who are suspected of rape, and second, the legal 

accountability of these institutions with regard to rape 

cases. 

A model for institutional accountability was developed 

by Parrot, Wagner, 1991, Adams and Abarbanel, 1988. Their 

model requires the development of student awareness of the 

institutional consequences of rape and sexually aggressive 

behavior. A clearly articulated policy must include 

sanctions against persons and organizations that contribute 

to sexually aggressive behavior, and this policy must be 

widely disseminated to new students, provided at 

orientation, and published in all of the institution's 

admissions literature. Failure to develop, implement, and 

educate the campus community about the policy results in a 

lack of accountability, thus creating campus-liability 

issues. 

Adams and Abarbanel, 1988, developed four criteria that 

the courts now use in determining a university's liability: 

Was the assault foreseeable? 

Are the college's security measures 

reasonable? 

Were the students warned of known dangers? 

Does campus housing meet the standards 

legally required of landlords? 

The university's liability can be substantially reduced if 
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the institution creates a clear code of conduct that defines 

rape and outlines the consequences of committing rape; 

provides information on the known dangers of sexual assault 

on campus; and maintains a security department that enforces 

the code of conduct. 

1.5 Research Questions 

The research questions are as follows. 

A. Political and social environmental questions 

1. Under what conditions do reported rapes 

occur? 

2. In what locations do reported rapes occur (for 

example in residence halls, fraternities, 

apartments)? 

3. How frequently can we identify male domination 

and/or sex-role stereotyping as an accompanying 

factor in incidents of sexual assault? 

4. In reported incidents of sexual assault on 

campuses, what steps make up the 

victims' negotiation process? Why do the victims 

negotiate? Under what conditions do they not 

negotiate? 

B. Institutional questions 

5. To what extent do universities implement 

existing codes of conduct in reported rape cases? 
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6. What factors contribute to the prosecution or 

non-prosecution of sexual-assault cases in the 

criminal-justice system? 

1.6 Methodology 

I collected the data for this study in two phases 

corresponding to my two central areas of interest: 

(a) political- and social-environmental factors and 

(b) institutional response and responsibility. In phase 

one, I gathered and coded 47 police reports from three 

state-university campuses. In phase two, I continued to 

code information from police reports, interviewed deans of 

students and their associates at the same universities, 

requested documents containing codes of conduct and 

disciplinary records, interviewed prosecuting attorneys, and 

reviewed prosecution data illustrating the disposition of 

criminal charges. 

In my review of police reports, I used a coding system 

to tabulate the information that might provide background 

concerning the campus environment in which the rape occurred 

and the political and social construction surrounding the 

crime. To obtain information about the institutions' 

responses, I also coded all information concerning the 

negotiation process implemented by rape victims, the 
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response of university administration to the crime, and the 

response of the criminal-justice system. 

To gain more information about the universities' 

responses and responsibility, I interviewed deans of 

students and their associates. I requested and received 

data documenting the frequency and type of disciplinary 

sanctions these schools have implemented during the time 

frame of my study. Unfortunately, only one institution was 

able to give me disciplinary records from 1985 to 1991. 

However, I did obtain more recent disciplinary data from the 

other two institutions. 

I also requested documents explaining codes of conduct 

and other institutional documentation that might contribute 

to my study. (Copies of each institution's code of conduct 

are attached in the appendix of this study.) I also 

attempted to interview the legal advisors at each 

institution. Unfortunately, only one institution permitted 

any interviews. At this university, I interviewed two 

attorneys to learn how this school applies its code of 

conduct to criminal incidents on and off campus. 

To assess the ways in which all three universities deal 

with campus accountability and liability issues, I compared 

the information from these interviews with recent research 

data. None of the attorneys or deans would comment on any 

past or pending liability cases. 
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Finally, I interviewed prosecuting attorneys in all the 

cities where these three campuses are located, and gathered 

information from legal reviews concerning prosecutorial 

rationale. In addition, I tried to obtain prosecution data 

showing the disposition of criminal charges of sexual 

assault but found such data nonexistent. The results of 

these data, documents, and interviews are discussed further 

in other parts of this study. 

1.7 Scope and LiBitations 

This study identifies the political- and social-

environmental conditions that contribute to the occurrence 

of campus sexual assault, the social construction of campus 

rape, the negotiation process campus-rape victims undertake, 

and the ways in which universities and the criminal-justice 

system deal with both victims and suspects. 

The strength of this study lies in the uniqueness of 

its data. Each police report provides the several 

viewpoints of persons both directly and indirectly involved 

in the crime. These reports provide documentation 

concerning environmental conditions and social 

relationships, and information about both victim and 

suspect; none of this information is available from survey 

results. 

While the study's scope is comprehensive, including 47 
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police reports on sexual assaults on three university 

campuses, it is also limited in that larger numbers of 

police reports could not be obtained at this time given 

certain restrictions of public access to the information. 

Another limitation of the study is that the content of 

a police report is partially determined by the police 

officer taking the report. Despite the many hours of formal 

training that police officers undertake, to some extent they 

still bring prejudices and biases to their reporting. In 

fact, the training process itself can cause bias. To 

compensate for this limitation, I tried to minimize bias by 

identifying first-hand quotes from victims, suspects, and 

others interviewed for the police reports. Since all of the 

documents examined in this study are used routinely in 

criminal-court proceedings, we can assume that the police 

officers writing these reports made every attempt to be 

truthful in their documentation. 

Still other biases may be found in supplemental police-

related reports, for example the emergency-room report or 

the scientific analysis documented in laboratory reports. 

However, the use of specific medical terminology and 

laboratory dictation probably reduces the effects of 

personal bias. 
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CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE 

2.1 Introduction 

Until the inid-1950s, little or no scholarly 

investigation had been conducted on sexual assault. 

However, in 1957, sociologist Eugene Kanin documented the 

first research on sexual aggression in dating relationships. 

He found that 30% of the women in his study had experienced 

rape or attempted rape while on a date. After Kanin's 

study, research on this type of sexual assault subsided 

until the mid-1980s, when study resumed on what was now 

called "date rape." While using Mary Koss's research to 

write an article for Ms. magazine, Karen Barett developed 

the term date rape and defined it as sexual assault 

occurring while the victim is on a date or in a dating 

relationship. The establishment of this term and its 

definition signaled a crucial first step in this new, or 

renewed, area of research (Parrot and Bechhoefer, 1991). 

Sexual aggression and other critical campus issues have 

been long ignored in student-personnel literature. For 

example, one of the best research compendia. Higher 

Education: Handbook of Theory and Research, does not cover 

alcohol, drug abuse, campus crime, or sexual assault. 

Research on these student issues is neglected in favor of 
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studies of student learning and cognitive skills. Issues of 

student misbehavior and campus-environmental problems have 

been largely ignored (Bird, 1991). Astin, 1977, referred to 

issues of student behavior as "hedonism," defining it as 

drinking wine or beer, smoking cigarettes, and gambling. 

Even though all of these behaviors have persisted at many 

colleges and universities for many years, research on these 

antisocial behaviors has been minimal in the field of 

student development. While much of the mid-1980s research 

in student development evolved around the College Student 

Experiences Questionnaire developed by Pace, 1984, none of 

the areas he studied included alcoholism, sexual aggression, 

or addictive behavior. 

In 1981, two large landmark studies demonstrated that 

coercive and violent sexual behavior in colleges and 

universities was real. The first study (Malamuth, 1981) 

revealed that 35% of the college men surveyed indicated that 

they would indeed commit rape if they knew they would not be 

caught. In the second study, Koss and Oros, 1982, developed 

the Sexual Experiences Survey, a behavioral, self-reporting 

instrument on sexual coercion. Their survey showed that a 

large number of college women had been raped by men they 

knew and that there was a "new" hidden crime on campus 

called acquaintance rape. Obviously, there was further need 

to research student misbehavior. As this literature review 



illustrates, a number of larger questions still need to be 

systematically studied (Bird, 1991). 

The remainder of this chapter discusses only the 

literature that specifically addresses the three main 

subjects of my study. The sections are organized as 

follows: 

2.2 Three Critical Theoretical Perspectives. A 

review of the three emerging perspectives on 

sexual assault research: feminist, 

socialization, and psychological theories, 

and their effects on the current and future 

sexual-assault research. 

2.3 Major Themes that Emerge from National 

Surveys. A review of several national 

surveys that have contributed data defining 

the causes of sexual assault; and of several 

major themes identified through national 

survey data, compared with the data used in 

this study. 

2.4 Institutional Response. The theoretical 

framework within which colleges and 

universities operate concerning sexual 

assault; the reality of universities' 

responses to acquaintance and date rape. 
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2.2 Three Critical Theoretical Perspectives 

In this section, I present a short history of early 

research on sexual assault and characterize the changes that 

have occurred in this area of research. I have taken a 

feminist viewpoint on the issue, while also drawing on 

socialization and psychological theories. Though these are 

three different perspectives, they overlap as they 

contribute to progress in the study of sexual assault. 

Before 1980, published research on sexual assault 

focused on one type: stranger rape (Groth, 1979). Since 

Groth's research data were collected from prison inmates, 

his research provided much information about rapists who had 

been caught and convicted, but little or none about the 

majority of rape suspects who had gone free. The prisoners 

studied had previous criminal records, many had raped 

numerous times before but had not been charged with their 

crimes, and many came from a poor economic background (Hall, 

1994). As a result of this study's publication, what became 

understood as "typical rape circumstance" was extremely 

misleading and distorted society's perception of rape. The 

public was led to believe that only one type of rape was 

common—stranger rape—while it ignored the other types— 

acquaintance, date, and marital rape. Who is the typical 

rapist? In fact, men committing rape are husbands, ex-

husbands, fathers, stepfathers, boyfriends, ex-boyfriends, 
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relatives, friends, and neighlsors ^Rape Report. 1992). 

As better information emerged about acquaintance and 

date rape, researchers began to develop new theories and 

methods for collecting data. These new theories have 

provided a multidisciplinary approach that emphasizes 

feminist, socialization, and psychological perspectives. 

Feainist Perspective 

During the 1970s we began to see an unprecedented 

number of social-scientific articles on sexual assault. At 

that time, the feminist perspective on sexual assault 

attracted a great deal of public attention. Several 

published feminist writers, including Brownmiller, 1975, 

Dworkin, 1981, and Schwendinger, 1983, characterized rape in 

political and economic terms, viewing this crime as one form 

of men's continuing domination over women in terms of 

political and economic power. Maintaining that men have 

exploited and continue to exploit women, they wrote that 

society views women as second-class citizens, treats them as 

subservient, and places them in degrading roles rather than 

as equals with men (Ellis, 1993). 

Brownmiller has traced this domination of men over 

women throughout history, during much of which men have 

treated women as property. Brownmiller states that men 

continue to control women through the threat of rape. 
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Foucault, 1980r also finds that men equate sex with power. 

In one of the most extensive studies of the theoretical and 

historical analyses of the relationship between sex and 

power, Foucault found that '*sexual expression is channeled 

by strategies of knowledge and power used for defining the 

nature of desire so as to deploy male and female in certain 

ways" (Sanday, 1990, pg. 9). According to Foucault, power 

is at the heart of sexual expression, defining how sexuality 

is learned and communicated. For example, American society 

characterizes men as primarily physical, outgoing, 

initiating, while it characterizes women as mainly passive, 

dependent, nurturing, and caring. 

These perceptions contribute to an environment in which 

women are susceptible to victimization. Brownmiller 

illustrates this point in her 1975 study of dating 

situations, in which she reports that sexual aggression in 

dating is the result of 

social propriety and the structures of 

conventional behavior that dictate politeness and 

femininity that demand the female gracefully 

endure or wriggle away if she can, but a direct 

confrontation falls outside of the behavior norm. 

(Brownmiller, 1975, pg. 284) 

The relationship between traditional gender roles and 

sexual aggression has also been studied by Rapaport, 
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Burkhart, 1984, Koss, et. al, 1985, Burt, 1986, and Korman 

and Leslie, 1982. In their attempt to ascertain whether 

differences exist between sexually aggressive men and 

sexually non-aggressive men, they found a correlation 

between men's sexual aggression and their hostility towards 

women. 

One effect of this feminist-based research was to shed 

light on socialization theory and to apply this theory to 

the development of gender scripts for women and men. These 

studies also introduced one of the first theories 

highlighting the effect American culture has had on social 

myths about sexual assault (Bird, 1991). Both subjects are 

discussed in the next section. 

Socialization Perspective 

One socialization perspective is the social-learning 

theory. This theory suggests that repeated exposure to any 

type of stimulus fosters positive feelings towards it 

(Wilson, Nakaho, 1965, Zajonc, 1968). Men are given 

stereotypical sexual scripts in our culture, scripts that 

may or may not be tempered by moral and ethical influences. 

A significant number of men receive the scripts without the 

tempering. Kanin, 1984, found that such men tend to be 

hypermasculine and that they often become sexual predators. 

Predatoriness can be learned through imitation or modeling. 
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Burt, 1980, Wyer, Bodenhausen, Goman, 1985, and 

Zillman, Bryant, 1984, contend that American culture is 

steeped in a system of beliefs that tolerate and even 

encourage rape. This contention appears to be supported by 

other researchers (Ellis, 1993). For example, in her 1981 

study of 95 tribal societies, Sanday found that only 18 

percent of these were "rape-prone" cultures. Sanday equates 

proneness to rape with an imbalance of power between 

genders. In rape-prone societies, women have little power 

or authority while men are rewarded for assuming power and 

being aggressive. Reiss, 1986, studied 186 non-

industrialized cultures and found that one major predictor 

of a rape-prone society is the belief in male domination 

over women. A review of rape frequency in the United States 

compared with that in other countries shows the United 

States is a rape-prone culture. The frequency of rape in 

the U.S. is three times higher than in England, 10 times 

higher than in France, and 13 times higher than in Japan. 

Sexually aggressive and assaultive behaviors in college 

men have been exhaustively studied by Kanin, 1957, 1984, 

Parcell, Kanin, 1977, Koss et. al., 1981, 1985, Korman, 

Leslie, 1982, Parrot, 1985, Malamuth, 1981, 1984, Burkhart, 

Rapaport, 1984, Stanton and Burkhart, 1989, Sweet, 1985, 

Lottes, 1986, Gross, 1978, Donhnerstein, Linz, and Penrod, 

1987. The work of these researchers supports the 
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socioculturalist belief that rape is not only culturally 

endorsed in the United States, but also that it frequently 

occurs on most U.S. college and university campuses. 

These sociocultural models have provided a basis for 

research on the circumstances surrounding acquaintance and 

date rape among college students. In a self-reporting 

study, Kanin, 1984, found that date rapists experience 

sexually oriented peer-group socialization that ties sexual 

conquest to self-worth. Koss et al., 1985, found that the 

stronger a man's belief in power, success, and aggression, 

the greater the chance he will rape. In her research, she 

found that the masculine role results from a variety of 

socialization factors that include the domination of men 

over women, aggressive behavior, and the wielding of power. 

Our society is grounded in this attitudinal structure, which 

appears to legitimize sexual aggression (Parrot and 

Bechhoefer, 1991, Burkhart, Stanton, 1988). 

Psychological Perspective 

The psychological perspective on sexual assault can be 

linked to an examination of the several psychological 

features of men's coercion of women and of the way our 

society treats both men and women, according to Burkhart, 

Fromuth, 1991. Other research supports a psychological 

consensus that studies of sexual coercion must be described 
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by complex, multivariate models (Hall, 1990, Malamuth, 

1988). Unfortunately, these complex models have not been 

developed. However, four dominant concepts found in current 

psychological literature contribute to a psychological 

understanding of sexual coercion. These concepts are 

described as misogynist beliefs and attitudes, aggressive 

patterns and motives, characterological and personality 

functioning, and sexual motives and arousal patterns. Each 

is explained here. 

One of the most consistent empirical findings about 

sexual coercion has been its link to misogynist and 

specifically rape-supportive attitudes (Burt, 1980, 

Burkhart, Stanton, 1988, Craig, Hall 1990). Feminist 

authors have conceptually linked sexist cultural contexts 

and sexual violence (Brownmiller, 1975, Burt, 1980, Lewis, 

Clark, 1977), finding a connection among the following 

variables: stereotypical views of sex and gender roles, 

adversarial beliefs, and the acceptance of rape myths to 

rationalize the coercive sexual behavior of sexually 

aggressive men (Hall, 1990). Goodchilds et al., 1988, 

studied the effect of these variables among junior-high-

school girls and boys. They found that both girls and boys 

between the ages of 12 and 14 felt that forceful, sexually 

aggressive actions were legitimized by a girl's bad 

reputation, her "teasing," or her use of drugs and/or 
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alcohol. Unfortunately, this is one of very few studies 

that has been completed on this subject; further research is 

needed. 

Another dominant psychological concept grows out of 

research on aggression. Rapaport, Burkhart, 1984, Malainuth, 

1986, and Calhoun et al., 1986, have found that men with a 

history of sexually coercive behavior are more likely to be 

impulsive, physically violent, and prone to use force and 

interpersonal violence against women. 

Early psychological researchers on rape tried to link 

the personalities of sexually aggressive men with aggressive 

behavior. This research has been inconclusive. More 

recently, Moshar and Sirkin, 1984, studied the concept of 

hypermasculinity. Hypermasculine men seem to have been 

socialized to define their masculinity in terms of 

nonfeeling, tough, and physically violent behavior; all of 

these characteristics seem to predict sexually coercive 

conduct. In addition, these men use coercive and/or 

otherwise exploitative sexual tactics in their relationships 

with women (Cole, 1988, Anderson, Mosher, 1986). 

The last dominant psychological concept springs from 

the study of sexual-arousal patterns and reasons for sexual 

coercion. Kanin, 1967b, 1969, found that sexually 

aggressive men prefer a particular sexual style. Since 

these men are not satisfied with one form of sexual 



expression, they develop a pattern of intensely seeking a 

variety of sexual outlets. Additional research by Burkhart 

and Stanton, 1988, suggests that the behavior of sexually 

aggressive men is motivationally overdetermined, and that 

for these men sex offers an outlet for power, anger, and 

neediness. 

This research indicates that sexual coercion is 

strongly embedded in our culture and in our social and 

personal psychologies. Our society still holds women 

responsible for their own victimization. According to 

Brownmiller, 1975, this concept must change, and the change 

will occur only when society realizes, "I have seen the 

enemy and they are us." We must begin to "revamp a 

significant proportion of our social values" (Brownmiller, 

1975, pg. 229). 

2.3 Major Thenes that Eaerge fron National Surveys 

During the past decade, research on sexual assault has 

become widely publicized, particularly with regard to data 

collected from national siirveys. Four fundamental themes 

emerge from this new research: frequency of victimization; 

likelihood of male aggression; underreporting of rape; and 

certain limitations on data collection. I discuss each of 

these themes below. 

Frequency of victimization is obvious in the results of 
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surveys conducted by Koss, 1985, 1988, Goodchilds, 1988, and 

the Townson Study on Campus Violence, 1989. These studies 

suggest that one in every four college-aged women will be 

subjected to some type of sexual coercion and/or assault 

during her college years (Koss, 1992). Surveys of male 

students by Brier and Malanuth, 1983, Koss, Leonard, 

Beezley, and Oros, 1985, and Lisak and Roth, 1988, 

complement these victimization surveys. Their results show 

that 35% of the surveyed college men indicated that they 

would rape if they knew they would not be caught (Berkowitz, 

Burkhart, Bourg, 1994). 

A comparison of these national estimates with the 

number of reported rapes documented in the 1993 Uniform 

Crime Report indicates that more unreported rapes occur than 

do reported rapes. In 1993, for example, 382 sexual 

assaults were reported on 851 college campuses, involving a 

population of approximately six million full- and part-time 

students. According to Koss's survey data, 10 to 12 percent 

of these women had been forced into sex. Starting with a 

student population of six million and dividing this figure 

by a 50% gender mix results in approximately 300,000 rape 

victims in 1993. Conversely, given the Malamuth data that 

35% of the surveyed college men would commit rape if they 

knew they would not be caught, approximately 1.5 million men 

may have sexually assaulted women in 1993. However, only 
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382 rapes were reported in 1993 (Parrot and Bechhofer, 

1991). 

Craig, 1990, reviewed 25 research studies involving 

coercive sexual behavior among college students between 1957 

and 1989. Thirteen of these studies dealt specifically with 

the women who had been victimized. A total of 10,636 women 

were surveyed concerning their dating experiences, from 

sexual coercion to sexual assault. The results of his study 

parallel those of other contemporary research. For example, 

Kanin, 1957, Kirkpatrick, 1957, Parcell, 1971, Korman and 

Leslie, 1982, found that approximately 55% to 63% of the 

women they surveyed experienced offensive or displeasing 

erotic intimacy (Bird, 1991). These results appear to 

remain the same in more recent research on victimization 

rates. Lundberg-Love and Geffner, 1989, found that between 

15% and 44% of the women they surveyed had been victims of 

acquaintance rape. Koss, 1988, foiind in her survey of 6,200 

college students that approximately 25% of the women had 

been victims of sexual assault (Berkowitz, Burkhart, Bourg, 

1994). 

Finally, Koss, Gidyzs, Wisniewski, and Lederman are 

quoted in a 1996 issue of the Journal of American College 

Health as claiming estimates of college women's rape 

victimization at from 10% to 27.5% (Meilman and Haygood-

Jackson, 1996). Given these estimates, are all types of 
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sexual assaults underreported on college campuses, or are 

only certain types of sexual assaults underreported? For 

example, is stranger rape more frequently reported than 

acquaintance rape? 

Several rationales are used to explain the 

underreporting of all kinds of sexual assault, and there is 

much debate over the underreporting of sexual-assault 

statistics. For every reported rape, six to 10 rapes may be 

committed. Bureau of Justice Statistics figures show that 

the highest incidence of sexual assault occurs against 

victims between the ages of 16 and 24. Given that the 

population on most college campuses meets this criterion, 

some researchers estimate that for every reported incident, 

approximately 100 incidents are not reported. According to 

the January 20, 1993, Chronicle of Higher Education, crime 

statistics at American colleges and universities show an 

extraordinarily small number of reported sexual assaults 

(Meilman and Haygood-Jackson, 1996). 

The strength of these studies lies in their large 

survey populations, but these studies also have weaknesses, 

one of which is their limitation to college-aged students. 

While rape happens to women of all ages, the focus of these 

surveys may skew public perception towards assuming that 

rape happens only to young women. Another limitation is the 

lack of analysis of police or code-of-conduct reports found 
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at most colleges and universities. There appear to be only 

a few studies that analyze police and other administrative 

reports on campus rape. 

However, the focus on college-aged students is also 

useful for several reasons. These students are willing to 

participate in studies; they are at the highest risk for 

sexually assaultive behavior by acquaintances; and they are 

most active in frequency of dating (a fact that Koss, 

Mahoney, Shively, and Traw, 1986, found was one of the best 

predictors of sexual assault). Since women between the ages 

of 17 and 24 are at the highest risk for acquaintance rape, 

the college population provides researchers with a great 

proportion of the larger, at-risk population. 

Research on documented incidents of campus sexual 

aggression is limited. Lott, Reilly, and Howard, 1982, 

surveyed approximately 2,000 students about sexual 

aggression on campus. Thirteen percent of their sample 

population reported knowing at least one person who had been 

raped and six percent reported having been raped on campus. 

Nine percent of the college women in this survey had left 

their student jobs because of sexual harassment. 

For the most part, large studies using victim accounts 

or other forms of campus documentation are not to be found. 

However, Peggy Sanday, 1990, in her book. Fraternity Gang 

Rape. analyzed four specific incidents of sexual assault 
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that happened in different fraternities on different 

campuses. Lee Bird in her 1991 dissertation, "Psycho-Social 

and Environmental Factors of Sexually Assaultive Attitudes 

and Behaviors among American College Men," used one victim's 

account of a sexual assault to illustrate the trauma 

surrounding a rape. 

Another study by Martin and Hummer, 1989, analyzed the 

behavior of college-fraternity members towards women. This 

study demonstrates that certain abusive fraternity practices 

contribute to an atmosphere that encourages sexual 

aggression and rape. These practices include loyalty to the 

fraternity over all personal ethics or criminal law, a 

history of physical violence, the use of alcohol in coercing 

women into sex, and the importance of competition for women. 

Women are used as "bait" for recruiting new members, to 

serve as party hostesses, and as sexual prey (Parrot and 

Bechhoefer, 1991). 

These surveys are based on self-reports which are 

difficult to validate, but they are extremely valuable 

because they take in information from an enormous cross-

section of students. However, there has been little 

research on the details of actual rape cases, and very 

little (if any) research based on campus-police or other 

university reports (Bechhofer and Parrot, 1991). A question 

that occurs is whether a study based on police reports would 
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support the conclusions reached by these sexual-assault 

researchers, or whether such research would lead to 

different conclusions. 

Police reports offer a different set of data from that 

of self-reporting surveys: these reports constitute the 

actual documentation of crimes as seen by numerous persons 

associated with the incidents. Police officers observe, 

listen, and document the actions and statements of victims, 

suspects, and third-party observers. Police officers are 

trained to follow specific legal guidelines that mandate how 

to document these observations in order to ensure that the 

elements of a crime are present in an incident. Police 

officers are restricted from including personal assvimptions 

or conclusions in their documentation. They must establish 

probable cause that a crime has occurred, identify the 

victim, describe the location where the crime has occurred, 

note whether there were witnesses, and document the evidence 

that supports the occurrence of the crime. The unique 

advantages of police reports are further examined in Chapter 

Four. 

2.4 Institutional Response: Gendered Franeirork in 

Institutions of Higher Education 

How do institutions of higher education respond to 
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reported incidents of campus sexual assault? The responses 

of institutions are governed by their institutional culture 

and, as estedslished in this review section, our American 

society is in fact a rape-prone culture. According to the 

feminist researchers whose work I have reviewed, the roles 

of men and women are scripted by the continuing domination 

by men over women in positions of economic and political 

power. I believe that American colleges and universities 

continue to reflect these notions of knowledge and power 

that discriminate between genders, and I will demonstrate 

the extent of this discrimination throughout this 

dissertation. I will begin by examining the gender 

framework to which colleges and universities seem to adhere. 

W.A. Kaplin, 1985, studied over 200 years of 

institutional history, examining how colleges and 

universities implement disciplinary measures against 

students. His research provides insight into the 

foundations upon which most U.S. colleges and universities 

base their codes of student conduct and their sanctions 

against violators of these codes. Kaplin's research found 

that most universities internally handle student misconduct. 

These schools have created codes of conduct that reflect 

expectations of student behavior; when that code is 

violated, a specially assigned administrator enforces 

sanctions against the violator. 
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This system was developed at the same time that 

American colleges and universities were being founded. In 

his historical study, Kaplin learned that 

for its first several centuries, America's higher 

educational establishment tended to think of 

itself as removed from and perhaps above the world 

of law and lawyers, and was left to regulate 

itself through reliance on tradition and 

consensual agreement. 

(Kaplin, pg. 3, 1985) 

More than 70 percent of the nation's colleges and 

universities have developed an internal disciplinary process 

based upon this foundation. 

According to a New York Times article dated May 5th, 

1996, more than 70 percent of the colleges and universities 

in the United States have been given great discretionary 

authority to determine how to manage campus crime. This 

authority has been granted through state laws, college 

charters, local governments, and college-police departments 

that have discretionary legal authority to decide whether 

criminal cases occurring on their campuses should be 

referred to district attorneys or to deans of students. As 

a result, many crimes are referred directly to deans of 

students but are not reported to local police; or they are 

reported to campus police but not to the district attorney 
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for prosecution. Consequently, as Kaplin's research 

illustrates, many district attorneys and prosecutors believe 

that internal campus-justice systems contaminate criminal 

cases before they can be prosecuted. Other critics claim 

that these campus systems favor certain political entities 

within the higher-education system. 

According to Sanday, 1990, colleges and universities 

tend not to hold privileged male college students 

accountable for their actions. Predominantly male 

administrators tend to protect college men by dissociating 

antisocial behavior from the suspect and attributing it 

instead to something else. By refusing to initiate any 

serious consequences against male student offenders, 

administrators continue to promote the concept of male 

privilege that leads to college men's antisocial behavior in 

the first place. Administrators seem to believe that if 

they act to end the abuse of women students, they will 

somehow be denying college men their training in 

masculinity. Because of this discrimination, women continue 

to be victimized. However, as more women move into 

positions of power—become deans of students, vice 

presidents, and university presidents—the gendering of 

authority will evolve and we should see a change. Here is 

another area that will need to be researched. 

How has this gender discrimination evolved? Like other 
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large industrial organizations, institutions of higher 

education are not gender-neutral. Men still dominate most 

organizations in the U.S., and higher education is no 

exception. Though sociologists before the mid-1970s ignored 

male domination in leadership, more recent feminist authors 

including Kanter, 1977, Feldberg and Glenn, 1979, and 

MacKinnon, 1979, have begun to provide research data on 

women and organizations. Colleges and universities provide 

an excellent example of the effect of gender in an 

organizational structure. 

In the same vein. Acker, 1990, defines "gendered" as 

meaning that "the advantage, the disadvantage, exploitation 

and control, action, emotion, meaning and identity are 

patterned through and in terms of distinction between male 

and female, masculine and feminine" (Acker, 1990, pg. 85). 

Acker believes that gender plays an integral role in five 

interactive processes that comprise the reality of 

organizations today. These parts include the constructions 

of (1) divisions of labor along gender lines, (2) divisions 

of labor, (3) allowable behaviors, (4) locations of physical 

space, and (5) institutionalized power to maintain these 

divisions in labor markets, the family, and the state. 

Acker finds that men are almost always in the highest 

positions of organizational power. 

Gender plays a fundamental role in the creation of the 
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assumptions on which organizations base their organizational 

logic and practices. Kanter, 1975, finds that the image of 

a successful chief executive officer is one of forceful 

masculinity linked to specifically gendered skill areas. 

Within organizations, the social interactions between men 

and women reflect all forms of dominance and submission; men 

appear to be the actors while women appear to be there for 

emotional support (Hochschild, 1983). These interactions 

produce gender components of individual identity that may 

include consciousness of other gender aspects within 

organizations—aspects that reflect differences in choice of 

work, language, clothing, and self-presentation as a 

gendered member of an organization (Reskin and Roos, 1987). 

In addition. Acker found that gender is implicated in any 

fundamental process of creating and conceptualizing a social 

structure. Gender frames the relationships from family to 

other more complex organizational structures. 

2.5 Institutional Response 

Acker's theory of gendered organizations provides a 

plausible explanation for how colleges and universities 

manage incidents of sexual assault and why they continue in 

this manner. As indicated by both Sanday and Kaplin, 

universities tend to deal internally with students who. 

commit crimes, following a process that fails to hold 
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privileged male students accountable for their actions. In 

this study I will demonstrate how an institution 

internalizes the handling of college men involved in campus 

sexual assault. I will also demonstrate that institutions 

abdicate responsibility for holding student rape suspects 

accountable through any form of internal discipline. 

Finally, I will demonstrate how this failure extends into 

the criminal-justice system. Methods and results will be 

further exeunined in Chapters Four and Five. 

Because of students' tendency to be sexually active, 

date rape poses a risk to them; thus colleges and 

universities are potentially exposed to legal liability 

(Brickley, 1987, Walton, 1994). The increase in campus 

violence and the growing awareness among college students 

has led many students to demand that colleges and 

universities protect their safety (Redford, 1989). 

According to a variety of legal cases, institutions can be 

held liable for negligence. As a result of several prior 

state cases and one federal case, courts have established 

these four liability criteria: (1) Was the assault 

foreseeable? (2) Are there reasonable security measures? 

(3) Were the students warned of known dangers? (4) Did 

campus housing meet the standards legally required of 

landlords? (Cases: Prosser and Keeton, 1984, Bradshaw and 

Rawlings, 1980, Duarte v. State, 1979, and Mullins v. Pine 
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Manor College, 1983) (Adams and Abarbanel, 1988). 

In 1992, additional standards were mandated under 

federal legislation titled the student Right to Know Act. 

This mandate requires colleges and universities to adhere 

closely to federal reporting standards on crime statistics. 

Failure to follow these standards can create liability for 

negligent misrepresentation (Redford, 1989). A college or 

university dealing with reported incidents of date rape must 

also ensure the privacy of victims and suspects or even face 

additional liability for violating these persons' 

constitutional and civil rights under the due-process clause 

(Walton, 1994). 

The way in which universities deal with these issues 

can either reduce or increase their liability. For example, 

if the school creates a clear code of conduct, then students 

can be warned about rape, and enforcement of this code can 

substantially reduce the school's liability. Liability can 

also be reduced by preventive programs such as courtship-

violence prevention programs (Bogal-Allbritten & Allbritten, 

1991) and date-rape awareness programs (Gaines, 1989). 

Another concern is with the manner in which universities 

treat women who report rape. 

Wagner, 1991, studied the consequences of reporting 

rape to the university and the criminal-justice system. 

Both systems have problems. Criminal charges are time-
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consuming and difficult to prove. Good documentation of 

evidence is difficult to accomplish, and prosecuting 

attorneys are often unwilling to argue a case since they 

believe they cannot win an acquaintance-rape case before a 

jury. The response of the institution is also difficult. 

If both victim and suspected rapist are students, then the 

institution must protect the rights of both. Universities 

often suppress or superficially dispose of such cases. 

Given the legal ramifications from both victim and the 

defendant, the wording of code violations must be precise to 

ensure due-process rights for both students (Koss, 1992). 

According to Parrot, colleges and universities must use all 

of these approaches to educate members of the university 

community so that attitudes, behavior, and knowledge can 

change. Parrot and Bechhoefer, 1994, believe that the most 

appropriate method for initiating change is to incorporate 

rape education into college curricula. 

What is the status of campus police and/or security 

officers, and how do they work within these models? 

According to Bohirier and Parrot, 1993, the nature of the 

campus-police system affects its relationships with the rest 

of the campus community and with the local police. Many 

state universities have their own police departments and, at 

these schools, relationships between campus-police and 

local-police agencies are strong, founded upon cooperation 
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and mutual respect. While some colleges and smaller 

universities do not have their own police departments, memy 

have a private campus-security force composed of retired 

police officers, sometimes in combination with students 

interested in police work. Because these types of security 

departments are not staffed by "sworn" police officers, they 

usually turn over criminal investigations to local police 

departments. On those campuses where the campus police 

department is made up of sworn officers, all criminal 

violations are investigated by the campus police and then 

are turned over to criminal-justice authorities for 

prosecution. This is the case in all sexual-assault cases 

and for other crimes of violence. 

Jurisdiction is a critical issue in the handling of 

sexual-assault cases. Colleges and universities take 

various approaches to define their jurisdictional scope. 

Some campus codes of conduct apply to conduct both on and 

off campus, while others apply only to student conduct on 

campus. This difference significantly affects the question 

of whether consequences can be applied to student-rape 

cases. For example, if the victim of a sexual assault is 

raped by a student off campus, the location in which she 

reports the crime determines whether campus police can 

handle the case, depending upon the jurisdictional scope 

stipulated in the student code of conduct. If the 
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university's code of conduct does not apply to off-campus 

crimes, then the victim has only two choices: to report the 

crime to the local police or not to report it at all. 

The same issue applies to the university's attempt to 

apply sanctions against students involved in acts of 

criminal behavior off campus, where the university's code of 

conduct may not apply. Universities have some power over 

the sororities and fraternities located off campus. 

However, this authority allows the university only to revoke 

a fraternity's charter and to require its members to attend 

special classes. The question of expanding codes of conduct 

off campus appears to be a problem among college and 

university administrators. However, based upon the most 

recent court rulings, the courts expect colleges and 

universities to expand their jurisdiction off campus (Bohmer 

and Parrot, 1993). Several state courts have recently 

upheld cases in which universities applied their own codes 

of conduct to students who committed crimes off campus. 

These rulings appear to authorize universities to hold 

students to conduct standards, even off campus. They also 

assign the universities the responsibility to protect their 

academic communities. This is another area in which further 

research would be useful (Perspective. 1996). 
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2.6 gii—«T-Y 

While researchers have developed various theories on 

the causes of sexual assault, few have studied police 

documentation to ascertain the environmental conditions and 

social context in which rape occurs on college campuses. 

While survey results indicate that various contributing 

factors interact with other social conditions, all possibly 

promoting the likelihood of sexual assault, police data have 

not been fully exploited for validation of these conditions. 

Since colleges and universities are being held liable for 

sexual assault both on and off campus, we need to gain far 

greater insight into the environmental, social, and personal 

factors that contribute to this crime. 

Unlike most studies that are based on student 

questionnaires involving psychological criteria or 

sociological determinants to learn about the rationale for 

sexual assault, this study explores the reality of sexual 

assault from a law-enforcement perspective. In addition, 

if universities are being held accountable for developing 

rape-awareness programs, then decision makers must 

understand the dimensions of sexual assault from an 

empirical standpoint so that they can create rape-prevention 

programs that work. 

While researchers continue to explore the reasons 

society persists in accommodating rape suspects, we also 



need to look at the rights of rape victims and the need for 

cultural change. This study initiates a crusade to change 

society's view of rape victims and the way we treat them. 
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DESIGN AND METHOD 

3.1 Introduction 

In order to deal effectively with sexual assault, 

society as a whole and institutions of higher education in 

particular must understand its history, its causes, and 

potential means for preventing it. While considerable 

research has been devoted to the effects of culture, 

psychology, and sociology on the issue, this study 

approaches the problem from a different perspective, taking 

its data from campus-police documentation of reported sexual 

assaults. 

This study focuses not only on the frequency of campus 

rape, but more particularly on the environmental factors 

that may encourage it and the processes and outcomes 

experienced by victims who report the crime to campus 

police. By studying campus-police reports, I have 

identified and documented the environment in which women 

students are sexually assaulted, the reporting process for 

the crime, and the actions taken or not taken by 

universities as well as by the criminal-justice system. 

This chapter describes the design and method I used to 

achieve these goals and specifically to answer the research 

questions listed in Chapter One and repeated here: 
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h. Political and social-environmental questions 

1. Under what conditions do reported rapes 

occur? 

2. In what locations do reported rapes occur 

(for example, residence halls, fraternities, 

apartments)? 

3. How frequently can we identify male 

domination and/or sex-role stereotyping 

as accompanying factors in incidents of 

sexual assault? 

4. In reported incidents of sexual assault on 

campus, what negotiation steps do victims 

undergo? Why? 

B. Institutional questions 

5. To what extent do universities implement 

existing codes of conduct in reported cases 

of sexual assault? 

6. What factors contribute to the prosecution or 

non-prosecution of sexual-assault cases in 

the criminal-justice system? 

I obtained the data to answer these questions by coding 

47 police reports on sexual assault from three Western state 

universities. The remainder of this chapter examines the 

development of the coding instrument, police and 

institutional backgrounds, the relevance of institutional 
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response to this crime, and the methodology I used to answer 

the research questions. 

3.2 Police and Institutional Background 

I contacted several university police departments and 

asked them to send me copies of their sexual-assault reports 

from 1985 through 1991. Three universities responded. 

According to the Carnegie classification system, two of 

these universities are considered Research Universities I 

and one is a Doctoral-Granting University (The Carnegie 

Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching, 1987). Profiles 

of these three institutions are as follows: 

University One 

Enrollment; 35,220 
Tuition cost: 
Undergraduate & graduate in state, $1,528 
Undergraduate & graduate out of state, $6,934 
Affiliation: public school 
Highest degree awarded: doctorate 

University Two 

Enrollment: 17,698 
Tuition cost: 
Undergraduate & graduate in state, $1,528 
Undergraduate & graduate out of state, $6,180 
Affiliation; public school 
Highest degree awarded: doctorate 

University Three 

Enrollment; 25,571 
Tuition cost: 
Undergraduate in state, $2,560 
Undergraduate out of state, $11,352 
Graduate in state, $3,216 
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Graduate out of state, $11,766 
Affiliation: public school 
Highest degree awarded: doctorate 

I consulted The Uniform Crime Report to determine the 

average number of police officers and annual crime rates for 

each school. Since many colleges and universities did not 

report crime data until 1990, I have calculated a five-year 

average from Uniform Crime Reports. 1990 to 1995, to provide 

the reader with a better understanding on the numbers of 

police officers and the crime totals. 

University One Average number of police officers: 
37 

Average number of reported crimes: 
Crimes of violence, 14 
Crimes against property, 1,272 

University Two Average number of police officers: 
18 

Average number of reported crimes: 
Crimes of violence, 15 
Crimes against property, 490 

University Three Average number of police officers: 
34 

Average number of reported crimes: 
Crimes of violence, 9 
Crimes against property, 93 3 

All three universities are located in cities whose 

populations range from 40,000 to 800,000. All three 

universities work cooperatively with the city police 

departments surrounding their jurisdictional boundaries. 

All operate under intergovernmental agreements that ensure 

interagency cooperation in criminal incidents. I contacted 

the police chiefs at these three universities to request 
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their assistance in this study. They agreed to participate 

and sent me doc\imentation of all reported sexual assaults 

and attempted assaults from 1985 through 1991, totaling 47 

police reports. 

University One reported 11 incidents; University Two, 

10 incidents; University Three, 26 incidents. All of the 

victims are women whose ages ranged from 18 to 40 at the 

time of the assaults. Most of the victims are white, and 

most had been sexually assaulted by friends or by 

acquaintances they had met at a party. Most of the reported 

assaults had occurred during the fall semester, early on a 

Sunday morning. 

3.3 The Coding Instrument 

This study examines an unusual type of data: the 

documentation found in campus-police reports, which are 

unique because they 

(1) follow legal guidelines; 

(2) identify all personal data of the person calling 

the police (complainant), victim, witnesses, and 

suspect; 

(3) are written in a specifically designed format; 

(4) document the identification, seizing, and testing 

of all evidence collected in the investigation of the 

crime; and 
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(5) contain follow-up information that documents the 

conclusion of the crime investigation. 

3.3.1 Legal guidelines 

In all states, police reports are written according to 

similar guidelines, a fact that helps to make reports 

comparable. Generally, police reports include specific 

information mandated by the criminal-justice systems within 

each state (Bordner, Peterson, 1983). In completing the 

reports, police officers answer who, what, where, and when, 

as well as how the crimes were committed. Police officers 

are trained to gather information to answer these questions 

in the manner described here. 

3.3.2 Personal data 

Every police report includes lists of all witnesses, 

victims, and suspects; their genders, ages, dates of birth, 

races, physical characteristics, local addresses and phone 

numbers, permanent addresses and phone numbers, and Social 

Security numbers or state-assigned driver's license numbers 

(Hall, 1995, Gammage, Weston, 1978). 

3.3.3 The criBe-documentation process for writing police 

reports 

Police reports also describe the crime itself. 
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answering these simple questions: 

Who reported the crime? 

When did it occur? 

Where did it occur? 

What occurred? 

Who was involved? 

Why did it occur? 

This documentation process helps to limit the possibility 

that police officers will express their own personal 

attitudes or biases in the reports they write. Police 

officers also write these reports in a straightforward style 

(Ragland, 1987). 

Police reports are usually composed of two labeled 

sections: a synopsis and a narrative section. The synopsis 

is a one- or two-sentence overview. The narrative section 

follows, describing how the crime occurred, when and where 

it occurred, why it occurred, and who was involved. In the 

narrative section of the police report the police officer 

describes the crime by listing events in a chronological 

order leading up to, during, and following the crime's 

occurrence (Ragland, 1987). 

Police officers document the crime in very specific 

detail, writing down all elements of the crime. In a rape 

case, the fact that the victim did not give her consent to 

sexual intercourse is the critical element. The rapist 
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knowingly engages in sexual intercourse with another person 

without the consent of that person. The police report will 

document that the encounter occurred without consent by 

ascertaining and recording one or more of the following; 

- the victim was coerced by the immediate or 

threatened use of force; 

the victim was incapable of giving consent because 

of drugs, alcohol, or sleep; 

the defendant knew that the victim was incapable 

of knowingly giving consent. 

For example, the officer may document that "the victim, Ms. 

was sitting on the sofa, then lying on the sofa, 

almost falling asleep. Ms. stated Matt 

offered her his bed in which to sleep. ... Ms. 

went to sleep; the next thing she remembers is awakening to 

find that she was lying in a face-down position on her 

stomach with Matt having vaginal intercourse with 

her." 

A police report is one basic report taken by the 

officer who responds to the call-in report. If the crime 

requires additional investigation or if there are witnesses, 

additional police reports, called addendums, are written by 

other officers and/or investigators and are attached to the 

basic report. Addendum reports normally contain witness 

statements, evidence sheets, and follow-up investigative 
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documentation. In addition, addendum reports can include 

other follow-up information as directed by the prosecuting 

attorney, for example 

laboratory reports, 

statements from suspects, 

trial documentation, 

final disposition of the case, and 

a clearance code assigned to the crime (ALEOAC, 

1986, Gammage, Weston, 1978). 

The police report also documents the following: 

case number/incident number assigned by the police 

agency, 

a location code, 

location of the incident (including the address, 

building number, zip code), 

who reported the incident, 

the time the incident was reported to the police, 

the nature of the incident (crime-classification 

number), 

which communications person or dispatcher took the 

initial report (911 operator or other police 

person), 

name of the initial responding officer, and 

date and time the crime occurred. 

The report also includes the clearance code, which 
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identifies the status of the case. There are three codes: 

active, inactive, and exceptional. "Active" means the case 

will continue and investigators will follow up. "Inactive" 

means no additional facts need follow-up and the case will 

be closed; no further investigation. "Exceptional" means 

the case has been closed but there are exceptional 

circumstances. 

3.3.4 Evidence collection 

Other information collected in a police report includes 

crime-scene photographs and descriptions of physical 

evidence seized at the scene and/or other locations. The 

police officer identifies and collects any physical evidence 

left at the crime scene(s) or collected at the hospital. 

Evidentiary information on a police report includes the 

location of any and all evidence collected at this incident. 

This can include clothing, blood, body fluids, hair, or 

finger prints collected from the victim, suspect, or crime 

scene; or photographs of the crime scene or of injuries 

sustained by the victim and/or suspect. Other documentation 

may include the results of scientific analysis completed in 

a forensic laboratory on evidence collected in the 

investigation (Hazelwood, Burgess, 1995). 



3.3.5 Follow-up criteria 

The police report identifies all suspects and/or 

investigative leads (other persons who may have been 

indirectly involved in the incident). The follow-up officer 

may take written or tape-recorded statements from each of 

these persons. The taped statements are transcribed later 

by a records clerk and then attached to the basic police 

report. 

Documentation also includes follow-up investigative 

reports indicating the results of a case review by the 

prosacuting attorney and/or additional follow-up 

investigative data the attorney requires before deciding 

whether to prosecute the suspect. Included in this section 

are all prosecution notes, court records, results of grand-

jury action, and the final court disposition of the case, 

for example the plea of the suspect and the sentence of the 

court (Kaplan, 1973). 

3.4 Development of the Coding Instrument 

To collect the data from these detailed campus-police 

reports, I designed a coding instrument with the assistance 

of my dissertation-committee members and drawing on the 

Collegiate Lifestyle and Relationship Survey developed by 

Koss and White (1990). The coding schema is contained in 

Appendix A. 
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The police reports included rich data about the 

perpetrator, victim, and witnesses, none of this information 

is available from siirvey research. Police reports routinely 

include the following: 

(1) documentation of environmental and social 

conditions surrounding a sexual assault; 

(2) detailed description of the crime, including 

statements from the victim, suspect(s), and 

witnesses who provide their own perspectives on 

the crime; 

(3) time frame of the victim-suspect relationship; 

(4) a description of contributing factors; 

(5) documentation of follow-up actions taken by police 

and prosecutor to resolve the disposition of the 

crime, including 

identification of factors that have 

contributed to the prosecution or non-

prosecution of identified suspects and 

the final court disposition on the case. 

In this study, I not only examined documentation of 

criminal elements of each sexual assault; I also analyzed 

institutional responses to the crime. To help the reader 

gain a clear understanding of how I analyzed the 

documentation of sexual-assault cases and how institutions 

responded, I will explain how I applied the coding schema to 



one particular police report and how I measured the 

institution's response to this crime. 
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3.4.1 Overview: the docuaentation process of a police 

report 

The enclosed police report is an example of one sexual-

assault report written by an investigator from a university 

police department and assigned case number 1829. For 

reasons of privacy, personal identification numbers and 

names have been deleted. To help the reader better 

understand my analysis, I will explain each part of the 

attached police report. 

The first sheet provides the name(s) of the responding 

officer(s) and a case number. The second and subsequent 

pages contain the narrative section, written by the 

responding police officer assigned to this case, plus 

follow-up information written by other investigators. As 

indicated in the coding schema (in Appendix A), the case 

number, name of police agency involved, and location of the 

incident can be readily seen on the first page of the police 

report. Follow-up information can be found on pages three 

and four. 
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ON • -17-·;, . AT AFPRO.XIMA.TELY 1345 HRS ·, MS • • . "NG CONTACTED FD 
HEADQUAR 1 c;_·Rs·-:Bif ;FAG~CJ'KE?OR~:XUAC ·-ASSfml:T-. --sRc: . SPOKE ·ro-SGT • 
CELI BRIEFLY. HE OB"J'AINED HER !NFORJ"tATION AND ADVISED THAT I WOULD 
R~CONT ACT HER • AT AF?RO X I riA 'iEL Y 1.40() roRS • I ·CALLED MS • I NG AND 
OBTAINED A STATEMENT OVER THE F~HONE • THIS .~!~TEME~T. WAS TAf-·E RECORDED. 

M.S.. ·- _ REF·ORTED THAT ON SATURDAY, SC::?TEJ·l~ER. 14, 1 S , SHE BEGAN 
• "PARTYING" AT. HER SORORITY, SHE BEGAN DRINKING, AT 
NOO~. SHE ·AND SOl1E . FRIENDS WENT TO THE FOOTB_ALL .GAME, THEN Ht::TURNED TO 
THE SORORITY AFTERWARD .•. AT ABOUT ·2100 HRS. A GROUP OF APPROXIMATELY 
FIFTEEN PEOPLE WE.l\IT TO A PARTY AT <FRATERNITY) ; AT THIS '·PARTY 
SHE . CONSUJ"lE::D SeVERAL EEERS • SHE INDICATED THAT IT WAS PRGBAE.L Y FIVE OR 
SIX , BUT STATED THAT IT . WAS "F'OSS I ::tLE" THAT SHE CUNSUl'lSD MOkE THAN THAT 
AMOUNT. SHE WAS DKINKING KEYSTONE BEER IN CANS. 

MS. ESTIMATES Tr!AT SHE STAYED AT FOR APPROXIMATELY ONE 
HOUR r-iND A HALF • A FRIEND , K: j, DROVE MS • AND SOME f'10RE 
F~!ENDS TO <FRATERNITY> • AT THIS FRATERNITY SHE WAS DANCING 
AND DRINKING MORE BEER. SHE ALSO .CONSUMED A ~tiXED DRINK, CONTAINING 
SOME 

11
HARD ALCOHOL". · SHE WAS AT . . . FOR ABOUT TWO HOURS. SHE AND 

SOME· FRIENDS ·'THEN DECIDED' TO LEAVE AND 60 BACK TO . .ANOTHER .. :. ·. 
FRIEND NAMED MELLISA . DROVE Trii5 TIMe. Sl-iE DOES NOT REMEMBE~ 
WHEN SHE LEFT. 

AFTER A ER!EF STAY AT .1 TriEY LEFT AND WENT TO TO FIND SOI'"lE 
FF;IENDS. AFTE~ TEN MINUTES AND PICKING UP SOt!E MORE FKIENDS, TO INCLUDE 
M. • THEY ~JALKED BACK TO - . AT THEY SAT ON THE 
F'A~IO TALKING ·TO '"LOTS OF f'EOPLE" AND DF:ANK 1'10RE BEER. 

ANOTHER GIRL, NAMED L , DROVE HER TO SHE STATED THAT SHE 
~JANTED TO GO AND SEE HER FKIEND NAI·IED Al A. IS A MALE FF:IEND 
OF HERS AND RESiDES ON THC:: THIRD FLOOR OF A. WAS HOME AND 
THEF:E WAS A F'i=;r;TY GC•ING QN HEF~E. AF·f'RGXIMATELY FiVE PERSONS WERE INSIDE 
A " 'S ROOM. MS. WAS SITTING GN THE SGFA AND THEN LYING ON THE 
SOFA, ALMOST FAL!....!NG A:::L.:::=:?. MS. . S-iAit::D THAT h . , : , AN 
ACQUAINTANCE OF TwO WE=::<S, C.C.i"!E Ii'{TU A. . ·s F.GOM. ·r.E OFFE:.;Ei:t r.E.=; HIS 
BED IN WHICH TO SLE~P. SH~ ACCE?T~D AND HE ESCCRTED H~R DOWNSTAIRS TO 
T:-:E SC:CONi.) FL.OOF: < i'l,.; IN FLOOR) TO HIS F.GOr-! • Cl'JCE INS I GE HIS F.~C.'-1 , HE 
CLOSeD Ti-;E D•J·J~; . B::::-:Ih[• Ti-:E~. ACCOt=;u LNG TC r·:S. l'i. ·s·r::.,:-::T::::::' 
i<.ISS!f'IG HE~. sr.=: JUSI r '=NOF.E::' HI!':. s :~ :: L,.; ·r [tCl·Jr·~ ':-N ~Is E~D ~ .,, c, r. =: LA '( 
I:ttJt•n·l ~LSiJ • r.;::: Sl ;..;;:.; i-E: !.:t Ui·i?L:TitJI'ii :"iG f-:~;.:: E LOU .~C: • ~:-:::: ["Jt::3 r10 I i-:~r-:=:: :"! ;:.E:;:; I.= 
r.E TOOl< OFF~-;=:;=: Ei=,;,. £:.:1 Ti-:~S rG~NT i':S. :==::...!E 'I ES T:-:AT s:-:=: "F:::~L 

T:-:~ i'IE:< T ;·~!i'JG T.-:~ I 
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A FACE-DOWN POSITION ON HER STOMACH Wilri MATT HAViriG SEXU~L VAGiNAL INTE:KCOURSE WITH HE~. ~HE SlATE!) THAT t-iEK Si-iiF=.T llj,2;S E:TILL ON EUT HEE STF-;~TCHY COTTON FANTS ~.it::F:~ ~·ULL£!) [uJ\•Ji·i • i·~S • [II::ES r-lC•T .Ti-!".iM< T~AT 5HE SAID ANYTHIN~ TO HIM AT THIS POINT. 
ONCE: THC: ACT i>JAS COr-tF'LETEi), r.E ~;OLLED O~JE;; AND SAIL' SD!'iC::Ti-1 i N(3 'fO THE EFFECT OF "I 'l"t SUCH AN ASSi-:UU:. I "M SUCH AN A3Si-:ULE.. u HE ALSD STATED, '"WHY DON "T YOU JLJST HIT ~iC:":"' TO THIS MS •· . GOT UF· , COLLECTED HER SL!P-ON · S~OES, AND.JOLD HIM THAT SHE HAD TO ·LEAVE. HE ASKED HER NOi TO LEAVE, BUT ·SHE TOLD. HIM Tn.HT SHE ~lUST· SHE LEFT HIS ROOM AJ·JD l.IJENT STRttiGHT UP TO ANDY'S.RGDr·t. SHE 6ELIEVES TnAT THIS l"lAY HAVE BEEN THREE: . OR FOUR IN THE MORNING. AI'IDY ANSWE:RED THE DOOR, AND l"iS. . . RELAYED l-fo···f:ri'l'"l. taJHin;~RHD 'HAFF"81E'!J'7"' SHE''Ar'm ANUY"""lliEN I . ClOT'IC1'1Rf:-F"Ar..;(tNG LOT. AND DISCUSSED THE INCIDENf. ANDY SUGGESTED "fHAT fHt::: TWO Gr= THEM GO AND SF·EAK WITH KWON •• KWON IS THE VICE PRESIDENT OF TriE FKATEF\NITY. SHE STATED THAT .·DURING .·THIS ORDEAL SHC: ~JAS IN SHOCK AND CHYING A LOT~ KWON SUGGESTED TH~·a"EHt . .toNtAi:T- A RAPE CRISIS CENTER. MS. .'JG ·ToL·D :--HIM NO, THAT SHE WISHED TO SPtAK WITH HEi:< PAREN'fS FIRST. KWOI~ THEN DROVE • HER AND ANDY .UP. TO HER f'AAENTS' HOUSE (ON. . . - • ) • HER • .PARENTS WERE NOT IN TOWN, ·BUT AWAY ON BUSINESS IN MINNESOTA. ANDY WENT INSIDE AND TALKED . TO HER. FOR 1i WHILE .• · · ·~.'SHE CONTACTED HER EROTHER VIA TELEPHONE ·'); AND SPOKE TO HER PARENTS. IN MINNESOTA· HER PARENTS F;ECOMMENDED THAT SHE FLY TO MINNESOTA THAT MORNING. ARRANGEJ"lENTS WERE MADE FOR AN AIRLINE TICKET, ON AMERICA WEST, FOR HER TO DE?ART. AT 080<? Hr:;s. SHE "PLACED HER CLOTHING THAT SP£ P.AD 5E£N WEARING THAT NIGHT INTO A FLASTIC BAG. SHE DID NOT SHOWS~ OR BATHE. SHE FLEW TO 'M1NNESOTA,.ARRIVING AT AFFEOXH1ATELY 1420 HRS. HER F"ARENTS "F'ICKED·HER UP AT THE AIRFORT. 

) 
AFTER SHE WAS PICKED UP AT THE AIRPORT, SHE AND HEF: r 'ARE:NTS WENT TO E.C1T. THEN THEY TOOK HER TO. · MEDICAL CENTER WHERE SHE WAS 

... . ..~ · . . 

EXAMINED 'REGARDING-THe SeXUAL ASSAULT. MS.: STATED THAT THEY TOOK F'HOTOG,RAPHS AND TRE.q1.::.D HER ·, EUT· DID NOT NOTIFY "Ti-:E ··FOLICE. AS ··TH·IS .. <:'~·· INCIDENT OCCURR£D ~UTSIDE T~~IR ~TATE. SHE ALSO TOLD ME THAT SHE SIGNED A WAIVER SO THAT HER MEDICAL RECORDS CAN BE RE!....EASED. . . I G?TAINED A DESCJ=:IPTlOrJ CF· MATT FRGM 1·:S • · I ADVISC:D t-;E;::.; C:F CGUNSC::LLING, AND ENCGURAGC:!:; HEr\ TO OBTA!N FOLLO~J-UP TREAT~ENT· ~:EGARDING MEDICAL CONCEK;'\IS, IE., FEEGNANCY OR DISEASE. 
SHE TOLD · ME THAT SHE DID WANT THE ~OLICE TO S?EAK TO MATT A5GUT THIS INCIDENT, BUT THAT SHE W~S UNSURE ABOUT WHETHE~ TO PURSUE A C~lMINAL F~OSECUTION AT THIS TIME. 

SHE ADVISED ME; THAT Si-:E WGLJL!) NGT BE F.ETUF:l'IING TO , hi'~!:) T:-:AT f-iE~; ?A2ENTS WOULD NOT RETURN F02 A?OUT A MO~ITH. SHE ST~rED THAT E~~ WOULD ~;;~;E A f:;::_; I E!\lO CF HE.;S Er: !i'll~ Tf-:E CLtJTi-: I i'!G Hl TO ME F Gf; E;J I I:•E:"lCE I i'J Tr. IS .-,.,,.--
·-M=C. • 

~ F:=.G'JIGEI:t M:=. ~J"fl~ T:-·£ c.::==: NlJ~?E:=. ~~'ti:• T:-:~ T=:~E~~Gi'::=: i' ! L· i-:.::-.;::~, GF :-r-:=: F GL.! c=: DE:=·;,;.:. l·j·:=::'·!T -=e: ::-:;.,I :: :~::: Ct.:UL.E:• L;!~t-r:;.,c: I_:;:: !..>;: 1;-; ~: ·. J ·:- ~ '..:?- · 1 :-:::~: >ir r~.:.: r-:r:TIGi'J OF. ~-=:~. c-~-:I::IC·t'i T1J F~r.::::..:t. c.=:I:~I.'l;:.L.. c:-: . .::.=.:=::.:: · 
17 I= r--!:=. r-·QSIII ,:·i·i 1 :-::-::·: s:-:=: [ t!L) l'lU .J '::I ~.-: =: C~~·l~ =: ;'!l 1 .:; :~:,::._ ·; 1 1•...: E:'ft:=;.::==: ! :'1 s=:::~L-'~L r ~·iT=:?-.:.:C !_•!=.S=::, A~~!:· T:-:.~7 :::-:::: '.·:...:.:: !-:~ ·::- .-::_~· I i·il r:· .:. :::c..::, 1 =: !:' , 7 :-:=::-::=: .=- c :=-: ~ L'i :;:::,.:: ·_=: 1· ·J G : 1

.' =: C Cr·::= =::rl . 
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viAS 
COULD NOT TELL r-:E Wr.A T I"!F. . MH TT 

AT T~E TI:·1E: OF THIS INCiDC:N.!". 
F·HYSIC~L CONDIT!GN 

ADGENDUM CFL. J. LITZING~R ~87~ ·7-·~ JJ 

ON ~ -2-·:< I INTC:r~VIt::WED I"!R. ANDY . AND I"~H. • -- AT·" THE 
UNIVERSITY POLICE HEADQUARTERS. TR~NSCRIPTS ARE"PENDING. 

. :·· . . . .. 
E E. 2 FE N/A MICRO CAS~TTE TAPES W/INTERVIEWS OF MR •. 

MR. . _ AND 

i-'ENDING 

ON· -! 7-·~- AT ·APPROX. 1415 HRS. MS. KIMBEkLY 
THE UNIVERSITY FOLICE HQ TO EE INTERVIEWED. t-15·. ·. RESPONDED TO 

STUDENT AND A FRIEND "OF . . CV!CTI.M) : .· 
IS A GF;; . 

:;=-
FuK - FURTHER DETAILS SEE T~ANSCRlPT, WHICH IS FENDING. 

E 8 1 PE N/A MICRO CASCTTC:: TAF'E W/INTERVISW Gt= l"lS •• 

FENDING 

ADOENDU~ CPL. J. LITZINGER #879 ·· ·-2~-9. 

ON ~ ~ 22-S At 1400 HRS. I MC:T WITH MS. MARY! . AT HQ 
FuR AN INTE::RVIEW. Ms. ... · ~-is A STUDENT ANii' A EES I:C•ENT GF Ti-:E 

SORORiTY. SHE WAS W!TH THE VICTIM, AT 
~~~ PA~TY GIVEN BY FRATERN!TY ON -!4-9 

FOR FU~THER DETAILS--- TRANSCRIPT, WHICH IS PENDING. 

E 10 1 FE N/A MICRO c;;5E:TTE. TAFE W/INTE:KVIEW OF . MS. 

FEND!NG 

ON ··-21-':1 
') l C T I i'! , r-:s • 

A1 1240 HRS. I CONDUCTED A FGLLOW-~P 
Gt;:;:;:;, Ti-:=: T:::l...E:-=!-:GNE:. 

I .-;;:: 
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CALLED ME ANG ~~Q~~~T~D I ASK HiM T~E QUESTiONS HiGHT NGW OV~R TH~ 
FHGNE. 

FGR FURThE:.~ DETt=.ILS SEC: Ti-'Ai•iSCFdFl GF TELE CONVEF.SATIGN. 

FE::'~D ING 

ADDENDUM LITZINGER 1875 28-·~ - · 1·130 HOURS 
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ON -23-S I RECE!VED~THE:$EXUAL . A~~U~LT~~EP0Rf eND T~O POLAROID 
'FHdto6r\PJ=5fis-oF Ms·. ·. . ----,gsc:--r~~s wse:. ~AILED -ra·ME"'V.IA .. -·· 
CERTIFIED MAiL F·r" Di-~. LII'lDA : ..• , Pl-:D ·, OF TriE St:::XUAL ASSUAL T RESOUF:CE 
CENTER LOCATED . ::ORTLAND AVE. 7TH LEVEL, . 

E l3' --r-· ·p~. CEFiTIFIEr,-.. ~i~r=·ACKAGE :CONTAINING < 1 > SC::XUAL ASSUP:LT 
REPORT, AND C2l POLAROID FHOTOS- GF THE ·viCTIM. 

ADDE:i'JDUM ·30-·:, CPL J LITZINGER ~~79 

ON -22-·:: AT 1000 r.RS I !"lET WITH. MS L YN 
CONDUCT AN I N"(C:r;V I EW • MS IS A 

· AT THE 1-:Q TO 
STUDENT AND ALSO RESIDES AT 

~TTENDED THE PARTY GIVEN EY THE THE SORORITY. MS 
FRATERNITY ~N -14-~. 

MS ALSO MET WITH THE SUSPECT IN THIS CASE, MATTHEW 
·16-·~ • , ON 

FOR ~URTHER DETAILS 5~~ T~ANSCRIPT OF INTERVI~W. 

E ·~ 1 FE 1'4/A C'iiCF-~Q C~SETIE TAZ::·E W/ INTC:::-;VIt::.,.: OF l'-!S LYN 

FENDING 

--21-·:;. 

C!N . -·-20-·;. ;.,r ,:..,F·rr-:0:\ 112•) 1-:?\S 'iHIS CASC: ~JHS r:-;.;:=:S=:i·i:n:::D TiJ Ti-:E _ 
COL!I'lTY A TTOF;N~'f ~ S GFF I c=: FC:E ISSUING· DE;:UTY -. CGUI'iTY ,::; TTCF.I'lE'f 

F . .::: '·/I=:~i::::!:r ·.-r-::::: C.~SE. sr-:::: D~CI[r c!:r ·,·o L1 IS>II:::s AT .::-.=::uii'iG ~:: 
STATC: ! S l.'f'IA~L~ T•J F SG'·JE L~C:::: C·F CCi•iSC:>~T. 
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3.4.2 Social envirorment 

The social conditions that surround the sexual assault 

are well documented in the police report, which provides a 

clear description of a series of parties, alcohol 

consumption, and, I believe, an element of trust the victim 

seemed to feel among her friends and with the greek 

organizations involved in the incident. The first page in 

the narrative section of the report, taken from the victim's 

account, says, ( note I changed these names ) 

Ms. reported that on Saturday, September 

14, 19—, she began partying at her sorority,. 

She began drinking at noon ... At about 2100 

hours (9:00 p.m.), a group of approximately 

fifteen people went to a party at fraternity. 

At this party she consumed several beers. She 

indicated it was probably five or six, but states 

that is was possible she consumed more than that 

amount. A friend. Sue , drove Ms. 

and some more friends to a fraternity. At 

this fraternity she was dancing and drinking more 

beer. She also consumed a mixed drink, containing 

some hard alcohol. . . . Another friend named 

Sandy drove this time (back to another 

fraternity). . . . They left and went to another 

fraternity, to find some more friends. Then they 
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walked back to a fraternity, . . . sat on the 

patio talking to lots of people and drank more 

beer. 

The consumption of alcohol and the ongoing party process are 

importeint environmental elements. Other factors are that 

these parties occurred in greek fraternity houses and that 

the victim's friends were sorority members. Interestingly, 

while this case report documents the use of alcohol, my 

study also includes reports of incidents in which alcohol 

was not a factor. 

Trust can be implied from the frequency with which the 

victim and her friends drove around to three separate 

parties, but also in her interest in visiting her male 

friend Fred at a fraternity. In the fifth paragraph of the 

report, the officer writes. 

She stated that she wanted to go and see her 

friend Fred. Fred is a male friend of hers and 

resides on the third floor of - - fraternity. 

Fred was home and there was a party going on here. 

Approximately five persons were inside Fred's 

room. Ms. was sitting on the sofa and 

then lying on the sofa, almost falling asleep. 

The visit to her friend Fred's room clearly indicates a 

degree of trust. 



3. 4.3 Length of relationship 

The length of tine the victim knew the suspect is 

clearly written in the narrative portion of the report: "Ms. 

stated that Sam , an acquaintance of two 

weeks, came into Fred's room. He offered her his bed in 

which to sleep. ..." This sentence provides a great deal 

of information. Not only does it provide the approximate 

time frame of the victim-suspect relationship; it also 

informs us about the nature of the relationship from the 

victim's viewpoint—they were acquaintances, perhaps 

friends. 

In addition, this statement explains how the suspect 

got the victim into an isolated area by offering her his bed 

in which to fall asleep. As indicated in the report, the 

man successfully manipulated an intoxicated woman into his 

room. His actions may imply the effect of stereotyping: an 

intoxicated woman who is willing to leave a populated area, 

go into an isolated room (the man's bedroom), and get into 

his bed provides him with a rationale for sexual aggression. 

3.4.4 VictiBs' and suspects' accounts of the incident 

Looking at the narrative section of the report, the 

police officer describes the sexual assault as it occurred 

according to the victim: "The next thing she remembers is 

awakening to find that she was lying in a face-down position 
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on her stomach with Matt having vaginal intercourse with 

her." This statement describes, in the victim's terms, how 

she remembers the sexual assault. In addition, it provides 

the researcher with the physical state of the victim in this 

case: she was sleeping, not alert or coherent, and thus she 

was unable to give consent. 

Together with evidence collected at the hospital, the 

physician's emergency-room report, and swabbing from the 

victim's vagina, this statement also documents sexual 

intercourse. From the victim's perspective, she is sleeping 

and then is awakened by the suspect's committing sexual 

intercourse on her without her knowledge or consent. 

The suspect's reaction to this incident is documented 

in the narrative section of the police report where he is 

quoted as saying, "'I'm such an asshole. I'm such an 

asshole,'" immediately following the rape, according to the 

victim's account. This statement reflects his disgust with 

his own actions and indicates that he recognizes his actions 

are wrong and he may even be contrite. 

3.5 Social construction of rape: the negotiation 

process that follows the reporting of the crime 

How the victim came to report this crime is also 

indicated in the police report. The police officer records 
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her story, beginning in the first paragraph of the second 

page of the police report: 

She left his room and went straight up to Fred's 

room [her friend]. She told Fred what happened, 

then she and Andy go out into the parking lot to 

further discuss the incident. Then Fred suggested 

they talk to K , the vice president of the 

fraternity. 

It is important to note what has not occurred. What is 

missing from the victim's actions as documented in this 

report? The victim, who has just been raped, does not call 

the police to report the crime, nor does she call any of her 

women friends. Instead, she talks with Fred and later with 

K to determine whether she is the victim of a rape and 

whether to report this crime to the police. 

I call this discussion between the victim and friends 

the "negotiation" process. The crime of rape is socially 

constructed by the victim and her peers and sometimes with 

her family. Unlike other crimes of violence, rape (with the 

exception of stranger rape, treated later in this study) is 

a crime that its victims fail to recognize. The negotiation 

process begins with her first action, which is to discuss 

what has just occurred with a friend, in this case a man. 

After some time, the male friend suggests they discuss the 

incident with a fraternity official, K . K , vice 
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president of the fraternity, suggests that she contact the 

Rape Crisis Center. The victim says no; she wants to talk 

to her parents first. 

Then the two men drive the victim to her home, where 

the negotiation process continues. The victim calls her 

brother and then her parents, who are not living in the 

state, and then flies out of the city to be with her 

parents. Though she makes no official report the police 

department at this time, the victim describes the incident 

to her parents. However, it is important to note the 

reaction of the parents when the victim arrives at the 

airport. The victim continues her negotiations process with 

her parents. As she describes it. 

Her parents picked her up at the airport . . . 

after she was picked up . . . she and her 

parents went to eat, then they took her to the . . 

. medical center. The medical center . . 

. examined her, took photographs . . . then did 

not notify the police since the incident occurred 

outside their state. 

Recognition of the woman as a rape victim first occurs at 

the medical center. However, even though the medical center 

is bound by law to report any victim of violent crime to the 

local police, its staff is not bound by law to report this 

crime since it occurred out of state. 
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The negotiation process is a manifestation of the 

dilemma facing this rape victim. She does not accept the 

fact that she is a crime victim. Neither do her friends, 

the fraternity members, nor her parents accept the fact that 

she is a crime victim. During this eight-hour process, the 

victim, her friends, and her parents are negotiating whether 

she is the victim of a crime. Approximately eight hours 

after this incident, when the medical center treats her as a 

victim of a rape, she is still confused. It is not until 

two full days—48 hours—have passed that she finally 

accepts that she is a rape victim and reports her sexual 

aggault tQ univ^rglty poligg 

In this study, I will demonstrate that this is a 

typical length of time spent in delaying the decision to 

report a sexual assault to the police. This study will also 

depict the frequency with which a negotiation process occurs 

between the victim and her friends before she reports the 

rape to the police. 

3.5.1 Police follow-up 

The report indicates that in this case the university 

police invested a number of days investigating this report; 

this is not unusual. In my study, campus police normally 

invested approximately 14 hours, over the course of 16 

weeks, in follow-up investigations on campus rapes. In this 
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case, the campus police spent more than 13 hours, over 10 

weeks, in additional investigative activity (also called 

follow-up). 

Follow-up investigations include documenting the 

suspect's and witnesses' statements about the incident, 

transcribing all of these statements, submitting evidence 

collected from the victim, the suspect, and/or the crime 

scene, documenting scientific reports on this evidence, and 

following up on any additional investigation as mandated by 

the prosecuting attorney. In rape investigations, police 

reports may have extensive suspect statements or no 

statements. Suspect statements are governed by these 

questions: (1) has a suspect been identified and located? 

and (2) is the suspect willing to speak? 

In this case, the victim's indecision about whether to 

prosecute the suspect in this case is documented in the 

police report. Note what the victim tells the officer, "She 

told me that she did want the police to speak to Matt about 

this incident, that she was unsure about whether to pursue a 

criminal prosecution at this time." Victims' decisions 

concerning the pursuit of criminal prosecution are another 

factor I am investigating in this study because indecision 

about whether to proceed with a criminal prosecution may 

contaminate the prosecuting attorney's decision whether to 

charge the suspect. The effect of rape victims' indecision 
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will be further examined in Chapter Five. 

In the prosecution of a sexual assault, evidence of the 

crime is also critical. In this particular case, the victim 

tells the officer, "She placed her clothing that she had 

been wearing that night into a plastic bag. . . . She did 

not shower or bathe." The victim's actions suggest that she 

has received some education in this area, possibly that she 

has participated in a sexual-assault-education program. Her 

saving of the evidence, the fact that she does not take a 

shower, and the subsequent actions by her friend (giving the 

police officer the clothing) provide additional evidence. 

The victim's clothing, together with the medical report, 

indicates that sexual intercourse has occurred. 

Despite police documentation (verifying that sexual 

intercourse has occurred, identifying a suspect, and 

investing a considerable amount of time in this 

investigation), the county attorney said that his office 

decided not to prosecute this suspect because a jury would 

probably not decide for the victim and because the 

prosecutor was unable to prove lack of consent. Chapter 

Five further examines the outcome of this case and the 

rationale for not prosecuting the suspect. 

An explanation of how this police report is coded is 

critical to understanding the complexity of a police report. 

Every police action is documented in terms of the amount of 
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time invested, for example in documenting the conditions 

surrounding the crime and the perspectives of victim(s), 

suspect(s), and witness(es). The docxamentation in a police 

report clearly illustrates the social construction of a rape 

on campus, including the dilemma a rape victim first faces 

in determining whether she is indeed a rape victim, and the 

reporting process (or lack thereof) that she endures. The 

police report also dociaments the negotiation process in 

which the victim engages: her discussions with friends and 

family about what has just occurred. The police report is a 

mirror for the sense of ambiguity that traps rape victims in 

indecision and hurts their chances of receiving justice. 

By using my coding system to analyze each of the 47 

police reports, I will explain the conditions under which 

campus rapes occur, including locations. I will also 

demonstrate the frequency with which male domination and 

sex-role stereotyping accompany campus rape. Finally, I 

will define the negotiation process through which victims 

act out their own ambiguity concerning whether they are 

crime victims and what they should do. In addition, I will 

demonstrate how rape victims' friends influence the 

negotiation process and the victims' follow-up actions 

(reporting or not reporting the rape to a campus official or 

police). 

The next few sections describe the processes I followed 
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in gathering information to answer research questions five 

and six. Section 3.7, Institutional Response, explains how 

the universities were notified of the sexual assaults and 

what actions they took or did not take when university codes 

of conduct and state laws had been violated. Section 3.10 

explains how the criminal-justice system responds to these 

incidents. Throughout, my concern is with docvunenting the 

effects of gender bias in the extent to which these 

institutions hold male students accountable for their 

actions. 

3.6 Notification Process between the Caapus Police and the 

University 

The notification process between campus police and the 

university begins when the victim reports the crime to the 

police. Once the police have taken the basic report, a 

public-information officer contacts the dean of students and 

advises him/her of the crime. Within 24 hours, the public-

information officer prepares an administrative police report 

for the dean, including the victim's name, the location of 

the incident, suspect information, and the status of the 

police investigation. 

During the police investigation, the detective explains 

to the victim that she has the option to contact the dean of 

students to pursue an administrative investigation into this 
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crime, that the crime is a violation of the university's 

code of conduct, and that if the suspect is a student, he 

can be suspended or expelled from the \iniversity for his 

actions. After the basic police report has been completed, 

the victim decides whether or not she wants the dean's 

office to initiate an administrative investigation into the 

case. If the victim elects to only report her rape to a 

campus official, the notification of the police is 

determined by institutional policy. 

3.7 Institutional Response in Dealing with Violations of 

State Laws and University Codes of Conduct 

All three universities included in this study offered 

information about the way they apply their codes of conduct 

against student violators. Originally, I contacted the 

deans of students and their associates at all three 

universities to request data on university discipline, 

including information on sanctions against residence halls 

and greek organizations. After examining these documents, I 

interviewed the deans of students, their associates, and 

several university attorneys. The results of this data-

collection process are further explained in Chapter Four. 

With this information, I demonstrate how the schools 

apply their existing codes of conduct in acquaintance- and 

date-rape cases. In addition, I illustrate the frequency 
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with which these universities apply sanctions against 

residence halls and greek organizations that violate state 

laws and university codes of conduct. Finally, I 

demonstrate the level of influence the schools tacitly 

assert when they approve greek organizations' events where 

alcohol is being served. 

3.8 Influence of the University in Sexual-Assault Cases 

Police reports reveal that universities tacitly approve 

certain behaviors. My research indicates that universities 

usually have an alcohol-approval process that is limited to 

only those fraternities that are governed by the dean of 

students office; residence halls are usually not permitted 

to serve alcohol. In this study, two of the three 

universities reported having this type of approval process, 

and only one required that a uniformed police officer be 

present at fraternity parties. 

In the report we are examining in this chapter, at this 

university, police presence is clear from the narrative 

section where the officer mentions that alcohol was being 

served at the party. The frateimity in this case is , a 

university-owned and -chartered greek fraternity. This 

particular university requires that a uniformed police 

officer must be present to monitor the party when a 

fraternity serves alcohol. This has been a university 
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regulation since 1990 in one of the three universities in 

the study. This university also requires that before 

hosting a party with alcohol, the fraternity must obtain a 

"university sanction" forro that designates this type of 

criteria (see Appendix C): police officers must be assigned 

through the university police department. This form must be 

approved and signed by the director of greek affairs and the 

fraternity representative of Greeks Advocating the Mature 

Management of Alcohol (GAMMA). My interviews with the deans 

of students at two of these institutions indicates that this 

is university practice. 

There is no indication that any university 

administrators were attending this party; however, the 

university requires that a fraternity serving alcohol have 

in attendance a sober GAMMA representative to ensure that 

GAMMA rules are followed. This is standard operating 

procedure. Through these established, standard-operating 

processes, the university essentially approves these events. 

The victim in this case was 18 years old, three years 

under the legal drinking age in the state (21). However, 

even though the fraternity served alcohol to this underaged 

victim, the dean of students office did not discipline the 

fraternity for violating either GAMMA rules or state law. 

Such serving of alcohol to underaged students is conimon in 

fraternities. Chapter Four further examines the magnitude 



of underage drinking at fraternities and the lack of 

university sanctioning against this practice. 
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3.9 Effect of Gender Bias in Institutional Response to 

Sexual Assault 

Research on male domination in organizations was 

discussed in Chapter Two. In my study, I integrate the work 

of Acker and several other feminists who have studied the 

impact of gender bias in numerous local, state, national, 

and educational organizations. Their research has 

demonstrated the continuing domination of males in 

organizational leadership roles and the effects this 

domination has had in stereotyping certain traits associated 

with successful leadership. In Chapter Five I examine the 

impact that gender has had in these institutions and in the 

criminal-justice field. 

3.10 The Criminal-Justice System's Response to Campus Rapes 

All 47 police reports contain information about 

prosecution and non-prosecution of suspect(s), outcomes of 

trial processes, and sentencing. The police reports also 

document prosecuting attorneys' reasons for not prosecuting 

certain cases, as these attorneys tell campus police. 

Finally, each police report lists suspect information and 

whether the suspect has ever been identified. This last 
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item is particularly important to this study because of the 

number of stranger rapes in which the suspect is never 

identified. All of this information is further examined in 

Chapter Five. 

3.11 National Conparison and Qualitative Review 

Throughout my study, I compare my data with national 

data collected from the Uniform Crime Reports and the 

National Crime Victimization Studies (also called the 

Sourcebook). Both of these national data collections break 

down the elements of sexual assault. The next section 

provides further explanation of how I have integrated these 

national data compilations with my data. 

3.12 Qualitative Review 

Situational-variable theory is the foundation theory in 

my study. This theory consists of variables that can be 

compared with similar variables found in published data from 

national crime surveys. These areas include level of 

substance abuse, ages and ethnicities of victim(s) and 

suspect(s), and time and day of the rape. For example, I 

compare the prevalence of substance abuse in my study with 

that documented in the Uniform Crime Report and the 

Sourcebook (1990 to 1995). The Uniform Crime Report is 

important because it documents information from 16,000 
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jurisdictions serving 249 million people, or 96% of the U.S. 

population; this is also America's only annual report on 

crime. This report's importance is summarized here: "This 

report has become a useful tool to the general public, the 

media, legislators, academicians, and others with an 

interest in studying the social conditions of the Nation" 

(I2£E, 1994, pg. 3). The National Crime Victimization 

Survey. also referred to as the Sourcebook. documents data 

collected from residents living throughout the United 

States. It includes crime data from approximately 58,710 

American households and from interviews with approximately 

93,420 persons. All criminal data used in the Sourcebook 

are based upon an incident ratio of 100,000 inhabitants. 

The Sourcebook's importance lies in its scope: 

Nearly all the data presented are nationwide in 

scope and where possible, they are displayed by 

regions, states, and cities to increase their 

value for local decisionmakers and for comparative 

analyses. Data available for limited groups of 

cities, states, or jurisdictions are included if 

they pertain to a topic of major concern. 

The data must be methodologically sound with 

respect to sampling procedures, data collection 

methods, estimate procedures, and reliability of 

the information. (Sourcebook. 1994, pg. 643) 
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Chapter Four further describes the similarities I have 

found in my campus study with both of these national crime 

studies, including ages of victims, ages of suspects, their 

ethnicities, locations of the crimes, and times and days of 

the week when rape occurred. The similarities in these 

areas lend additional credibility to my study and indicate 

some universality in my findings. 

3.13 Intercoder Reliability 

To ensure reliability in this qualitative study, one of 

my dissertation-committee members coded six campus-police 

reports. The committee member's outcomes were then compared 

to my outcomes. The findings were similar. 

3.14 Stunary 

The information contained in these police reports 

provides fertile ground for a new kind of empirical analysis 

on sexual assault. The coding schema developed for this 

study covers a wide range of substantial issues, focusing 

especially on those subjects that are repeatedly mentioned 

in previous research literature. I analyze these topics to 

discover patterns in 

sexual assaults, 

reporting and prosecution rates, and 
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institutional responses to reported incidents of 

campus rape. 

The police reports from three different types of 

universities provide a representative sample on campus 

sexual assault, one that has not been accomplished in 

previous research. 
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FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATION: SITUATIONAL-VARIABLE THEORY AND 
CAMPUS RAPE 

4.1 Introduction 

Findings and interpretations of this study have been 

organized into two chapters. Chapter Four focuses on the 

findings of my study as they relate to situational-variable 

theory and campus sexual assault. Chapter Five discusses 

the findings of my study concerning the universities and the 

criminal-justice system. 

This chapter first defines those elements of 

situational-variable theory and then compares my data to the 

same situation-variable theory elements found in other 

national research studies. In addition, the chapter will 

analyze data collected from the 47 police reports I studied, 

these data appearing to provide some explanation for several 

major themes grounded in feminist research. Thus, this 

chapter will intertwine certain feminist theories with 

national survey data to support my framework on situational-

variable theory of campus sexual assault. 

Chapter Four is organized into four major sections: 

4.2 Situational-variable Theory. Outlines how I used 

the theory to interpret the findings. 

4.3 Conditions. Focuses on the conditions under which 
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and the locations where campus sexual assault 

occurs. 

4.4 Male Domination and Sex-Role Stereotyping. 

Discusses indicators of the apparent significance 

of male domination and sex-role stereotyping in 

campus sexual assault, and how these elements 

dovetail with findings of previously conducted 

feminist research. 

4.5 Qualitative Review. Illustrates the types and 

frequency of male domination, sex-role 

stereotyping, and a negotiation process that 

reflects the social construction of campus rape as 

found in this study. 

All analyses conducted in this study employ the coding 

schema found in Appendix A. 

4.2 Situational-Variable Theory 

To answer the research questions, we need to revisit 

situational-variable theory. As discussed in Chapters One 

and Three, situational-variable theory was created by 

Berkowitz, Burkhart, & Bourg in 1994. This theory is a 

multivariate model showing that various elements contribute 

to sexual assault; 

1. Perpetrator characteristics, which include the use 
of male domination and control through 
initiating a date, paying all expenses, and 
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providing the transportation. Men who implement 
these actions are more likely to be sexually 
aggressive than those who do not. 

2. Substance abuse, generally defined as alcohol 
abuse, frequently associated with campus 
sexual assault. During dating situations, as the 
amount of alcohol consumed increases, so does the 
likelihood of campus sexual assault. 

3. Victim-suspect relationship. The likelihood of 
sexual assault appears to be greatest when there 
is an established relationship between the victim 
and the rapist. 

4. Misperceptions of sexual intent. Men typically 
overestimate women's sexual interest. 

Situational-variable theory argues that these elements are 

indeed risk factors that contribute to sexual assault. 

In Chapter Two, I defined feminist theory, social-

learning (culture) theory, and the psychology of male sexual 

coercion and domination. However, each of these theories 

appears to limit its interpretation of the causes of sexual 

assault to one field of study. Recent research indicate 

that all of these variables contribute significantly to the 

likelihood of campus rape (Berkowitz, Burkhart, and Bourg, 

1994). Situational-variable theory identifies those risk 

factors that appear to cause campus sexual assault and 

explains the effect each has on the likelihood of sexual 

assault. Situational-variable theory integrates the 

feminist theories in the following manner: 

1. To address the importance of male domination and 

control, situation-variable theory defines the 
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characteristics of campus rapists and then defines the 

effect of male control in the victiia-attacker 

relationship. 

2. Next, situational-variable theory incorporates 

social-learning theory by defining men's 

misperception of women's sexual intent and by 

documenting the importance of alcohol and other 

substance intake. 

3. Finally, situational-variable theory defines male 

coercion by connecting the characteristics of rapists 

with the effects of substance abuse. 

Despite its apparent simplicity, application of 

situational-variable theory is complex. In my study, I 

examine these factors of situational-variable theory: 

male domination and control, 

victim-attacker relationship, 

substance abuse, 

the conditions under which sexual assault occurs, 

certain characteristics of the victim and rapist, 

and 

how all of these factors contribute to the 

occurrence of sexual assault. 

Another important element is also identified in my 

findings: the victim's negotiation process, which provides a 

key to the social situation that contributes to rape in the 
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first place. The victim speaks with friends about whether 

she is a rape victim and whether she should report the crime 

to campus officials. Most of the victims in my study 

initiate a negotiation process before reporting their crime 

to either the police or another campus authority. Victim 

ambiguity is particularly obvious in several case studies 

that illustrate this negotiation process. 

The negotiation process is not part of situational-

variable theory; however, since this process is so 

prevalent, it sheds light on the issue of rape as a vastly 

under-reported crime. The high frequency of the negotiation 

process as documented in the 47 police reports I examined 

provides overwhelming evidence of rape victims' ambiguity 

about whether they have been raped and what actions they 

should take following the rape. 

In this chapter, I present and discuss nine of these 

case studies that represent certain characteristics of 

victims, suspects, occurrence, and substance abuse on 

campuses, comparing these elements with the same 

characteristics found in two national crime studies. For 

each of these nine cases, I also illustrate the critical 

nature of the negotiation process and examine the factors 

that contribute to this process. 

The negotiation process clearly illustrates the dilemma 

a rape victim faces in determining two issues: first, to 
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understand that she is indeed a rape victim; second, to 

decide whether to report the crime to the police. I examine 

these factors (negotiation and reporting of the crime) in an 

attempt to determine whether and to what extent the type of 

sexual assault—stranger versus acquaintance or date rape— 

affects the negotiation process and the decision to report. 

I also examine whether and how alcohol, length of victim-

rapist relationship, and friends affect both processes. 

To augment certain factors in situational-variable 

theory, I compare my findings with data collected in the 

Uniform Crime Report and the Sourcebook; age of victim, age 

of suspect, victim's race, suspect's race, use of substance, 

day of week of the assault, and time of the assault. Table 

4.1, Victim, Suspect, Substance, and Occurrence 

Characteristics, compares these elements, showing clear 

similarities between national data and those found in this 

study. 
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Table 4.1 

Victim, Suspect, Substance, and Occurrence 
Charaeteris'tics 

U.C.R. N.C.V. S. Campus 

% of victims ages 18 - 19 unk. 12% 59% 
% of arrestees/suspects 
ages 18 - 20 12% unk. 45% 

% of white victims unk. 85% 89% 
% of white arrestees/ 
suspects 57% 57% 64% 

% of sxibstance use unk. 21-29% 60% 
% of day of assault unk. unk. 32% 

( Sunday ) 
% of time of the assault 
6:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m. unk. 56% 78% 

U.C.R. - Uniform Crime Report n = 29640 
N.C.V.S. - National Crime victimization Survey 
( 3gVtrggt>9PK ) n = 472,760 
Campus Survey n = 47 

My findings provide greater specificity than the 

national data, though the range is similar for these 

variables: age of victim and suspect, ethnicity of suspect, 

and time of the assault. The victims are more likely to be 

white on college campuses than in national studies. My 

findings show considerably more use of substance (primarily 

alcohol) and my findings identify a specific most frequent 

day of the week and time of occurrence: Sunday from 12:00 

a.m. to 4:00 a.m. Though the national crime studies do not 

identify a specific day of the week nor a specific period of 

time, they do indicate a time frame when most sexual 
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assaults occurred: between 6:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m. When 

compared with my study's results, the national time frame 

encompasses that of this study. 

These data reflect national figures. In 1985, however, 

Mary Koss surveyed approximately 6,200 college-aged 

students. Her results show that the most common age of 

victims was between 18 and 19 years, and that the most 

common age of assailants was the same. Of these victims, 

84% were assaulted by someone they knew; 73% were drinking 

alcohol or using drugs at the time of the assault (Koss, 

1987). Given the similarities in these findings on 

campuses, additional prevention research may be needed in 

the areas of substance abuse, and time and day of assault. 

To augment the usefulness of situational-variable 

theory to my study, I have tabulated certain environmental 

conditions documented in the 47 police reports. These 

conditions include location of the crime and the social 

conditions before and during the rape. I also note time, 

day, and month when sexual assaults occur as well as signs 

of male domination and sex-role stereotyping. 

4.3 Conditions 

Four environmental conditions are identified and 

tabulated in this study: 

location of the incident, 
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social conditions before and during the assault, 

semester/season of the year when the assault 

occurs, and 

time and day when the sexual assault occurs. 

To understand these conditions, this section describes those 

environmental conditions surrounding sexual assault and 

compares them with conditions found in the national crime 

data to illustrate the similarities. 

4.3.1 Location of the crime 

As outlined in Chapter Two, previous studies have shown 

a connection between rape and students' residences. I have 

examined three major studies that focus on the locations of 

sexual assault, both on campus and in society as a whole: 

one study on fraternities, one on residence halls, and one 

national study. 

Martin and Hummer, 1989, researched location and the 

link between fraternities and abusive conduct towards women. 

Table 4.2, Location of Sexual Assault, compares Martin and 

Hummer's results with mine. 
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Table 4.2 

Location of Sexual Assault 

Martin, Hummer* Campus study** 
(date/acqt.- stranger) 

Fraternity 29% (6) 13% (4) - (2) 
Residence hall 
or home 66% (13) 64% (28) - (2) 
Academic building 9% - (4) 
Outdoor area 5% (1) 9% - (4) 
Vehicle 1% - (1) 
Unknown 4% - (2) 

Total 32 - 15 

* Martin and Hummer's results are based upon 34 
interviews pertaining to 20 cases, n = 20. 

**Campus study used 47 police reports that specified 
these on-campus or off-campus locations. 

Lott and Howard, 1982, studied the connection between 

residence halls and campus rape. Their results indicate 

that 71% of the victims were assaulted either in or near a 

dormitory or other campus residence. My findings are 

similar in that 64% of the campus rapes in my study occurred 

in residence halls. 

On a national basis, Table 4.3, Location of National 

and Campus Rapes, shows my statistical results concerning 

the locations where sexual assault has occurred on campus, 
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compared with similar locations found in national studies. 

Though the patterns appear compatible, the most frequent 

location for campus rape appears to be the students' own 

residence halls. (The national crime infoin&ation is an 

average of U.S. crime statistics found in the Sourcebook, 

griffiinal Statistigs on vigtimizatiQn> i99o to 1995). 

Table 4.3 

Location of National and Campus Rapes 

National* Campus study** 
(Incidents reported) (Incidents reported) 

(date/acqt.- stranger) 

victim's residence 26% (122918) 64% (28)- (2) 
Suspect's residence 18% (85097) 13% (4) - (2) 
Vehicle 1.2% (4727) 1% - (1) 
Outdoors 18% (85097) 9% - (4) 
Academic building 9% - (4) 
Unknown 37.8%ri74921) 4% - (2) 

Total 32 - 15 

* National source is Sourcebook. based upon 472,760 
incidents. 
**Campus study is from 47 incident reports. 
Campus study represents the victim's dormitory. 
Campus study represents the suspect's fraternity room. 

This comparison indicates that the victim's residence 

is the location at which sexual assault most frequently 

occurs, both on and off campus. (In the campus study, the 

residence hall ia the victim's residence.) The locations of 

national and campus rapes differ in that 18% of the 

nationally reported rape cases occur outdoors, while only 
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nine percent of campus rapes occur outdoors. However, if we 

look specifically at stranger rape (rape performed by a 

person not known to the victim), a different pattern 

emerges. Nationally, stranger rape occurs more frequently 

outdoors. In my campus study, even though stranger rape 

does occur in all listed locations, it occurs more 

frequently either in an academic building or outdoors. 

Both sets of survey results reveal a fundamental 

difference in the types of rapist found in different types 

of locations. Acquaintance or date rapists assault victims 

in either the victims' residences or in their own 

residences. Though strangers sometimes commit rape in 

residence halls and fraternities, they are more likely to 

rape in outdoor locations or in academic buildings. The 

findings in Tables 4.2 and 4.3 reflect a high frequency of 

sexual assault in the victims' homes (in the campus study, 

residence halls). These statistics imply that the victim 

has permitted the rapist to enter her residence, but these 

figures also represent the high incidence of so-called 

"friends" taking advantage of the women's trust (as 

demonstrated in the case reviewed in Chapter Three). 

In this study, I found that four stranger rapes occur 

in academic buildings, a location not usually associated 

with violent crime. Building security and safety are key 

elements in the mission and goals of campus police and 
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security departments. All three universities in this study 

have police and security departments that lock and unlock 

all academic buildings. The academic community may have a 

false sense of security, given that nine percent of the 

campus rapes in this study occur in academic buildings. 

This statistic also diffuses universities' arguments that 

there are safe or crime-free zones on their campuses. My 

study indicates that women are subject to rape anywhere on 

campus. These results represent an area in which additional 

research would be helpful. 

4.3.2 Social conditions 

As outlined in Chapter Two, some research has been 

conducted on substance abuse as part of the social condition 

surrounding campus rape. In several studies, substance 

abuse (primarily alcohol) has been found to be a significant 

factor in sexual assault (Abbey, 1982, 1987, 1991, Abbey, 

Cozzarelli, McLaughlin, and Harnish, 1987). However, there 

has been little research on identifying other social 

conditions that may contribute to the likelihood of this 

crime. My study examines three other social conditions: 

1. parties, 

2 campus special events, and 

3. stranger rape. 

The frequency of these conditions surrounding the sexual 
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assaults examined in my study are documented in Table 4.4, 

Social Conditions. 

Table 4.4 

Social Conditions 

Social Setting date/acqt.- stranger 

Party 30.5% (12) - (4) 

Bar .05% (1) 

Victim invites suspect 
back to her room 19% (9) 

Victim goes into the 
suspect's room 13% (4) - (2) 

No social conditions (6) 

Stranger Rape 19% - (9) 
(other locations ) 

N = 47 Campus cases 

These data show that in 17 of the 47 cases, a party 

occurs before or during the sexual assault. All of these 

parties serve alcohol to underaged women and men. Most of 

these parties were held in fraternity houses and, as 

indicated in Table 4.2, six (19%) of the actual assaults 
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occur in the fraternity houses, while 11 (34%) of the 

assaults occur in residence halls following fraternity 

parties. No incidents follow parties held in residence 

halls. A significant finding is that in 32% of the 47 

reported rapes, the victims either invite the rapists into 

their residences or willingly go into the suspect's room to 

talk. The statistics discovered in this study reinforce 

that alcohol use by college students is indeed common. The 

frequency of fraternity parties combined with the prevalence 

of male domination and control are examined in a qualitative 

review section later in this chapter. Time, day, and months 

when most sexual assaults occur are discussed next. 

4.3.3 Tine, day, and month 

Research on the times, days, and months (or seasons) 

when sexual assaults occur most often is not easily found in 

the Uniform Crime Report nor in the Sourcebook of Criminal 

Statistics Victimization Survey. A review of these two 

national studies (1990 to 1995) identified the most frequent 

month of occurrence for sexual assault, but no day of the 

week nor specific hour(s) of the day. In my campus study, I 

captured these components of campus rape through the coding 

schema. Table 4.5, Day of Occurrence, and Table 4.6, Hours 

of Occurrence, portray those time frames when campus sexual 

assault occurs in these 47 cases. 
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Table 4.5 

Day of Occurrence 

National data* Campus study** 

Monday No data 3 
Tuesday No data 1 
Wednesday No data 3 
Thursday No data 4 
Friday No data 10 
Saturday No data 9 
Sunday No data 15 
unknown 3 

* National study based upon 472,470 incidents 
**Cainpus study based upon 47 incidents 

Table 4.6 

Hours of Occurrence 

National* Campus study** 

12:00 to 2:00 a.m. No data 11 
2:00 to 4:00 a.m. 10 
4:00 to 6:00 a.m. 5 
6:00 to 8:00 a.m. 2 
8:00 to 10:00 a.m. 
10:00 to 12:00 p.m. 2 
12:00 to 2:00 p.m. 2 
2:00 to 4:00 p.m. 1 
4:00 to 6:00 p.m. 
6:00 to 8:00 p.m. 1 
8:00 to 10:00 p.m. 2 
10:00 p.m. to 12:00 a.m. 8 
unk 3 

* National study based upon 472,760 incidents 
**Campus study based upon 47 incidents 

As shown in Table 4.6, the national crime statistics 
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are not broken down into specific times when reported sexual 

assaults occur. However, one national report indicates that 

56% of reported sexual assaults occur between 6:00 p.m. and 

6:00 a.m., while 44% occur between 6:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. 

fRape in America. 1992). In my study, I found that 86% of 

the 47 sexual assaults occur between 6:00 p.m. and 6:00 

a.m., while 14% occur between 6:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. There 

indeed appears to be a similarity between the Rape in 

America data and mine in the times when sexual assaults 

occur most frequently. 

Another factor appeurent in my study is the day of the 

week when campus sexual assaults occur most frequently: 

Sunday early mornings are most frequent, followed by Friday 

early mornings. This frequency may be directly linked with 

the frequency of parties and other social events held on 

Thursday and Saturday nights. For example, most college 

football games are played on Saturdays while it appears that 

most pre- and post-football social events occur on Thursday 

and Saturday nights (NCAA, 1996). 

I also examine the time of year when sexual assault 

most often occurs. National crime data reported in the 

Uniform Crime Report and Sourcebook indicate three months 

when the largest numJaers of sexual assaults are reported: 

July, August, and September. In my study, I divide the 

academic year into four seasons, corresponding with academic 
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semesters: 

Fall August, September, October, November 

Winter December, January, February 

Spring March, April, May 

Summer June, July 

My study shows that the fall semester was the highest 

occurrence time for campus rape (fall includes August and 

September). My data indicate that 64% of reported sexual 

assaults occur during the fall season, while 32% occur in 

the winter, .5% in the spring, and .5% in the summer. 

August and September are the two highest months as 

documented in the Uniform Crime Report. Again we see a 

similarity between national and campus data. 

4.3.4 Male Donination and Sex-Role Stereotyping 

As discussed in Chapter Two, male domination and sex-

role stereotyping have been examined in several national 

studies. For example, Muehlenhard and Linton, 1987, studied 

the way in which men control dating situations. Sex-role 

socialization and characteristics of "masculine mystique" 

were studied by O'Neil, Burkhart, and Fromuth in 1990. 

Cultural sources of certain rape-supportive behaviors were 

studied by Burkhart and Stanton in 1988. Finally, Burt, 

1991, and Check and Malamuth, 1983, 1985, researched the 

rape mythology that encourages men to assume that when a 
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woman states "No," she means "Yes," and that it is 

acceptable to use violence against women during sex 

(Berkowitz, Bourg, & Burkhart, 1994). 

In my study, I attempt to measure the extent and 

effects of two rape myths on which rapists seem to act: 

(1) that when women state "No" to sex, they mean "Yes"; and 

(2) that when women fight back they are really interested in 

sex, and that therefore it is acceptable for men to use 

violence against them. Using specific coding questions, I 

examine what actions (both verbal and physical) the victim 

takes against the suspect during the rape. The results are 

listed in Table 4.7, Victims' Responses to Campus Sexual 

Assault. 

Table 4.7 

Victims' Responses to Campus Sexual Assault* 
( acquaintance, date, and stranger cases ) 

Response Incidents Percentage 
(date/acqt.- Strang.) 

State "No" (10) - (15) 53% 
Fight back (12) - (4) 34% 
Cry out &/or scream (7) 15% 
Do nothing (11) 23%** 
No actions reported (7) 15%*** 

* n = 47 incidents of sexual assault 
**Campus study indicates the victim did nothing to stop 
the suspect 

***The police report indicates no victim actions during 
the assault 
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In most incidents, the victim does a number of things, 

including stating "No," fighting back, and crying out. (To 

allow for reporting of multiple actions by any given victim, 

I individually coded each action). 

I believe that these results reveal significant 

evidence of male domination and sex-role stereotyping as 

manifested in the two predominant male rape myths: (1) "No" 

means "Yes," and (2) "If she fights, she wants it; it's okay 

to use force on her." In this study, the most frequent 

action taken by victims (45%) is to tell the rapist "No." 

However, even though these victim tell the rapists "No," the 

men continue to sexually assault them. These statistics 

appear to validate that men are acting on the myth that "No" 

means "yes." 

The second myth is that some women will fight back or 

scream during sex and that, in spite of these protests, it 

is acceptable for the men to use violence against them to 

obtain sex. Forty-nine percent of the victims in my study 

fight back against their attackers. The fact that the 

rapists in my study continue to rape validates Burt's 

findings (1980, 1991, Miller & Marshall, 1987) that some men 

feel that women deserve to be physically coerced into sex. 

Burt's and Miller and Marshall's research indicates that 

approximately 30% of men believe it is appropriate to use 

physical force to coerce their victims into unwanted sexual 
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activity. My findings also support those of Rapport and 

Burkhart (1984), who found that men are socialized to ignore 

the victim's protests, verbal and physical. My study 

indicates that even though 49% of campus-rape victims cry 

out or scream during the assault, the assailants continue to 

attack. 

My study also examines another element of male 

domination: the behaviors of rapists before the rape and 

after he is told "No." Table 4.8, Actions of Suspects in 

Campus Study, lists the types and frequencies of these 

behaviors among campus rapists. 

Table 4.8 

Actions of Suspects in Czunpus Study* 
( acquaintance, date, and stranger rapes ) 

Assailant behavior after victim says "No" 

Reports Percentage 
(date/acqt.-strag.) 

Ignore the victim's request (10) - (15) 
Use force on the victim for sex (10) - (15) 
Take no action against the victim (3) 
No suspect actions indicated 

53% 
53% 
6% 

in the police report (8) 17% 

•Campus study using 47 incidents of sexual assault 

The high percentages result from my individually coding each 

suspect behavior so that I could record that a rapist 
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engages in more than one of these behaviors. These 

statistics indicate the range of actions taken by the 

suspects against their victims. In 53% of these cases, the 

suspect ignores the victim's refusal to consent to sex and 

continues to rape, or the suspect ignores the "No" and uses 

physical force to restrain her while raping her. This 

picture of rapist behavior appears to validate that men act 

on the two basic rape myths: that "No" means "Yes" and that 

the use of physical force against a woman during sex is 

acceptable. Table 4.8 also provides evidence of the 

frequency with which college men use force in raping college 

women. 

Two national studies examine suspects' actions and 

sizes. In their 1985 study, Koss, Leonard, Beezley, and 

Oros found that 25% of the men used force during sex also 

adhered to several rape supportive attitudes. Malamuth, 

1981, found that 35% of the men in his study would use force 

to rape if they knew they would not be caught. 

In my study, when a police report states that the 

rapist uses physical force or implies the use of force 

against the victim, this is tabulated as use of force. 

Also, if the report states that the victim says that the 

physical size of the suspect is a factor in the rape, I 

tabulate this as well. My findings, shown in Table 4.8, 

indicate that according to these campus victims, the 
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physical stature (size) of the suspect is a factor in 19 

(40%) of the 47 cases; and that the suspect himself implies 

that the use of force is a factor in 26 (55%) of the 47 

cases. In my study I define implied force as the suspect's 

threat of physical harm if the victim does not comply with a 

demand for sex. 

My study's high statistical findings on suspects' size 

and use of implied force support the national findings by 

Koss and Malamuth on male domination. I find still another 

correlation on the use of force during sexual assault in the 

Uniform Crime Report. Over a five-year period from 1990 to 

1995, the Uniform Crime Report indicates that the use of 

force is an identifiable factor in 87% of its reported 

sexual-assault cases. In my study, the use of implied force 

is a factor in 53% of the incidents, indicating that force 

is somewhat less likely to be a factor on campuses and/or 

among acquaintances. 

Finally, another correlation on male domination can be 

found in the length of time the victim has known the 

assailant. This time frame has been studied in several 

national research projects as well as in my study. The 

sourcebook of Criminal Statistics (1990 to 1995) indicates 

that over five years, 58% of the reported sexual assaults 

involve suspects who are known to or acquainted with the 

victims. In a 1988 national study, Koss found that 84% of 
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the victims have sone type of relationship with their 

suspects. Amick and Calhoun, 1987, found that 94% of the 

women in their national study were sexually assaulted by 

someone known to then. However, none of these studies 

includes the nature and length of time of victim-suspect 

relationships. How long have these victims known their 

assailants before the assault? Table 4.9, Nature and Time 

of Victim-Suspect Relationship, reveals the answers to my 

coding question about this factor in 32 campus incidents. 

Table 4.9 

Nature and Tiae of Victia-Suspect 
Acquaintance/Dating Relationship* 

Nature/time frame Number Percentage 

Met at a party that night 16 50% 
Knew for 1-2 weeks 3 10% 
Dating 3 10% 
Friendly 4 12% 
Ex-husband 1 3 % 
Unknown 3 10% 
No comment 2 6% 

Total 32 

* Campus study data based upon 32 acquaintance & 
date rapes. 

4.3.5 Caapus Streuiger Rape 

This study also examines campus stranger rapes, which 

make up 15 of the 47 cases documented in the campus police 

reports. In a five-year average, the Sourcebook of Criminal 

Statistics reports that in 42% of the annual-average number 
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Of sexual assaults, strangers are conuaitting the crime 

(approximately 198,240 of 472,000 incidents). All of the 

stranger-rape victims in this study fight back; some are hit 

or otherwise injured even beyond the sexual assault itself. 

Tables 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 include these campus stranger 

rapes. 

The significance of these statistics is twofold. 

First, the frequency of stranger rape is an important tool 

in sexual-assault-prevention programs both on campus and in 

society as a whole. These statistics indicate that stranger 

rape does occur on college campuses and that educational 

programs on sexual assault need to address this form of 

rape. Second, while stranger rape does occur on campus, it 

does not occur nearly as often as does acquaintance or date 

rape. 

In the Sourcebook study, 58% of the approximately 

472,000 sexual-assault cases involve someone known to the 

victim. In this campus study, 32 of the 47 incidents (68%) 

are labelled as acquaintance or date rapes even though 16 of 

the 47 victims meet their assailants at a party and are 

raped within 45 minutes (raising some (question about the 

definition of "acquaintance" rape). Both stranger rape and 

acquaintance rape need to be emphasized in sexual-assault-

prevention programs; however, based on the results of my 

study, college women particularly need to be alerted to the 
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fact that men they think of as "friends" and "acquaintances" 

are committing rape more often than strangers (those 

completely unknovm to them) are committing the crime. 

4.4 Quailtat:lve Review 

This study discusses both the effects of male 

domination in campus rape and the social construction that 

frames campus rape. In all 47 incidents in this study, 

every victim negotiates two critical elements; (1) whether 

she is indeed a victim of rape, and (2) whether she should 

report the rape to a campus official. All the victims in my 

study go through extensive negotiation with friends and 

family before coming to conclusions on these two points; 

and, since the negotiation is such a major part of the rape 

victims' experience, I have selected nine cases that clearly 

illustrate the process. The remainder of this chapter 

presents these cases and a qualitative review of the data 

recorded in them. 

This qualitative review examines patterns in the 

following factors that tend to accompany rape incidents: 

male domination and sex-role stereotyping, 

men acting on rape mythology, 

locations of campus rape (also reported in Table 

4.3), 

substance abuse (also reported in Table 4.1), 
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use of force on the victim, 

the victim's negotiation process, and 

failure to prosecute. 

Locations are examined in four reports of sexual assaults 

occurring in residence halls, three reports of sexual 

assault occurring in a fraternity house, one report of 

sexual assault occurring in an academic building, and one 

outdoors. Five of these reports demonstrate the devastating 

effects alcohol intake can have in rape cases. 

Included in this qualitative review are two incidents 

of stranger rape that demonstrate the brutal use of force by 

the suspect and a negotiation process engaged in by the 

victims before reporting the crime. 

I will use these same nine reports to illustrate the 

frequency of male domination and sex-role stereotyping that 

lead to campus sexual assault. To illustrate the magnitude 

of these two issues and to provide the reader with 

documentation of rape mythology's negative impact on the way 

college men behave towards college women, I share several 

victims' accounts of male domination and sex-role 

stereotyping as documented in the police reports. I also 

define the conditions that surround the assaults in 

residence halls, in fraternity houses, outdoors, and in one 

academic building, and I identify the actions victims take 

to try to prevent being raped. All reports are numbered as 
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I. Case Study One. Nunber 0251. Residence hall. No 

alcohol involved. 

Police report narrative: 

On 11/14 at approximately 2318 hours (11:18 p.m.), 
police officer responded to residence hall. The 
officer met with the victim in the Head Resident's room. 
The officer then asked the victim about the assault. The 
victim stated the assault took place some time between 2130 
and 2200 hours (9:30 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.) on 11/14. The 
officer asked the victim if she knew the suspect and his 
name. The victim stated yes, his name was Mr. M . 
The victim said that she knew Mr. M for approximately 
1.5 weeks before the incident. She stated that she felt he 
was a nice guy and he took her to dinner at one time. She 
said that he had asked her to have sex with him and she 
refused. He began telling her that he had some problems so 
she allowed him up to her room to discuss his problems. 
After they talked a while in her room he asked her to take 
her pants off. She refused so he pinned her down by her 
arms while she protested. She said that "he then performed 
oral sex on me" for about two minutes and took a break, 
getting on top of her and taking his pants off while she 
told him to stop. This took place on her bed. She then 
said, "he penetrated and it hurt and I told him to stop, and 
he wouldn't." She again told him to stop because he was 
hurting her so bad that she could not take the pain. She 
said that he said that he can't stop. She said that he then 
said, "What do you expect? You only had sex twice in your 
life of course it's gonna hurt. Stay down and relax." The 
officer then asked if she screamed at all and the victim 
said she did not because she did not want to attract 
attention because she was too embarrassed. She said he 
stopped for a minute and began again stating he "just wanna 
finish the act." She said that after he finished she 
repeatedly asked to leave and he refused stating that he 
wanted her to hate him. She said she was crying throughout 
the incident. She said that by the time he left, it was 
approximately 2250 hours (10:50 p.m.). The officer asked if 
she had bathed herself since the assault she said no. 

This incident illustrates several elements identified 
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in situational-variable theory. 

First, the impact of male donination: as indicated in 

Table 4.7, 21 (or 45%) of the victims in my study tell the 

rapist "No" to sexual intercourse. In this incident, the 

victim says she not only says "No" but also fights and 

struggles with the man. Table 4.7 discloses that 16 (34%) 

of the 47 victims in this study say "No" and fight back. In 

this case, even after these actions by the victim, the 

suspect continues to rape, as do 25 (53%) of the rapists in 

this study. 

According to the police report, the suspect says he 

wants the victim to "hate" him. Such a statement indicates 

no remorse; ori the contrary, I believe that his statement 

further demonstrates the rapist's wish to dominate and 

control the victim. 

A negotiation process is also documented here, a 

process that is key to understanding the social construction 

of the rape. The victim says she was too embarrassed to 

scream. A question to explore might be, given the 

circumstances, "Why would she be embarrassed?" Given the 

day and time of the assault, one might expect students to be 

in the residence hall, possibly in nearby rooms. If she 

screamed or cried out, would this stop the assault? One 

might argue that her failure to scream is a sign of the 

victim's self doubt and that she is already negotiating 
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whether or not she is a rape victim. 

According to the police report, after the rape, this 

victim contacts her residence-hall director and two friends 

who live on her floor. These persons subsequently take her 

to see the head resident, who then contacts the police. The 

police report indicates that the victim's hall director 

calls at approximately 2318 hours (11:18 p.m.). The victim 

tells the police that the assault has occurred between 2130 

and 2200 hours (between 9:30 and 10:00 p.m.) in her room. 

The police report contains no additional information 

about the reporting of this crime. However, the social 

construction of the crime is well illustrated here. First, 

we know the length of time from the assault until the 

residence-hall director contacts the police. The police 

report indicates about 75 minutes. What occurs during this 

time frame? I believe that this time represents the major 

part of the victim's negotiation period. Though not 

documented in the police report, the victim was most likely 

discussing the crime and what she should do. I also believe 

that the victim's ambiguity is based on her previous 

relationship with the suspect; her friendship with him and 

the fact that she invites him to her room contributes to her 

self-doubt. 

The social construction of this crine can be seen in 

these two areas: (1) the victim's confusion about whether 
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She is a rape victim and (2) her confusion about whether to 

report the incident to the police. I believe that the 

residence-hall director and the two friends convince her to 

contact the police. As stated in Chapter Three, most of the 

rape victims negotiate before reporting this crime to the 

police. These victims seek out friends, solicit their input 

on what to do, and then do what their friends recommend. In 

this case, I believe that the residence-hall director and 

the victim's friends spend 75 minutes in convincing her (1) 

that she is the victim of a rape, and (2) that she should 

call the police. The importance of the negotiation process 

and additional examples of this social construction are 

further discussed in other case studies in this chapter. 

Another area to examine here is prosecution of the 

BUBpect, who is identified and subsequently arrested; 

however, the victim is unsure whether to prosecute him. One 

month later, she decides not to prosecute. Such failure to 

prosecute occurs in 23 (49%) of the 47 cases in this study. 

Why victims elect not to pursue prosecution is another 

question that needs to be studied. 

Finally, interaction between the dean of students 

office and the victim is not mentioned in this police 

report. In this case the victim chooses not to contact the 

dean's office because the suspect is not a university 

student. Also important, no residence-hall violations are 
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cited in this report; since the suspect is not a university 

student, the dean of students has no jurisdiction over him. 

II. Case Study Two. Nuaber 0150. Residence hall. Alcohol 

was involved. 

Police report narrative: 

On 5/9 at 1316 (1:16 p.m.) the police officer spoke 
with Ms. S in reference to her being raped on 9/8. 
Ms. S told me she does not want to prosecute, but 
would like to report it in case the suspect M does 
this to anyone else. Ms. S also advised that she has 
been in counseling for this incident and her therapist felt 
that she should report the incident to put it to rest. 

Ms. S related the following to the police 
officer beginning around 2100 hours (9:00 p.m.) on 9/8. The 
victim and a friend had walked to a party at Freemont 
apartments in the evening on 9/8. While she was standing in 
line for the keg, she met suspect M . While at the 
party the suspect and Ms. S were kissing. Ms. 
S felt ok with that and when her friend advised that 
she was leaving the party they both felt comfortable with 
the suspect walking Ms. S . . home. Sometime after Ms. 
S 's friend left, the suspect walked Ms. S to 
her Dormitory. Ms S asked him if he would 
like to come up to her room and he accepted. Once in the 
room the suspect and Ms. S talked and kissed. The 
suspect also made direct sexual contact with Ms. S by 
putting his hand down her pants and touching her vaginal 
area. Ms. S states that this was okay with her. The 
suspect began saying that he loved Ms. S and wanted 
to make love to her. Ms. S said that she told him 
that she did not want to make love to him because she did 
not know him well and she was happy with what they were 
doing. Ms. S said that after a lengthy conversation 
about "making love" the suspect stated he understood that 
she did not want to and assured her that this was ok. At 
approximately 0115 hours (1:15 a.m.) Ms. S answered 
her telephone. When she hung up she felt both of the 
suspect hands on her shoulders. She turned around and he 
threw her on the bed causing her to hit her head on the 
window ledge. Ms. S states that she was a little 
buzzed by the beer and the impact on her head caused her to 
feel dazed. She said the suspect stood above her and 
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Stated, "I'm going to, I really want it and I want it now." 
Ms. s was wearing elastic shorts and the suspect 
pulled them and her undeirwear dotm to her ankles. He then 
unbuttoned his pants pulling them to his ankles and 
penetrated the victim's vagina with his penis. The victim 
(Ms. s ) states that she was still dazed and shocked 
at what was happening. 

The victim said that the suspect did not have to force 
her legs open because she landed on the bed in such a way 
that he did not have to. She also said that during 
intercourse the suspect was forceful and rough. She does 
not know if he ejaculated but when he became less forceful 
she pushed him off and told him to leave. The victim said 
she escorted him out of the dorm because she was afraid she 
would get into trouble if she let him walk out on his own. 
The victim then went back to her room and cried for 
approximately one and one half hours at which she time she 
felt she was being stupid. She then showered and went on 
with her night. The victim did not make this report then 
because she felt partially responsible for what had 
happened. The victim did not tell anyone about this 
incident until New Year's Eve. At this time Ms. s 
does not know the suspect's location but states that he 
bothered her for quite some time after the incident. The 
suspect used to call her and come by to see her even though 
she had told him that he was a pig and she never wanted to 
see him again. Ms. S avoided the suspect after this 
incident and never made contact with him again. Ms. 
S does not desire prosecution for this incident. 
Case is closed. 

As discussed earlier, college rapists seem to operate 

according to the nyth that "No" means "Yes" as discussed by 

Burt, 1991, Check and Malamuth, 1985, and as tabulated in 

Table 4.7. According to the police report, the victim in 

this incident spends 1.5 hours telling this man that she 

does not want to have sex with him. Given the amount of 

time she spends saying "No," the victim appears to have 

adequately explained her wishes. However, the suspect 

ignores her and uses physical force on her by throwing her 
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against the window, hitting her head. This assailant's 

behavior is consistent with that of the others in my study; 

Table 4.7 reveals that victims state "No" in 21 (45%) of the 

47 cases. As shown in Table 4.8, 25 of the 47 suspects 

(53%) ignore the victims' "No" and use physical force to 

rape. The frequent use of force documented in this study is 

also consistent with the results of national studies by 

Koss, Oros, 1985, and Malamuth, 1981, on the elements of 

•ale donination. These figures also demonstrate that men 

continue to act on the rape Bythologies that when a woman 

states "Ho" she neans "Yes" and that it is pemissible to 

use force against woven. 

Another significant element is the combination of the 

crime's location (in the victim's dormitory room) and the 

fact that the victim does not scream. Normally, a number of 

students would be in the dormitory, possibly near the room 

where the assault is taking place. The police report does 

not document whether the victim has a roommate or whether 

there are witnesses. However, given the time of this 

assault, a number of students are probably in their rooms. 

If the victim screamed or cried out, she might have alerted 

other residents and thus prevented the crime. Perhaps the 

fact that she does not scream is both a sign of and a later 

contributor to her ambiguity about the incident. 

Alcohol consumption and the age of the victim are also 
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iBportant: the police report indicates the victim was 19 at 

the time, under the legal drinking age. Though the police 

report does not document the quantity of alcohol the victim 

has consumed, the victim says she was "a little buzzed" 

either by the beer or from the impact of her head on the 

ledge. Again it is important to note the role of alcohol. 

As shown in Table 4.1, 60% of the victims in my study have 

consumed alcohol before they are sexually assaulted. This 

victim meets the suspect at a party off campus while waiting 

in line for a drink from a keg of beer. The victim then 

leaves the party, walks home with the suspect, and invites 

him into her room. My study found similar victim behavior 

in 60% of the 47 cases. And, as seen in Table 4.4, in 36% 

of the incidents, the assault occurs at or immediately 

following a party where both victim and rapist have consumed 

alcohol. 

Once again, the social construction of rape is 

manifested in the victim's negotiation process. After the 

rape, she escorts her rapist out of the dormitory because 

she does not want to get into trouble over dormitory rules. 

This action demonstrates the victim's sense of insecurity— 

one might say she is overly concerned about violating dorm 

rules immediately after a fellow student has violated her 

rules. The police report indicates that she goes back to 

her room and cries for an hour and a half, and that she 
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feels she is "being stupid." She then showers and goes on 

with her night. In essence, she tries to forget about the 

entire incident. Clearly, this victim does not understand 

that she is a rape victim, nor does she know whether or how 

to report the incident to campus officials. Only after 

several months of counseling with a therapist does she 

complete her negotiation of the two elements of ambiguity 

discussed in this study: she determines that she is a rape 

victim and decides to report the crime to the police. 

Another significant point documented in this police 

report is the victim's purpose in reporting this incident to 

the police—to prevent the suspect from doing this to other 

victims. Unfortunately, the police cannot initiate an 

investigation into a crime where the victim does not want to 

prosecute. The victim's actions reflect a need for 

additional education about the legal definition of rape. 

In this case, both the victim and the suspect are 

university students. The victim leaves school before 

reporting this incident to the police, and she chooses not 

to report the incident to the dean of students office. The 

victim's reluctance to tell anyone about the crime also 

means that the dean of students office cannot take 

administrative action against the suspect, nor can the 

university impose any sanctions against him. 
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III. Case Study Three. Nuaber 0530. Residence hall. 

Alcohol involved. 

Police report narrative: 

At 2006 hours (8:00 p.m.) on 2/22, Sgt. F spoke 
with the victim, Ms. K— in room 236 residence hall. Ms. K-
gave Sgt. F the following information: 

On Friday, August 2, Ms. K — had go to Pogo's with her 
friends Ms. J — and Ms. E-. Ms. E - and Ms. J had 
insisted on returning to their residence hall before Ms. K-. 
Ms. K - wanted to return to Pogo's and went to the residence 
t.v. lounge to see if she could find someone to go with. 
She asked a foreign male student named A if he would 
care to go to Pogo's with her. A replied no, that 
the place was probably closed. He suggested that they buy 
some beer and come back to the residence hall to drink. 
Kathy agreed and she and A went to the H and 
bought some beer at Ms. K—'s request some artichoke hearts. 
The two returned to A 's room. Ms. K was content to 
eat, drink and talk, but A began to make advances. 
Ms. K— kissed A once, in the hope that this would 
satisfy him, but A kept insisting and pulling her 
onto his bed. Ms. K -, who said she was not attracted to 
A , told him she thought it important that people take 
time to get to know each other before they become lovers. 
When A continued his unwanted attentions, Ms. K— 
told him she did not feel like doing anything with him, that 
it was late, and that she thought she'd better leave. 
A responded "no, no, no, I'm not going to do anything 
you don' t want me to do. '• 

Ms. K- remained in the room and A continued his 
attentions. Ms. K— said that though A did not 
threaten her, she felt intimidated by him and was afraid to 
protest too strongly. Ms. K- did, clearly and distinctly, 
tell A "no" many times. A persisted, removed 
her slacks and underwear and had vaginal intercourse with 
Ms. K. Ms. K- kept telling him "no" throughout the ordeal. 
Ms, K- said that A did ejaculate and made no other 
attempts at sexual activity with her. 

Ms. K- described her own emotional state as one of 
"shock" that this had happened to her. Because of her shock 
and disoriented stated of mind, Ms. K- spent the rest of the 
night in A 's room, returning to her own room later in 
the morning. 

A attempted to contact Ms.K several times on 
August 3, but she avoided him. She did see and speak with 
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him on Sunday August 4. Ms. K- told A that what he 
had done to her was rape, that she had clearly told him 
"no." He replied "everyone say 'no' at first." Ms. K- has 
not seen A since that encounter, but knows through 
friends that he is still a student at this university, 
living in another residence hall this semester. 

Ms. K- explained that she decided to report this case 
to the police at this time because she wants the police made 
aware of A and she has learned about his past record 
of assault upon women. Ms. K- said she has decided not to 
press charges at this time because there is no physical 
evidence and it would be her word against A . She 
wants it clearly understood that she would be willing to 
testify about A 's past actions toward her in any 
future case that might develop. Ms. K- said she would also 
be glad to act as a counselor or friend to other sexual 
assault victims. 

On 2/25, the victim was satisfied with Sgt. F 's 
evaluation of this case, the case was cleared exceptionally. 

Male dOBination and sex-role stereotyping are obvious 

in this case. The police report states that the victim has 

told the suspect "No" before the assault, and that she has 

repeated "No" several times during the assault. However, 

the suspect ignores her requests and rapes her anyway. The 

actions of this suspect are consistent with those of other 

rapists in this study as shown in Tables 4.7 and 4.8. The 

suspect's comment, "Everyone says no at first," indicates 

the man's buying into the rape nythology that "Mo" Beans 

"Yes." Interestingly, this suspect is a foreign student, 

Arabian. (The police report does not indicate how long he 

has lived in the United States.) Yet, his statement 

indicates that he acts on the same myth that American 

college men also use as justification for rape. 

Alcohol abuse by both victiB and suspect also plays a 
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role here: though the amount of alcohol consumed by the 

victim is not indicated in the police report, the victim's 

age is 19 at the time of the assault; she is underaged but 

is consuming beer anyway in this university dormitory. The 

situation is consistent with the prevalence of alcohol 

consumption demonstrated in Table 4.1 (60% of victims in my 

study have consumed alcohol before they are assaulted). The 

manner in which and the location where the victim meets the 

suspect are also typical. She meets the suspect in a 

residence-hall TV lounge, agrees to go with him to buy beer, 

and then returns to his room to eat and drink. Again, both 

victim and suspect consume beer. Table 4.4 indicates the 

same behaviors in 36% of the 47 cases. 

The social construction of this rape is also familiar. 

The victim meets the suspect in a residence-hall TV lounge. 

She agrees to go to his room, she drinks beer, and she 

kisses him once in an attempt to satisfy him. She tells the 

man they need time to get to know each other before they 

become lovers. Though the suspect continues his aggressive 

behavior, the victim remains in his room. The victim states 

that even though the suspect does not threaten her, she 

feels intimidated by him and is afraid to protest too 

strongly. When the suspect removes her clothing and forces 

vaginal intercourse, the victim is shocked and disoriented. 

She returns to her room later in the morning. As she states 
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later, she feels intimidated even though he does not 

threaten her. 

Again, the victia's ambiguity about this incident can 

also be seen not only in her actions before and immediately 

following the assault, but also in the length of time she 

waits before reporting the incident to the police—six 

months. Her purpose in reporting this crime is not to 

prosecute the suspect, but to make the police aware of the 

suspect's past record of assault upon women. However, the 

police report does not indicate any follow-up on the 

victim's statement that the suspect has a past record of 

assaulting women. I speculate that during the six-month 

period, the victim continues her negotiation process, 

telling some one about the incident; and that as a result, 

she resolves that she is the victim of a rape and that she 

should report the crime to the police. 

Since the victim chooses not to prosecute the suspect 

in this case, the police will not conduct any further 

investigation. The police report says nothing about whether 

the victim has contacted the dean of students office to 

initiate administrative action against the suspect. I would 

speculate that since the victim has not initiated 

prosecution in the criminal-justice system, she has probably 

not pursued university discipline either. 
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IV. Case Study Four. Mvnber 1711. Residence hall. 

Alcohol not involved. 

Police report narrative; 

On 10/27 - the victim Ms. T contacted this 
office to report she had been assaulted. The officer asked 
Ms. T what had happened. Ms. T stated that on 10/25 
at about 0130 hours (1:30 a.m.) she was called by Mr. J 

, the suspect. J asked to come to Ms. T- room 
to visit. She agreed to him coming to her room Toni stated 
that she met J in the lobby and escorted him to her 
room. On the way to her room, she stated J commented 
that he was thirsty. When they had arrived at her room, Ms. 
T offered J a beer. J refused saying he had 
enough. Ms. T gave him a glass of orange juice. Ms. T— 
stated that she was very sleepy and laid down while J 
drank his juice. Toni stated she must have dosed off, when 
all of a sudden she felt J on her. The lights had 
been turned off. Ms. T stated J had his hands under 
her "t" shirt and was forcibly removing the shirt. Ms. T 
stated she asked J to stop; however, he did not 
respond and continued to remove her clothing. Ms. T stated 
J was on top of her, with her head up against the heater 
for the room. Ms. T stated that every time J moved, 
her head hit the heater. 

Ms. T stated that J attempted to force her to 
perform oral sex. However, Ms. T stated she resisted enough 
that he stopped and moved down on her, and forced insertion 
of her vagina. Ms. T stated that J kept moving her 
legs and pushing her around until he had her in a very 
cramped position, that was very painful. Ms. T stated she 
started screaming very loudly, and J stopped. 

Ms. T stated that J asked if he had hurt her; 
Ms. T responded that he had. J then asked her, what 
she wanted him to do? Ms. T stated she asked him to stop 
and leave her alone. J complied and laid down on her 
roommate's bed. Due to the injury to her back, Ms. T stated 
she could not move for several minutes. Ms. T stated when 
she could move she got up, dressed herself, at this time 
J stated he was sick and might throw up. Ms. T then 
provided him a trash can to use, then she returned to her 
bed. Ms. T stated her back hurt so bad she could hardly 
walk. 

Ms. T stated J woke up later on. Ms. T stated 
she told J what he had done to her. J said he 
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was sorry, then asked, "Didn't you enjoy it?" Ms. T stated 
no, that she did not want to have intercourse with him. Ms. 
T stated that J responded rather sarcastically, "So I 
raped you." Ms. T stated she responded, "I don't know 
because you were drunk." J then left. 

The officer asked Ms. T how long she had known 
J ; she stated most of the semester. Ms. T stated 
further that the night before she had invited him over to 
talk and have a light meal. J declined. The officer 
asked Ms. T if she and J were romantically involved; 
she stated no, my boyfriend is D. N . The officer 
asked Ms. T when she was fighting J where she "dug" 
her fingernails into him. Ms. T stated across J 's 
back and shoulders. The officer asked Ms. T after the 
assault why she allowed J to stay. Ms. T stated she 
was in too much pain and was very scared. The officer asked 
Ms. T what she did after J left. Ms. T stated she 
showered. The officer asked Ms. T why she had waited so 
long in reporting the assault. Ms.T stated she just wanted 
to forget that the assault had occurred. However, her 
boyfriend talked her into reporting the assault. The 
officer asked Ms. T if she had washed the bed linen or her 
clothing. Ms. T stated no, she did not have any money to 
wash her clothing or the undergarments she had on, she put 
away, however, she had continued to sleep on the same bed 
linens. 

The officer asked Ms. T if she wished J 
prosecuted. Ms. T stated "No, I just want to forget it." 

This incident describes elements found in situational 

variable theory. First, rape mythology and male domination: 

the victim tells the suspect "No"; however, he ignores this, 

continues to remove her clothing, and uses force to get what 

he wants. Again, the man uses the rape myth to his 

advantage: in this myth, "No" means "Yes" and it is 

permissible to use force against a woman, as discussed by 

Burt, 1991, Check and Malamuth, 1985, and as tabulated in 

Table 4.7. According to the police report, this victim not 

only states no; she also successfully resists the rapist's 
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attempts at oral sex, digs her fingernails into his 

shoulders and back, and hurts her own back as she resists 

his aggression. The suspect's actions are likewise 

consistent with my study's findings as shown in Table 4.8, 

where in 25 of the 47 cases (53%), the victim has stated 

"No," but the suspect ignores her request. Suspects' use of 

force, found in 25 of the 47 cases, also validates the 

results of national studies by Koss, Oros, 1985, and 

Malamuth, 1981, studying the elements of male domination. 

Location: in 60% of these 47 documented sexual 

assaults, the victim invites the suspect into her room. In 

this case, the suspect asks the victim if he can visit her 

on Sunday at 1:30 a.m. The victim agrees, and she meets him 

in the lobby to escort him to her room. Once the victim and 

the suspect are in her room, the victim offers the suspect 

something to drink, says she is sleepy, and then lies down. 

The next thing she remembers is that the suspect has his 

hands under her T-shirt, attempting to remove it. 

One might expect that other students would be in the 

residence hall, nearby. It is not documented in the police 

report whether the victim has a roommate or whether there 

are any witnesses. The victim states, "I didn't scream, and 

I really don't know how loud everything was. Neighbors 

might have heard." The fact that the victim does not scream 

because the neighbors might hear indicates her asbiguity 
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about the assault. If the victim chose to scream, would the 

screams help to prevent this assault? Most educational 

programs on preventing sexual assault recommend screaming, 

yelling, or other action designed to attract attention to 

the trouble. Further indication of the victim's ambiguity 

lies in the fact that she does not immediately report the 

crime; instead, she takes a shower. Later, she and her 

boyfriend negotiate the reporting of this crime to the 

police. 

Again, we have consunption of alcohol: although the 

police report does not indicate that the victim has consumed 

any alcohol, the suspect's behavior appears to indicate that 

he has consumed alcohol. The police report indicates that 

the victim, 19 at this time, offers a beer to the suspect. 

At this university, students are not permitted to have any 

type of alcoholic beverage in their rooms. The victim is 

underaged, not permitted by the state to possess alcohol. 

Table 4.1 indicates that 60% of the campus rape victims in 

this study have consumed alcohol before being attacked, 

while 40% have not. This case is one of those 40%. 

The victim's negotiation process again sheds light on 

the social construction of the criae: The police report 

documents that the two students have known each other for a 

semester before the incident. This is the same period of 

time I find in 12% of the cases in this study. According to 
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the police report, in this case the victim and the suspect 

are friends, but not romantically involved. The victim has 

a boyfriend at this time. The victim mentions that she had 

the suspect over to her room the night before the sexual 

assault for a light meal and a discussion. 

She provides the rapist with a trash can because he 

says he is sick and might throw up. She tells the man what 

he has just done, to which he responds that he is sorry, and 

then asks her whether she "enjoyed it." The victim then 

says she did not want to have intercourse with him, and he 

responded sarcastically, "So, I raped you." The victim's 

ambiguity is obvious in her answer: "I don't know because 

you were drunk." (The suspect then leaves.) 

This victim obviously does not understand that the 

assailant's inebriation does not remove his responsibility 

for a serious crime against her. The fact that she then 

takes a shower and tries to forget about the assault further 

demonstrates this ambiguity. Only after she discusses the 

incident with her boyfriend does she report the incident to 

the police—two days after the crime. 

Unfortunately, the victim declines to prosecute the 

suspect in this case, as do 41% of the acquaintance- and 

date-rape victims in this study. As a result, the police 

close their investigation. The police report does not 

indicate that the victim initiates any administrative action 
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illustrates a serious need for additional 

concerning the legal parameters of sexual 
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assault. 
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V. Case Study Five. Nunber 0130. Fraternity house. 

Alcohol involved. 

Police report narrative: 

On 5/4 at 0427 hours (4:27 a.m.) the police officer was 
dispatched to the University in regard to a sexual 
assault that occurred on campus. The officer talked to the 
victim, who was very uncooperative. The officer asked the 
victim where the assault occurred and she said at the 

fraternity house. The officer asked her if it occurred 
on the first or second floor and she stated the second floor 
because she ran down the stairs when she got away. 

A detective then interviewed the victim and obtained 
the following information. 

On 5/3 before 2345 (11: 45 p.m.), Ms. G (victim) 
stated the suspect met her in the pool room at the - - -
fraternity and had accompanied her as she looked around the 
building for her friends so she could leave the party. Ms. 
G further stated that as they passed a room on the 
second floor of the building, the suspect pulled her into 
the room and locked the door. Ms. G then lay down on 
the bed because she was tired, and shortly thereafter, the 
suspect began trying to kiss her. Ms. G related that 
she did not respond to the suspect's advances and told him 
to stop. The suspect then removed all of her clothing and 
his shirt and underwear, and performed cunnilingus on her. 
Ms. G said that she pulled at his hair while he was 
doing that to get him to stop, without success. The suspect 
then had intercourse with her twice. 

Upon completion of the second act of intercourse, Ms. 
G began crying. The suspect then told her that he 
was sorry, and not to tell anybody what happened. At that 
point, several males knocked on the door to the room. After 
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both he and the victim put their clothes back on, the 
suspect answered the door. At that time., Ms. G ran 
out of the room. As she passed through the ground floor of 
the fraternity, another male subject grabbed her and tried 
to kiss her, but she resisted and the subject let her go. 
Ms. G then left the building and started to walk 
home, when she was met by S , a friend of hers from 
Spanish class. The friend accompanied her to the area of 
the student center, where they sat and talked for a while 
before Ms. G returned to her dorm. S then 
returned with a resident assistant from the dorm and 
eventually the head resident responded and talked her into 
going to the hospital for treatment. 

Ms. G stated that the suspect did not threaten 
her or strike her in any way and that she had not been 
injured in the assault. Ms. G further stated that 
she told the suspect to stop several times, but did not 
physically resist him. The victim also stated she was 
fairly intoxicated at the time of the incident and was too 
tired to resist further. The victim described the suspect 
as a white male, approximately 5'10", medium build with 
brown eyes and short straight brown hair. She further 
stated that he had broad shoulders was muscular, and had a 
tan complexion. Ms. G also stated that she had heard 
other people at the party address the suspect as M . She 
indicated that M knew her name, and said he met her a 
party two week prior to the incident, but she did not 
remember him. 

The identity of the suspect is still unknown at this 
time. Ms. G stated that she would decide by 5/8 
whether to press charges. 

On 5/8 the officer was contacted by Dean T from 
the Dean of Student's Office reference this case. Dean 
T reported that a possible suspect in the case had 
been identified as M from . Dean T 
stated the suspect was alleged to have committed several 
similar acts previously this year. Dean T stated the 
victim would pursue this matter criminally and would 
probably handle it through the dean of students office. 

On 5/12 the officer contacted the victim via telephone. 
The victim stated she had decided not to pursue this matter 
for various reasons, and she did not want the suspect 
located or questioned. The victim also stated she may deal 
with the matter through the dean of students office. 

Male domination, sex-role stereotyping, and rape 

mythology are key to this incident. This suspect continues 
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to sexually assault the victim even though she specifically 

tells him "No" (as do 53% of rapists in this study); in 

fact, she also pulls his hair to try to stop him from 

assaulting her. This male student's behavior is a 

manifestation of his belief in male domination and sex-role 

stereotypes. Before the assault, the suspect opens a 

bedroom door, throws the victim inside the room, and locks 

the door. After the assault, the rapist tells the victim he 

is sorry and that she should not tell anyone. Since there 

is no suspect interview in this case, it cannot be 

determined why the suspect says he is sorry. However, I 

believe his statement betrays further his need to domination 

and control his victim. 

The location of this incident is also important; a 

fraternity is having a theme party attended by a large 

number of students and at which alcohol is served. As seen 

in Table 4.3, 36% of the sexual assaults occur either during 

or just after a party. Table 4.9 shows that 50% of the 

victims meet their assailants at a party, just as in this 

case. Here, the suspect states that he has already met the 

victim at a party two weeks earlier, but the victim says she 

does not remember him. I believe that the suspect uses this 

line as a way to meet the victim, and that the victim first 

meets the suspect at this party. Like 60% of the victims in 

this study, this victim has been drinking, though the amount 
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of alcohol constuaed is not mentioned in the police report. 

The report does state that she is tired because she has 

drunk a great deal. 

The social construction of the rape can be clearly seen 

in the victim's actions after she leaves the fraternity 

party. According to the police report, she begins to walk 

home and meets Steve, a friend. Steve accompanies her to 

the student center where they sit and talk for a while until 

she goes back to her room. I speculate that during this 

time, the negotiation process is occurring between the 

victim and her friend Steve. This negotiation results in 

Steve's bringing a residence-hall advisor to the victim's 

room and then in the residence-hall director's persuading 

her to go to the hospital for treatment. When the victim 

decides to go to the hospital, I believe the two elements 

examined in this negotiation process are resolved : she 

recognizes that she is a rape victim and that she has to 

report the crime. 

The residence-life program that employs the residence 

advisor and director trains its employees in procedures for 

dealing with rape incidents. Included in this training is 

the procedure for filing a complaint with the dean of 

students office. The dormitory director would inform the 

victim the consequences of going to the hospital for an 

examination following the assault. I believe that after 
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this victim agrees to go to the hospital, she has also 

resolved to report the incident. 

The frequency with which rape victims decide not to 

prosecute the suspect is very high: 41% of the 32 

acquaintance- and date-rape victims in this study. A 

significant point documented in the police report on this 

case is the victia's reluctance to press charges against the 

suspect. The police report indicates that four days after 

the rape, the victim is unsure about pressing criminal 

charges, and that another four days later she decides not to 

pursue charges. There is no indication in the police repor*t 

that the victim has pursued any administrative action 

through the dean of students office. There is also no 

indication either from the police report or from my follow-

up research that the fraternity was sanctioned by the 

university, even though the fraternity has violated state 

law in serving beer to a minor: the victim was 19 at the 

time. 

It is important to note here that all police 

departments have a certain degree of discretionary power, 

further explained in the next few paragraphs. 

Police Discretion 

All police officers have the state's statutory power to 

use discretion in determining whether to pursue criminal 
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Charges against an individual who is part of their 

investigation. In my campus study, the campus police choose 

numerous times not to pursue any criminal charges against 

victims who have technically violated state law. For 

example, technically, the police could charge the rape 

victim with underage drinXing; however, the police use their 

discretion not to charge her. During the referral of this 

police report to the dean of students office, the police 

officer would normally mention the age of the victim and the 

fraternity's distribution of alcohol to minors, and it would 

be the dean's responsibility to pursue any administrative 

sanctions. The code of conduct at this university covers 

all criminal charges listed here. For example, underage 

drinking and distribution of alcohol to minors are both 

violations of state law. 

Because of the severity of the crime in this case, the 

dean would not be likely to subject the victim to university 

discipline, and this appears to be standard practice in all 

three universities in this study. In addition, the type of 

criminal offense in this case could lead to the university's 

imposing sanctions against the offending fraternity under 

the school's code of conduct. This means that since the 

party has been approved by the university, such violations 

make the fraternity subject to additional university 

sanctions. However, my follow-up research has discovered no 
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sanctions either against this fraternity or against any 

other fraternity for such actions. This lack of 

institutional follow-up is a subject that needs serious 

research; Chapter Five explores this phenomenon in further 

detail. 

VI. Case Study Six. Case nunber 3606. Fraternity house. 

Alcohol involved. 

Police report narrative: 

The victim (Ms. A ) stated she attended a party 
hosted by the - - - fraternity on 11/22 at approximately 
10:00 p.m. She was with her roommates Lisa , Amy 
F , and Jennifer S . When asked by the police 
officer if she had been drinking, she stated she had three 
baby bottles of budweiser beer earlier at their apartment 
before going to the party. At the party, fraternity members 
were walking around with ghostbuster back packs filled with 
an alcoholic beverage, not beer. They were going throughout 
the party, feeding partygoers with a long tube by squirting 
the alcoholic beverage directly into the mouth. The victim 
told me she had a sip of this beverage. While at the party, 
a white male approached her and introduced himself as K 

. He made a comment about liking the shirt she was 
wearing and mentioned that a friend of his had one just like 
it. She told him she wished to go to the bathroom. He told 
her he would show her where the upstairs bathroom was, since 
it was cleaner. He escorted her upstairs and kissed her. 
She went to the bathroom. When she finished, she met him in 
the hallway. He told her he wanted her to come with him to 
his private room or secret room. He led her to a small 
storage room, when they went inside, she noticed a bicycle 
in there. The lights were off. He closed the door behind 
them. Inside he started kissing her harder and harder. He 
said, everythings going to be okay. She kept telling him 
no,no,no. He ignored this commands and unzipped her pants, 
pulling them down around her ankles. He then penetrated her 
vagina with his penis while in a standing position. In the 
same position he turned her around and penetrated her 
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anally. 

The victim stated that this was the first time she had 
ever had intercourse, she was still a virgin. She stated 
that it hurt very much. After he was finished, she pulled 
her pants up and ran out of the room. She was crying as she 
ran out. She did not see where he went. 

Additional information about this incident was gained 
by interviewing friends of the victim. 

The police reports states, Ms. K , a friend of 
the victim, stated she was preparing to leave the party when 
another friend of the victim, L ran up to her 
screaming that she thought the victim had been raped. Ms. 
K followed her to the area of the staircase inside 
the fraternity where she observed the victim crying 
hysterically. She kept repeating that she told him no over 
and over again. Her clothing was described by Ms. K 
as messed up and this was unusual for the victim was always 
so neat. Ms. K then drove the victim to the 
hospital. En route to the hospital, Ms. K confirmed 
the victim had been raped by a male known as K , who was 
wearing a brown shirt, eyeglasses and had brown eyes and 
hair. 

Additional information about this incident was gained 
by interviewing the emergency room doctor. Dr. B 
advised me that it is very common in sexiaal assault cases 
for sperm to not be emitted. She stated that there is a 
predominance of sexual perpetrators having secretions 
without sperm. She told me that her findings indicated 
vaginal trauma present along with some redness. The victim 
had complained of severe vaginal pain which the doctor 
advised is common with a first entry. The victim also told 
her that she had been assaulted both vaginally and anally. 
Dr. B. did not detect anal trauma, but advised that it is 
quite likely that vaginal penetration would have felt like 
anal penetration to one that had not engaged in previous 
sexual intercourse. 

Additional information about this incident was gained 
by the Department of Public Safety Report that indicated 
that the blood alcohol analysis of the victim's blood had a 
level of .11% of alcohol. (In this state, a blood alcohol 
level of .10% has been determined that the individual is 
drunk.) 

This case was presented to the county attorney, Ms. 
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H for review on possible criminal charges. On 7/3 
the officer was advised by county attorney, Ms. H 
that she was declining prosecution in this case. Her reason 
for declining was lack of sufficient evidence. On this same 
date, the victim was advised of the county attorney's 
decision. 

Suspect K 's behavior is still another example of 

•ale assumption of doBination and control. In this case, 

the suspect accompanies the victim into his secret room, 

turns off the light, and locks the door. He begins to kiss 

the victim while the victim states "No, no." The suspect 

then kisses her harder, pulls down her pants, and rapes her. 

This suspect's behavior is again consistent with that of 

other suspects in the study: the victim states "No" and 

fights back, but the rapist continues to rape. This man is 

also acting on the two rape myths that "No" means "Yes" and 

that it is acceptable to use force on a woman. 

Alcobol consuBiption is also important here. The 

victim says she had three baby bottles of Budweiser before 

the party and a mouthful of another alcoholic beverage at 

the party. The extent of alcohol in the victim's body 

during the time of the sexual assault was measured at .11% 

according to the Department of Public Safety Crime Lab, a 

level considered "under the influence" by both states 

represented in this study. Again, her use of alcohol is 

consistent with that of 60% of the victims in my study 

(Table 4.1). 
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The social construction of this rape can be construed 

from the victim's actions following the crime. First, the 

victim mns out of the room, crying, and locates a woman 

friend. During a discussion with this friend, she states 

several times, "I didn't mean to do it." According to the 

follow-up police report, the victim's friend asks the victim 

whether she has been raped, this question indicating that 

the victim herself has not yet determined that she is a 

crime victim. Her friend (not the victim) first uses the 

term "raped," and the victim nods her head yes. Next, the 

victim's friends convince her to go to the hospital (as 

documented in police follow-up interviews). During the 

drive from the fraternity house to the local hospital, the 

victim confirms that she has been raped. 

Once the victim is at the hospital, the reporting 

process begins. Under a state law, when an emergency room 

receives a patient who gives verbal or other evidence of a 

violent crime, the hospital must contact local police to 

report the crime. In this incident, the city police 

initially respond and then determine that since the incident 

has occurred on university property, the case should be 

handled by university police; the local police then assist 

in the investigation. (The report does not indicate whether 

the victim realizes that as soon as she enters the emergency 

room and presents herself as a rape victim, the police are 
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automatically called.) 

According to the police report, the victim cooperates 

with the investigating officers and decides to prosecute the 

suspect. The victim has also been told about the dean of 

students office and the school's code of conduct. The 

victim chooses to use the criminal-justice system in this 

incident. Unfortunately, as indicated in the police report, 

the county attorney declines to prosecute this case due to 

insufficient evidence. The lack of prosecution on this and 

other case will be further examined in the next chapter of 

this dissertation. The victim has chosen not to exercise 

her right to have the dean of students office handle this 

case. 

Note that the fraternity involved in this incident has 

violated the law by serving alcohol to minors; the victim is 

19 at the time of the rape, and the legal drinking age in 

this state is 21. Though this fraternity has violated the 

university's code of conduct by serving alcohol to minors, 

my research indicates that the university has in^xised no 

sanctions. 

VII. Case Study Seven. Number 3287. Fraternity house. 

Alcohol involved. 

Police report narrative: 

On 9/22 at 0030 hours (12:30 a.m.) a police officer 
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was dispatched to the Rape Crisis center to met a victim of 
a sexual assault. The victim K. R related the 
following information: 

At approximately 2100 hours (9:00 p.m.) on 9/20 she and 
a group of her sister sorority pledges from — sorority went 
to a party at the - - - frat house. She stated that 
everyone at the party was drinking freely. At the party she 
met a male named B—, the suspect. She stated that she and 
Bob talked and danced for a couple of hours at which time 
Bob started kissing her. She stated that she thought those 
advances were proper for the moment. She stated that B— 
then suggested that she accompany him to his room where they 
would have more privacy. She told he that she did not want 
to go to his room. She stated that after persistent 
pressure by Bob to go to his room, she finally said yes. 
She stated that she went to the room where B— started 
kissing her once again, this time the kisses being more 
forceful. At that point she told him that she had left her 
purse down stairs and needed to go get it. She said that 
Bob offered to get it and left the room to do so. In the 
interim she stated she went to the bathroom and when she 
came out, B— was standing outside waiting for her. She 
stated that he took her back to the room and started 
touching her breasts and then bit her nipples. During this 
time she kept telling him to stop, that she did not want 
this to happen. 

She stated at this point B— was not listening to 
anything she was saying. He took off his shirt and began to 
undress her, undoing the belt of her dress, and removing it. 
He then put her on the bed and removed the rest of her 
clothing. She stated that it was obvious to her that no 
amount of talking was going to stop B—, so she just laid on 
the bed and waited for it to be over with. She state that 
he penetrated her both anally and vaginally, he was wearing 
a condom and ejaculated into the condom. She stated that 
when he finished, she thought it was around 12:30 a.m. she 
told him she had to go. B— put his clothes on as did she 
Eind they both went down to the party room. 

The victim stated she was trying to locate someone to 
walk home with her when B— stated that he would drive her 
home. She let him drive her to her dorm and he went up to 
her room with her. At the room, he kept insisting to her 
that he wanted to stay. The victim replied, "I don't care 
if you stay; I just want to go to sleep." She stated he 
started to kiss her again which she reacted to by pushing 
him away and stating, "I don't want what happened before to 
happen again." She stated she changed into a pair of sweats 
at which point the phone rang. She stated it was her 
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boyfriend from C . As she was talking on the phone, 
B— again started to make advances to her by kissing her on 
the neck. She stated that she finally just had to hang the 
phone up and pushed him away. At that point, B— grabbed 
her by the arms and walked her to the bed, took off his 
clothes. He then took off her sweat pants and pushed her 
shirt up to her neck. He then began to touch her in the 
genital area, digitally penetrating her. He took her hand 
and placed it on his penis, placing it back when she removed 
it. He then forced her to perform fellatio, after which he 
penetrated her vaginally and ejaculated on her stomach. She 
stated he then fell asleep. She said she got up, sat on her 
roommate's bed then went to the bathroom. She came back to 
the room and woke B— up telling him that he should leave. 
She stated that he complied, but she still had to push him 
away from her as he was leaving. She said it was 
approximately 0430 hours at that time. She stated she then 
went to sleep. At approximately 1600 or 1700 hours ( 4:00 
p.m. or 5:00 p.m. ) she called B— at the frat house. She 
told him that she felt like she had been raped and that what 
he did as wrong. She said he told her that he was sorry and 
that he had misunderstood. 

The victim told the police that at no time did the 
suspect threaten her, but she did feel intimidated by him. 
A follow up investigation of this case revealed the district 
attorney declined any prosecution, insufficient likelihood 
of success on merits. The case was closed. 

Typical male domination and sex-role stereotyping also 

contribute to this incident. As 45% of the women do in the 

study, this victim specifically tells the suspect "No" 

several times, but the suspect does not listen to anything 

she says. He ignores her request and continues to assault 

her, exactly as 53% of the other assailants do. His 

behavior indicates that he is acting on the rape myths that 

when a woman states "No" she means "Yes" and that physical 

force during sex is acceptable. 

Still another typical element mentioned in this police 
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report is that the suspect tells the victim he is "sorry" 

after he has raped her. Since there is no suspect interview 

in this report, it cannot be determined why the suspect 

states he is sorry or why he states he has "misunderstood" 

the victim. I believe that these statements are empty 

rhetoric, one more indication of male domination and 

control. 

The location and alcohol consuoption play an important 

role. As do 50% of victims in the study (Table 4.9), this 

victim meets her assailant at a party. A sorority is 

attending this party, which is held during the first few 

weeks of school. The victim is pledging a sorority at the 

time; pledging usually occurs during the first two weeks of 

school. The fraternity is serving alcohol, probably to a 

number of underaged persons: the victim is 18 at the time, 

as are most of her pledge sisters. The victim states that 

she, with everyone else at the party, was "drinking freely." 

The amount of alcohol is not determined, but this alcohol 

consumption is consistent with that of the 60% of victims in 

my study who say that they have consumed alcohol before they 

are sexually assaulted. 

The social construction of the crime can be clearly 

seen in the victim's actions after the suspect leaves her 

room. According to the police report, she goes to bed and 

then contacts the suspect about 12 hours later. She states 
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that she feels she has been raped and that what he has done 

is wrong. Her saying that she feels she has been raped may 

be an indication of her ambiguity about the incident. She 

waits two days before reporting the crime to the local rape-

crisis center. I believe the victim resolves the two 

subjects of negotiation when she goes to the rape-crisis 

center: she recognizes that she is the victim of a sexual 

assault and she decides to report the crime to the police. 

In this case, the victia wants to prosecute the 

suspect, as do 59% of the 32 acquaintance- and date-rape 

victims in this study. However, the district attorney has 

declined to prosecute, a fact that is further examined in 

Chapter Five. The police report does not indicate that the 

victim follows up by pursuing administrative sanctions 

against the suspect. 

As indicated in my qualitative review, 15, or 32%, of 

the 47 sexual assaults examined in this study are stranger 

rapes. The social conditions, male domination, and the 

negotiation process are further examined in the following 

two stranger-rape case studies. 

VIII. Case Study Eight. Ntmber 0250. Outdoors. No 

alcohol involved. 

Police report narrative: 
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On 1/14 between the hours of 2030 and 2100 (8:30 p.m. 
and 9:00 p.m.) Ms. E was assaulted and robbed on the 
north side of G Hall. 

Upon arrival at 2205 hours (10:05 p.m.) Ms. E 
stated between 2030 hours and 2100 hours, she was going to 
Carl's Jr. restaurant. She left G Hall, through the 
north exit and as she started walking west just north of the 
G Hall brick wall she was assaulted. She stated as 
she was walking west she was grabbed by her left arm above 
the elbow by the suspect. She was turned toward the suspect 
and pushed to the ground where she fell on her left shoulder 
and back. The suspect then sat on her legs and she was kept 
down by the suspect's right hand. He then asked if she had 
any money and she gave him $20.00. During this time, Ms. 
E stated she was screaming for help an attempting to 
push him off and hitting him. The suspect then pushed up 
the victim's shirt and ripped off her bra and placed his 
mouth on her breasts. The suspect also grabbed the victim's 
breast which caused it to bruise. During Ms. E 's 
struggling, her skirt was pushed up and the suspect also 
grabbed her underwear with is left hand and attempted rip 
them off. Instead the underwear was ripped partially. At 
this time Ms. E struck the suspect's groin area with 
her knees and he then got off and ran west towards P 
Ave. 

Ms. E stated that during the assault the suspect 
was using obscene language and had a strong odor of alcohol 
about his person. The suspect also had a strong body odor 
and the victim believed him to be a transient type. She 
stated the suspect did not have a moustache or any 
noticeable scars or deformitories. 

During the assault the victim did not scratch the 
suspect or pull his hair. There was no known transfer of 
body fluids or tissues. The victim then ran back to 
G Hall where she showered. She contacted her 
boyfriend and her parents, then contacted the police at 2200 
hours (10:00 p.m.). 

This case documents a stranger rape outside a residence 

hall. Male domination is clear in the method of attack the 

suspect uses against the victim. The suspect grabs the 

victim by surprise, physically controls her, tears off her 

shirt and bra, bruises her breasts, and then tears her 
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undervear. As illustra'ted in Table 4.8, 53% of suspects in 

this study use physical force. This suspect's behavior is 

particularly brutal, and, as do several other stranger 

rapists in this study, he adds the element of surprise 

attack and the use of a weapon. 

The social construction of this crime is different from 

that found in the first seven case studies examined in this 

chapter. After this assault, the victim immediately leaves 

the crime scene, returns to her dormitory, takes a shower, 

and contacts her boyfriend and her parents. In this case, 

the negotiation process occurs during the hour between the 

attack and the reporting of the incident to the police. I 

believe that during this time frame, the victim discusses 

what has happened with her boyfriend then with her parents, 

and both parties convince her to contact the police. 

other differences between this stranger rape and the 

first seven cases are as follows: 

absence of any previous relationship between 

victim and offender; 

no indication of alcohol consumption by the 

victim? 

surprise attack; 

use of a weapon and mortal threat; 

location outside the victim's residence hall. 
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XI. Case Study Nine. Nuaber 0670. Academic building. No 

alcohol involved. 

Police report narrative: 

At about 0800 hours (8:00 a.m.) on 3/3 Detective 
A met with the victim F. H . The victim 
related the following information; 

The victim stated she arrived at M building at 
about 0715 (7:15 a.m.) to prepare for her morning class. 
She stayed in her office, 221 M briefly, then went 
across the hall to a bathroom. She said that as she walked 
across the hall, she noticed a man walking down the hallway 
towards her. She noticed at that time that the man was 
wearing blue jeans and a blue long sleeved sweatshirt and 
had a white cloth over the top of his head. She said that 
the sweatshirt appeared to be the pullover type, not open or 
zipped at the front. The victim then went to the bathroom 
and was crossing back to her office when she was grabbed 
from behind and forced against the wall just outside her 
office. She said that the male placed both hands on her 
breasts, outside of her clothing, and squeezed them hard 
enough to cause her pain. He instructed her not to scream 
and not to look back and threatened to kill her if she did. 
He then took hold of her hair with his right hand and used 
it to force her to her knees on the floor, still holding her 
around the body. She huddled over in a defensive, almost 
fetal posture, and the suspect unbuttoned her pants and 
forced one hand under her clothing to her pubic area. She 
said he kept saying, "All I want to do is feel your pussy." 
She said that for about 15 seconds he tore at her pubic area 
and she thought that he tore out some of her pubic hair. 
She described the assault as very hard and brutal. She 
would not say if there was sexual penetration or intrusion. 
She said that she could see that his hands were tanned ,or 
dark complected, and that his legs were thick and muscular. 
He was wearing brown ankle-high hiking type boots. The 
victim said that she told him that her students would be 
showing up about eight o'clock and shortly thereafter the 
suspect got up and left. The victim noted a pronounced odor 
of cigarette smoke on the suspect. 

The victim stated she ran to the central stairway near 
room 204, and ran out of the building to the M green 
phone, where she met the witness, D and called the 
police. The victim stated while leaving the building, she 
had an impression of the suspect running down the hill ahead 
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of her, but she was unsure when this happened. 

An emergency room examination was completed at 
Community . Dr. A found trauma to the 
genitals, face, abdomen, and bruising on the left breast. 
His report is submitted as evidence. 

The police investigated this report for several months; 
however, no suspect was located. This case was inactivated. 

In this stranger rape, nale doiiinat:ion is manifest in 

the suspect's method of attack: the suspect grabs the victim 

by surprise, physically controls her, and then tells her not 

to scream or look back; he threatens to kill her if she 

does. The attacker's use of force is typical, reported in 

25 of the 47 cases. However, as in Case Eight, the physical 

force is of another nature than that found in the 

acquaintance and date rapes—this rapist also uses the 

elements of surprise and mortal threat. 

The social construction of this crime is also different 

from those in Cases One through Seven. The victim 

immediately leaves the area, goes to an emergency phone, and 

contacts the police within minutes of the attack; she has no 

trouble in determining that she is a rape victim or that she 

must report the crime to the police. There is no need for 

negotiation in this case. The witness stands by the 

emergency phone with the victim until the campus police 

arrive—this takes approximately one minute. 

Other differences between this crime and the first seven 

cases are 
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absence of previous relationship between victim 

and offender; 

no indication of alcohol consumption; 

surprise attack; 

mortal threat; 

location of the incident (not a residence hall or 

fraternity, but instead, an academic building). 

I discuss this incident to provide the reader with an 

example of a stranger rape occurring in an academic 

building, a seemingly unusual location. Four of the 47 

rapes in this study occur in academic buildings. The 

incident also illustrates the type of force used by stranger 

rapists, who tend to use surprise attack followed by 

immediate use of mortal threat and violence, whereas 

acquaintance rapists tend to use coercion followed by 

violent force. In every stranger rape in this study, the 

attacker threatens death. 

The social construction of stranger rape is different 

from that of acquaintance and date rape in that the victims 

more easily recognize that they are rape victims and seek 

police assistance soon after the attack. Unfortunately, as 

illustrated in this incident, the suspects in all of these 

cases remain unlocated and at large. 
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4.5 Simary 

Two dominant themes seem to govern campus sexual 

assault: (1) the prevalence of male domination and sex-role 

stereotyping and (2) the social construction of the crime of 

rape as reflected in the victims' negotiation processes. 

Male domination and sex-role stereotyping occur frequently 

in society and on campuses. In my study drugs or alcohol 

contribute to sexual assault in about one - half the cases. 

Given the magnitude of the figures found in this study, 

colleges and universities need to mandate prevention 

programs that not only focus on these risk factors but, more 

important, place the responsibility for changing these 

assumptions and behaviors plainly on college men (Berkowitz, 

Burkhart, and Bourg, 1994). 

The negotiation process initiated by all of the victims 

of the campus rapes examined in this study provides insight 

into the social construction of campus rape. As illustrated 

in these case studies, rape victims—particularly victims of 

acquaintance and date rape—suffer from ambiguity in two 

critical areas: (1) determining that they are victims of 

rape and (2) deciding to report the crime to campus 

officials. In nearly all 47 cases (stranger rape and 

acquaintance or date rape), the victims negotiate with 

someone before reporting the crime. Stranger rape victims 
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did negotiate their reporting process,; however, they had no 

ambiguity that they were rape victims. I have analyzed 

these reporting patterns in terms of length of time taken 

before reporting to the police, type of sexual assault, 

stranger versus acquaintance and date rape, nature and 

length of relationship between victim and suspect, and the 

effects of alcohol. Each is expanded upon in the following 

paragraphs. 

Victims' ambiguity about whether they are rape victims 

probably influences the period of time each victim needs 

before reporting a sexual assault to the police. In the 32 

acquaintance- and date-rape cases, the following patterns 

appear. Eleven of the 32 victims report their crime to the 

police within 24 hours. Nine of these 11 victims have 

consumed between one and four drinks before the assault; in 

the two other cases, the level of alcohol consumption is not 

indicated in the police report. All of these 11 victims 

either meet their attackers at a party or have known them 

for less than two weeks. The suspect's use of force did not 

appear to influence the victim's reporting times. 

Eleven of the 3 2 acquaintance- and date-rape victims 

take more than 24 hours to report the crime to the police. 

Of these 11, five victims have consumed no alcohol and six 

have consumed one to four drinks. Seven either meet their 

assailants at a party or have known him for only two weeks; 
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in four cases, no relationship time is reported. One victim 

is struck by her rapist; however, this did not appear to 

impact the reporting time. 

Ten of the 32 acquaintance- and date-rape victims wait 

for more than one month to report the crime to the police. 

Five of these victims have consumed no alcohol; three have 

had between one and four drinks; in two of these cases there 

is no indication of alcohol in the police report. Six meet 

their rapists at a party and/or have known him for less than 

two weeks; four reports show no indication of a 

relationship. Two either are struck by or have received a 

laceration from their attackers. 

In the 15 stranger-rape cases, none of the victims have 

previous relationships with their assailants, and none have 

consumed any alcohol or drugs before the assault. Thirteen 

of the 15 stranger-rape victims report their crime to the 

police within 24 hours, one reports several days later, and 

one reports one month later. Of the stranger-rape cases, 12 

of the victims receive injuries in addition to the sexual 

assault; eight are struck; four are cut or receive 

lacerations during the attack. Knives are used in three 

cases, and five women are threatened with death. 

My study reflects the prevalence of victim ambiguity 

and demonstrates a need for additional research in this 

area. This study also appears unique in that it documents 
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the negotiation process a victim initiates before she 

concludes that she is a victim and decides to report the 

crime. Given the results, victims' ambiguity appears to 

increase when they have some type of relationship with the 

suspect, even though they may have just met at a party 

and/or have known each other for less than two weeks. 

Ambiguity appears to decrease when the suspect is a stranger 

(the victim has no previous relationship with him). 

Further research is also needed on whether victims' alcohol 

consumption affects their level of ambiguity about the 

crime. 

The social construction of campus rape includes not 

only the type of sexual assault (stranger versus date or 

acquaintance rape), but also the locations where and times 

when these rapes occur, relationships, alcohol abuse, and 

the victims' fighting back against the attackers. 

Weekends appear to be a time when campus rape occurs 

most often (34 of the 47 reported rapes occur during this 

time frame). Friday and Sunday early mornings appear to 

have highest frequencies of occurrence. The time frame when 

the largest number of campus sexual assaults are reported is 

between 12:00 a.m. and 4:00 a.m. All of these components 

provide valuable insight into the social construction of 

campus rape. 

Unfortunately, the lack of follow-up criminal and 
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administrative actions may reflect another product of our 

rape culture, the depersonalization of college women. As 

indicated by Edwin Schur, in his book Americanization of 

Sex. 1988, our culture and our legal system appear to convey 

to men that, under certain circumstances, they are entitled 

to assault women. In essence, rape is a cultural norm. If 

this is the norm, then men can believe that women have no 

feelings, and thus we have depersonalization. The impact of 

male domination combined with the type of relationship, 

between the victim and the suspect may contribute to the 

fact that acquaintance and date rape are vastly 

underreported. 

Edwin Schur explains that this depersonalization 

process begins in our culture for women. College women have 

been taught to be relatively passive; this characteristic 

gives women a ready-made reaction to aggressive male sexual 

behavior. Thus, women are culturally prepared to act as 

victims of coercion. I believe that the frequency with 

which campus rape victims choose not to pursue criminal 

charges or administrative follow-up reflects the fact that 

our culture teaches women that they are objects of sex, 

objects that can be interchanged, used, abused, and disposed 

of. This is another important area for future research on 

campus sexual assault. 

As seen in this chapter and the next, the impact of 
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alcohol in the reporting or the non reporting of campus rape 

appears to be another area for additional research. Despite 

the prevalence of alcohol usage on campuses today, my study 

indicates that approximately 50% of the campus rape victims 

who consumed alcohol reported their crime to the police and 

sought prosecution of the suspect. On the other hand, 

approximately 50% of the campus rape victims did not consume 

any alcohol and they did report their crime to the police; 

however, they did not want to prosecute their suspect. 

The next chapter presents this study's findings and 

interpretations concerning the universities a criminal-

justice system and illustrates how these institutions deal 

with students accused of raping other students. 
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CHAPTER 5 

FINDINGS AND INTERPRETATIONS: THE CRIMINAL-JUSTICE 
SYSTEM AMD INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION 

5.1 ln1:roduction 

This chapter focuses on the findings of my study 

concerning the ways in which the criminal-justice system and 

institutions of higher education deal with campus sexual 

assault. I examine the issues confronted by prosecuting 

attorneys when they decide whether to charge a suspect with 

sexual assault; review the research that addresses the 

impact of rape mythology on the criminal-justice process; 

and examine how universities manage reported incidents of 

sexual assault. Chapter Five is organized into four major 

sections: 

5.2 Prosecution Concerns. Defines the concerns of 

prosecuting attorneys when they work with rape 

victims and the prosecution of rape suspects. 

5.3 Disparity Issues. Addresses disparities between 

the prosecution of rape suspects and that of other 

crime suspects; includes a subsection on how 

campus police and city prosecutors handle campus 

sexual-assault cases. 

5.4 University Codes of Conduct and Campus Rape. 

Explains how the universities in this study apply 

their codes of conduct to reported incidents of 
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sexual assault. 

5.5 Campus Legal Issues. Presents legal 

perspectives on the application of conduct codes 

and on policy implications. 

5.2 Prosecu-tion Concerns 

Prosecuting attorneys exercise a great deal of power in 

deciding whether or not to introduce suspects into the 

criminal-justice system. Research by Estrich, 1995, Vachss, 

1993, and Ingram, 1993, indicates that prosecutors handle 

the charging of rape suspects differently from the way they 

handle the charging of other criminal suspects. In 

addition, Estrich finds that the crime of rape 

is more strictly screened by its victims, 

goes unrecognized more often by the police, and 

has a lower conviction rate than other crimes. 

Why? 

Vashss, 1993, indicates that in her experience as an 

assistant prosecuting attorney of sex crimes in New York 

City, the rapist is not the only enemy. She identifies 

other culprits within the criminal justice system: police, 

defense attorneys, judges, and clerks of court of both 

genders and all ethnicities who express empathy with 

rapists. This empathy is evident in victim bashing and 

joking about rape, which imply that rapists "need a break." 
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Such behaviors contribute to a less-than-vigorous prosection 

effort against rape suspects. The prosecuting attorney 

confronts obstacles that contribute to a pattern of 

dispositions and the use of a unique set of criteria for 

rape prosecution. 

Estrich's research indicates that the following factors 

affect the charging of rapists: 

- relationship between victim and suspect, 

use of force by the suspect and/or resistance by 

the victim, and 

evidence to corroborate the victim's recollection 

of the incident. 

Miller, 1970, found that public and media pressure also 

influence the charging of a rape suspect. Each of these 

factors is further examined here. 

5.2.1 Victim-suspect relationship 

In 1977, the Battelle Memorial Institute conducted a 

national study of prosecutors and found that the 

relationship between victim and suspect and the 

circumstances of the rape were among the ten most important 

factors considered in charging and convicting rapists. 

Williams, in his 1978 study in the District of Columbia, 

found that the victim-suspect relationship was critical in 

determining the conviction rate. In 1978, Weninger 
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performed a statistical study of the importance of the 

victim-suspect relationship in the prosecuting attorney's 

office in Austin, Texas. He found that 58% of stranger-rape 

cases resulted in indictments, while 29% of acquaintance 

rapes and 47% of rape cases between friends resulted in 

indictments. 

5.2.2 Use of force 

A second factor examined in the Battelle study was 

suspects' use of force. The Battelle researchers found that 

the use of force is the most important factor in the 

decision whether or not to charge and convict a rape 

suspect. Their study found that the indictment rate for 

rapists is only 13% when the victim has offered little 

resistance and that the rate increases to 53% when the 

victim has offered substantial resistance. (Amount of 

resistance is defined from little [stating "No"] to 

substantial [physically fighting back].) The Battelle study 

does not discuss the effects of alcohol in connection with 

use of force. 

5.2.3 Quality and/or absence of physical evidence 

Estrich found that the quality of evidence appears to 

predict the outcome of a rape case. The focus of evidence 

appears to be not only proof of penetration, but also the 
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"reliability" of the victim's testimony. The Battelle study 

found that these two factors plus the availability of 

witnesses were ranked as the top three factors in 

determining whether a rape suspect is indicted (Estrich, 

1995). 

Fortunately, a new medical procedure called a 

colposcopy can provide proof of blunt-force penetration on a 

rape victim. This process has been used recently in several 

U.S. cities, including one of the cities in this study. 

Prosecutors' use of this medical process provides new hope 

for determining evidence of penetration and provides a new 

tool for the prosecution of rapists in the future (Hall, 

1994). 

5.3 Disparity Issues 

Is there a disparity between the charging of rape 

suspects and the charging of those suspected of burglary, 

robbery, or assault? In 1977, two national, governmental 

studies (Brosi and Feeney, Dill and Weik) reviewed this 

question. Both studies were funded by government grants and 

conducted in 13 jurisdictions, reviewing approximately 

26,000 cases. Brosi, 1977, found that all of these crimes 

share similarities throughout the criminal-justice process. 

Since sexual-assault conviction rates appear to be lower 

than conviction rates on robbery, burglary, and assault. 
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Brosi examined these rates. She found that prosecutors' 

rejection rates are similar for rape and assault: assault 

rates where defendants knew the suspect had a higher 

rejection rate when the prosecutor waited a week or two 

before questioning the victims to make sure they still 

wanted to prosecute. In three separate studies, Brosi 

reports that more than 50% of the assaults involved victims 

and defendants who were friends. In contrast with recent 

reports of serious disparities, this (now 20-year-old) study 

indicates no disparity among conviction rates for rape, 

burglary, and robbery. 

Brosi also examines the reasons that charges for these 

crimes are dropped. She finds two main reasons prosecutors 

decide not to file charges: 

evidence problems and 

witness problems. 

According to Brosi, these two problems appear to have been 

cited consistently over the past 50 years. 

Brosi also reviews the differences in sentencing for 

these crimes. She concludes that there is no substantial 

difference in type of trial or length of the sentence, and 

she finds no differences in sentences given to suspects who 

plead guilty and suspects found guilty through a trial 

process. 

A similar governmental study by Fenney, Dill, and Weik, 
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1977, reviews the rationale for failure to charge suspects 

of robbery, assault, burglary, and rape. As in Brosi's 

report, this study discovers that prosecutors press or drop 

charges based on their evaluations of the following factors: 

- innocence of the suspect, 

fringe criminality, 

whether the victim is likely to follow through on 

prosecution, and 

harm done. 

The extent of harm is the most critical factor in domestic-

assault cases. As also found in Brosi's research, victim 

and witness cooperation is a determining factor in burglary 

and robbery cases. 

Since 1977, no national studies have been funded or 

conducted on disparity issues. However, recent research by 

the Department of Justice indicates a growing disparity in 

the charging of rape suspects when compared to the charging 

of other criminal suspects. This research is highlighted in 

a 1994 Department of Justice Report, Violence Against Women 

Act. which lists discrepancies in the handling of sexual-

assault cases by the criminal-justice system:** 

54% of all rape prosecutions result in either 

dismissal or acquittal; 

25% of all convicted rapists are released on 

probation rather than being sentenced to prison; 
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a rape prosecution is more than twice as likely to 

be dismissed as is a murder prosecution and 30% 

more likely to be dismissed than a robbery 

prosecution. 

** The sample size of this survey was 400,000. 

This recent Department of Justice Report seems to contradict 

the 1977 studies; more research is needed in this area to 

further substantiate whether disparities do exist, and if so 

to what extent. The next section deals with still another 

influence on the charging and conviction of rape suspects: 

the prevalence of rape mythology. 

5.3.1 Effects of rape mythology on the criminal-justice 

system 

Another factor that seems to influence the charging and 

indictment of rape suspects is the prevalence of rape 

mythology. In the U.C. Davis Law Review. 1990-1991, Morrison 

Torrey examines how rape myths affect the fairness of rape-

prosecution trials. Torrey states that rape prosecutions 

reflect the way society perceives women, men, and their 

roles. According to Torrey, rape prosecutions 

incorporate rape myths, 

promote sex discrimination, and 

undermine women's confidence in the legal system. 

He attributes a lower conviction rate for sexual-assault 
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suspects to gender discrimination- As a result of this 

social-control mechanism, women find themselves in a 

subordinated position. Torrey also finds that 50% of women 

cannot believe in a legal system that supports sex 

discrimination. Breuer, 1992, also reviewed the issue of 

rape mythology and found two other areas where this impact 

can be seen: 

a low conviction rate for rape suspects and 

women's failure to report sexual assault to the 

police. 

She found that the low conviction rate results not only from 

lack of corroborating evidence but, more important, from the 

misinterpretation of such lack of evidence by police, 

jurors, and courts. She also found that because women do 

not trust the legal system, they decide not to report the 

crime. 

Schafran, 1993, also reviewed the impact of rape 

mythology and found a chasm of disparity between the reality 

of and perception of rape in America. Americans perceive 

rape as an infrequent crime committed by a sex-starved, 

weapons-wielding stranger (often black), on a provocatively 

dressed woman (often white), in a back alley. In reality, 

rape is a very common crime, committed by a man (of any 

race) who has an active and consensual sex life, on a woman 

(of his own race) whom he knows, in her home, without a 
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weapon, and the victim does not report the crime to the 

police. Schafran created this profile from statistics 

collected in Rape in America (1992), which reports the 

following: 

80% of the rapes in the U.S. are committed by 

someone known to the victim; 

70% of victims' injuries are the result of the 

sexual assault itself; 

24% have minor injuries in addition to the rape 

injuries; 

4% suffer serious injuries beyond the rape 

injuries; 

49% of the victims fear serious injury or death at 

the time of the attack, though few actually 

sustain injuries of this kind. 

Schafran also found that women expect rapists to use force 

and that they do not know if and/or how to resist. 

Resistance and its impact on the criminal-justice 

system were studied by Susan Estrich, 1987, who found that 

women are not socialized to fight or to use physical force. 

However, even though most states have eliminated resistance 

as a determining factor in rape laws, the idea continues to 

thrive—in the minds of the judges and jurors—that if there 

is no evidence of a struggle, it must not be rape. This 

attitude explains the importance that prosecutors assign to 
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the jury and its selection in rape cases. Before charging a 

suspect with rape, all prosecuting attorneys contemplate the 

question, "Will the jury believe that a crime has occurred 

without substantial evidence of physical injury?" 

According to Schafran, most people believe that a 

"true" rape victim reacts physically by fighting back; 

consequently, these people demand evidence of resistance, 

and they interpret its absence as failure to prove that rape 

has occurred. As Schafran states, the woman often knows her 

attacker and does not resist. I speculate that Schafran's 

research provides a partial explanation for the victims' 

ambiguity that I find in the negotiation process discussed 

earlier. Because campus rape victims often either invite 

the rapists into their rooms or go willingly into the 

rapists' rooms, these college women suffer from the notion 

that they have contributed to the incident, and thus they 

feel some ambiguity about whether the rape is a crime. 

Finally, many of the factors that contribute to low 

prosecution and indictment rates for rapists can be linked 

to Torrey's research. She found that rape prosecutions 

inherently reflect the way society perceives women, men, and 

their roles. As illustrated in Chapter Two, Acker, 1990, 

Kanter, 1977, Feldberg and Glenn, 1979, and MacKinnon, 1979, 

researched male domination in organizations. Acker examined 

the extent of gender domination at institutions of higher 
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education in her 1990 study. Kanter found that the 

successful image of a chief executive officer within an 

organization reflects masculine associations with certain 

leadership skills. Hochschild, 1983, found that within 

organizations, men take the active roles while women are 

expected to take supportive roles. Given the extent of 

these research studies in a variety of organizations, I 

believe that the American criminal-justice system also 

reflects this male domination. I base this belief on the 

following studies: Estrich's research on the particularity 

of issues surrounding the charging and indicting of rape 

suspects; the findings of Breuer, demonstrating lower 

conviction rates for rapists than for suspects in other 

crimes of violence; and the findings of Schafran on the 

impact of rape mythology on American juries. 

All of these studies provide substantial evidence of 

male domination in the American justice system. Combine 

this evidence with the research of Acker, Kanter, and 

MacKinnon, which demonstrates domination by men in many 

types of organizations, and one must ask how the criminal-

justice system could possibly be exempt from this bias. I 

believe that the justice system must count itself prone to 

the same kind of discrimination, and I believe that a gender 

study on numbers of male and female judges and county 

attorneys would provide additional evidence of male 
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domination in the field of criminal justice. 

5.3.2 Conparisons of empirical data 

Measurements are scanty on the degree to which rape 

mythology influences the prosecution of rapists. To 

discover empirical data that might shed light on the 

influence of rape mythology, I dissected a variety of 

governmental reports, examining the following factors: 

clearance rates for sexual-assault cases, 

outcomes of sexual-assault prosecutions, and 

factors identified in campus police reports 

indicating why county attorneys take 

certain actions. 

Finally, I tabulated these data in an attempt to explain why 

prosecuting attorneys do not file charges against students 

identified as rape suspects. These factors are discussed in 

the following subsections, but before expanding upon them, I 

will define the three classifications for closing out, or 

concluding, a case. 

Police agencies in the United States have three methods 

for closing out a police investigation. These methods 

(which are universally applied by law-enforcement agencies) 

are identified by classifications defined by the Federal 

Bureau of Investigation in the Uniform Crime Report; 

inactive/closed, active/pending, and exceptional. 

Inactive/closed means that the police investigation 
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cannot proceed because of a lack of additional leads or 

information, or because there is no suspect. Usually, the 

detective supervisor decides when to classify an 

investigation as inactive. Once a case is classified as 

inactive/closed, it can become active only when the police 

have new information about the case. The prosecution 

process in an inactive classification will only occur, if 

the police develop enough probable cause to arrest someone. 

Lack of additional information is usually the reason police 

investigations become inactive. 

Active/pending means that the police have suspect 

information, evidence linking the suspect to the crime, and 

additional information that also links the suspect to this 

crime. According to the Uniform Crime Report. 1995, 

active/pending police reports are cleared (concluded) in one 

of two ways: 

at least one person is arrested, charged, and 

turned over to the court for prosecution; or 

the case is cleared by a third classification 

called "exceptional." 

Exceptional classification is used when some element 

beyond the control of law enforcement precludes the arrest 

of an offender. For example, a rape victim may decide 

several days after the rape that she does not want to pursue 

criminal charges against the suspect. The prosecutor can 
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determine if a case is closed with an exceptional 

classification. 

5.3.3 Cleeurance rates 

The rate at which police agencies conclude active 

police investigations is called a clearance rate. The 

clearance rate indicates the number of cases a police agency 

has concluded with the arrest of suspects for the crimes 

they have committed. Clearance rates may also be used as a 

measure of productivity of a police department's 

investigative unit (Ohara, Ohara, 1994, Uniform Crime 

Report. 1995 ). 

In examining statistical data available in the Uniform 

Crime Report. 1994, I compared two items: (1) the national 

clearance rate for rape and (2) the outcomes of sexual-

assault prosecutions. The Uniform Crime Report represents 

16,000 jurisdictions serving 249 million inhabitants, or 96% 

of the U.S. population. It is America's only annual crime 

report. First, Table 5.1, Clearance Rates for Rape, 

illustrates the national results compared to those found in 

my study. 
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Table 5.1 

Clearance Rates for Rape 

National clearance rate for rape* Campus study 
clearance 
rate** 

48% to 53% 26% 

* National survey data are collected from the 
Uniform Crime Report rate per 39.2 incidents per 
100,000. 
** Campus study is based upon 47 incidents. 

These results indicate an enormous disparity between the 

national clearance rate and the campus clearance rate. On a 

national level, 48% to 53% of all reported sexual assaults 

in the nation are cleared by the arrest of a rape suspect. 

The campus results show that only 26% of reported campus 

sexual assaults are cleared by the arrest of a rape suspect. 

I believe that the difference results from two factors: 

(41%) of the campus rape victims refuse to 

prosecute their identified rapists (as documented 

in Chapter Four) and 

(32%) of these campus rape are committed by 

stranger rapists who were never identified-
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The number of campus victims who do not prosecute is 

illustrated in Table 5.4, Comparison: Acquaintance-Rape 

Victims Who Prosecute and Those Who Do Not Prosecute. 

Forty-one percent of the 32 acquaintance- and date-rape 

victims in my study elect not to prosecute and, as a result, 

these police investigations are closed without any arrest. 

In these cases, the campus police have identified the 

suspect; however, if the victim does not want to prosecute, 

the case is closed and given an inactive status, and it is 

not tabulated in the clearance rate of the department. (I 

examine the reasons these victims choose not to prosecute in 

a later section of this chapter.) 

In the 15 reported stranger rapes identified in this 

study (32%), no suspects have ever been identified or 

caught. These stranger-rape incidents are classified as 

inactive because of a lack of additional information on the 

suspect or on the crime. These cases will become active 

only if a person arrested for another crime, in another 

location, confesses that he has also committed rape on one 

of the three campuses in my study. Based on the six years 

of police reports I examined, no arrested individual has 

confessed to a campus rape. 

An exceptional clearance classification is assigned 

when some element beyond law enforcement's control precludes 

the arrest of an offender. For example, if the suspect 
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agrees to provide financial restitution to the victim, the 

case can be closed exceptionally. A case can also be given 

an exceptional clearance if the suspect's defense attorney 

plea bargains for some amount of monetary remuneration. 

Finally, if the suspect is identified but the county 

attorney elects not to prosecute the case, the case can be 

closed exceptionally. The frequency with which police 

agencies conclude their criminal cases as "exceptional" is 

very low, and few national data are available on exceptional 

clearance rates. Table 5.2, Exceptional Clearance Rates, 

compares the national rate with the campus rate found in 

this study. 

Table 5.2 

Exceptional Clearance Rates 

National exceptional clearance Campus rape study 
rate for rape exceptional rate 

28%* 25%** 

* Statistical data gathered from one city, 1993, no 
other data national data available. 
** Campus-study data used 47 incidents. 

These national data come from only one city. The campus 

data indicate a slightly lower percentage of this type of 

clearance rate in campus police reports. In my campus 

study, eight of the 47 cases were closed exceptional. 
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5.3.4 Prosecutors' reasons for not charging canpus 

rapists 

In this subsection, I examine the reasons prosecutors 

give for not charging rape suspects, based on documentation 

found in the 47 campus police reports used in this study. I 

then analyze specific cases where the victim has chosen to 

prosecute but the county attorneys have chosen not to 

prosecute. In my analysis I identify factors that 

contribute to the victims' proceeding with prosecution. I 

conclude with the results of my research on why prosecuting 

attorneys fail to charge rape suspects. 

In each of the 47 police reports used in this study, 

the officer records the reasons the case has been closed. 

The 15 stranger-rape cases were closed because the rapists 

were neither identified nor apprehended. Thirteen of the 32 

acquaintance- and date-rape cases were closed because the 

victims did not want to prosecute. The remaining 19 

acquaintance- and date-rape cases went to the prosecuting 

attorney for legal review. Eight suspects were convicted of 

either sexual assault or an included, lesser offense. 

Eleven suspects were not prosecuted at all. 

The prosecuting attorneys' reasons for not charging the 

11 acquaintance- and date-rape suspects are documented in 

the police reports. Three main reasons emerge: 
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no jury appeal, 

insufficient evidence, and 

inability to prove lack of consent. 

The following paragraphs provide excerpts and summaries from 

police reports, illustrating the documentation of these 

reasons. I discuss these reasons further in the next 

subsection. 

In case report #1829 (enclosed in this study), the 

police officer lists the rationale used by the prosecuting 

attorney in not charging the suspect. The officer writes, 

On 4-30-91 at approximately 1130 hours, this case 

was presented to the County Attorney's Office for 

issuing. Deputy County Attorney reviewed 

the case. She decided to dismiss this case at 

issuing as the state is unable to prove lack of 

consent. Status: closed/exceptional. 

This means that the county attorney felt that she could not 

prove the victim's lack of consent to sex in this case, so 

the case is closed exceptional. The case is closed; 

"exceptional" means the suspect has been identified; 

however, there will be no further action by the prosecuting 

attorney. 

In another case, #3603, the police officer documents 

the prosecuting attorney's rationale for not charging the 

suspect as follows: 
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On July , I received notification from the 

County Attorney S , advising that she was 

declining prosecution in this case. Her reason 

for declining was lack of sufficient evidence. 

Status: case closed/exceptional. 

The police officer documents the prosecuting attorney's 

reason for not charging the suspect as lack of sufficient 

evidence. This means there is not enough physical evidence, 

either in the medical report or in the follow-up analysis 

(by the forensic laboratory on the evidence collected from 

the victim), to verify that a rape has occurred. The status 

of this case is now closed, exceptional. This means that 

the case is closed even though the suspect has been 

identified, and that there will be no further action by the 

prosecuting attorney. 

None of police reports in the campus study uses the 

prosecuting attorney's phrase, "lack of jury appeal." This 

phrase indicates that the case would not be convincing 

enough for a jury to find the defendant guilty. 

5.3.5 Summary of prosecuting attorneys' reasons as found 

in campus study 

Prosecuting attorneys obviously exercise a great deal 

of discretion in electing not to charge a rape suspect. A 

summary of the prosecuting attorneys' reasons for not 
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charging rape suspects is provided in Table 5.3, Reasons 

Given by Prosecuting Attorneys for Not Charging Suspects. 

This information comes from the 47 police reports used in my 

study. Remember that 15 of the 47 cases are stranger rapes; 

the county attorneys did not review these cases because the 

suspects were neither identified nor apprehended. 

Table 5.3 

Reasons Given by Prosecuting Attorneys for 

Not Charging Rape Suspects 

No jury appeal 

Insufficient evidence 

0 

7 20% 

Inability to prove lack 

of consent 1 3% 

Victim will not prosecute 13 36% 

No suspect located 15 32% 

Total cases reviewed 32 

Total cases not prosecuted 8 

Total cases prosecuted 11 

Stranger cases not reviewed 15 

To augment this table, I have analyzed each incident 
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where the police officer documents the prosecutor's 

rationale for either charging or not charging a suspect. I 

examine each report, noting the victim's age and use of 

alcohol, the victim-suspect relationship, and the location 

of the rape, to provide insight into why some victims 

proceed with the prosecution while other victims do not, in 

Table 5.4, Comparison: Acquaintance-Rape Victims Who 

Prosecute and Those Who Do Not Prosecute. 
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Table 5.4 

Comparison: Acquain'tance-Rape violins Who 
Prosecute and Those Who Do Not Prosecute 

Prosecution 

19 victims proceed with 
prosecution 

age of victim 

10 no alcohol 
9 consumed 4 

AGE 

18 - 40 

ALCOHOL 

- 6 drinks 

No Prosecution 

13 victims do not 
prosecute 

age of victim 18 -21 

6 no alcohol 
7 consumed 4 -
drinks 

RELATIONSHIP 

16 knew suspect for less 
one week 

3 assaulted by exboyfriend 
or husband 

LOCATIONS 

1 rape occurred on a date 
4 rapes occurred at a fraternity 
4 rapes occurred at a dorm 
6 no social conditions in a dorm 
1 rape occurred while working 
1 rape occurred outside 

2 rapes occurred in dorm after 
meeting at a bar 

13 knew suspect for 
than less than one 
week 

rapes occurred at 
a fraternity 
rapes occurred at 
a dormitory 
no social 
conditions occurred 
in a dorm 

As indicated in this table, there appears to be a need for 

additional research on the subjects of victims' alcohol 

consumption, victim-suspect relationship, and the location 
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and social conditions present during the assault. 

According to Schafran, 1993, "No jury appeal" is a 

matter of subjective judgment. She lists the following 

reasons that prosecutors use this rationale: 

lack of physical injury, 

lack of proof that the victim has resisted the 

assault, and 

relationship between victim and suspect. 

These reasons are often used by prosecuting attorneys to 

decide that a case has no jury appeal. 

"Insufficient evidence" means that in the judgment of 

the prosecuting attorney, there is not enough evidence to 

indicate that a sexual assault has occurred. According to 

Schafran, insufficient evidence can be construed from lack 

of physical injury. 

The other reason given by prosecuting attorneys is 

"inability to prove lack of consent." Schafran indicates 

that the fact of a previous relationship between victim and 

suspect can easily persuade a prosecutor not to charge the 

suspect. In addition, use of alcohol by either victim or 

suspect contributes to the "inability to prove consent." As 

indicated by Howard's research (discussed earlier in this 

chapter), the consent issue is paramount in determining 

whether to charge an individual with sexual assault. 

Alcohol use can cloud the issue and be used to reflect on 
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the victim's background, and it is often used to discredit 

the victim, according to Howard. 

Thirty-six percent of victims in this study decide not 

to prosecute their assailants. I speculate that in this 

study there is a strong connection between this large 

percentage and the victims' ambiguity as manifested in the 

negotiation process. I believe that failure to proceed with 

a criminal prosecution partially results from victims' 

ambiguity in understanding that they are rape victims. This 

large percentage also provides evidence for the need to 

research the victims' negotiation process and to assess the 

effects of our culture on women's decisions about 

prosecuting their attackers. 

Finally, Table 5.3 illustrates that no suspects were 

located in the stranger-rape incidents. Stranger-rape 

investigations are time-consuming and usually result in 

inactive status because of the lack of additional 

information or suspect leads. As discussed in Chapter Four, 

stranger rape represents only 32% of the 47 cases I studied, 

a smaller percentage than the national percentage of 

stranger rapes, which is 42%. Though the reality of 

stranger rape needs to be part of rape-prevention programs, 

these programs must above all reemphasize the fact that most 

campus rapes are imposed on college women by college men who 

purport to be their friends. 
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5.4 University Codes of Conduct and Caapus Rape 

As indicated earlier in this study, the ways in which 

universities respond to crime on their campuses 

significantly affects students, faculty, staff, and 

visitors. A school's response to crimes committed by its 

own community members is normally outlined in its code of 

conduct, which is normally included in its written purpose 

or mission statement. 

The purpose of a university's code of conduct is to 

promote a civil, safe, and secure campus environment. The 

university community's safety and security are paramount. 

Governing boards and trustees govern the interpretation of 

the state statutes for public universities. Consequently, 

the application of a code of conduct at a public university 

depends upon its interpretation by the school's governing 

board, dean of students, and legal counsel. (At a private 

institution, all of the above apply except for the state 

statute.) Critical issues addressed in code-application 

decisions are 

who is governed by the code of conduct, 

where is the code applied (on campus, off campus, 

or both), 

what types of infractions constitute violations of 

the university's code of conduct, and 
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the consequences of violating these codes. 

The application of the code becomes institutional policy. 

To determine how the three universities in my study 

apply their codes of conduct, I have reviewed their codes. 

My research indicates that these three universities have the 

authority to create codes of conduct pursuant to state 

statute. All of the universities have boards of governors 

or regents who delegate this responsibility to the 

university presidents, who in turn delegate the 

responsibility to their deans of students. Institutional 

policy for applying codes of conduct is thus determined by 

three parties: legal counsel, dean of students, and local or 

state judiciaries. 

As stated in Chapter Four, institutional policy for 

applying codes of conduct outside the jurisdiction of the 

deans of students appears to be changing. Changes are being 

driven by several state-court rulings that support the 

application of institutional codes of conduct outside the 

campus boundary for certain offenses. To explore the way 

each of these institutions applies its code of conduct, I 

discuss the following issues in this section: 

application of codes of conduct on and off campus, 

policy implications that result from this 

application, and 

the directions in which institutional policies 
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are changing. 

I begin this section with summaries of the interviews I 

conducted with student-affairs officials at these schools. 

Next, I discuss how these institutions' policies affect 

student conduct on and off campus, and finally, I discuss 

the change agents that seem to be prompting universities to 

alter their policies and the potential consequences of these 

changes. 

5.4.1 Interview stunaaries 

I interviewed three deans, two associate deans of 

students, and two legal advisors to determine the 

significance the three universities place on sanctioning 

students identified as rape suspects. The interviews 

encompass the following areas: 

(1) Whether any of the universities has expelled or 

suspended a student named as a suspect in a sexual-assault 

case occurring on or off campus; whether the residence 

halls have imposed any sanctions in conjunction with 

university actions against residence-hall students named as 

rape suspects. 

(2) Collections of current data on students 

disciplined for certain types of behavior and on the 

outcomes of these sanctions. 

(3) Collections of current data on academic-integrity 
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sanctions and their results. 

(4) Whether any fraternity has been sanctioned or 

refused recognition as a campus organization following 

reported incidents of sexual assault on its premises. 

Summaries of the officials' responses follow. 

(1) Whether any of the universities has expelled or 
suspended a student \Aio was named as a suspect in a sexual-
assault case occurring on or off caapus. 

All of the institutions participating in this study 

have deans or associate deans of students who mandate 

sanctions for various violations of their existing codes of 

conduct. Unfortunately, only one university had available 

archival data on the types of sanctions and their outcomes 

for the time period of this study. Its campus disciplinary 

officer indicated that approximately 15 students were either 

expelled or suspended during the six years included in my 

campus study. However, according to the deans and associate 

deans of students, no students were expelled or suspended at 

the other two universities. 

There are residence halls at all three institutions. 

There is no indication from the recollections of the deans, 

nor from the limited historical data, that any student rape 

suspects living in residence halls were disciplined in this 

time frame. 
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(2) and (3) Collections of current data on nuabers of 
students disciplined for certain behaviors and the outcomes 
of these sanctions; and collections of current data on 
academic integrity sanctions and their results. 

since only one university offered historical data on 

past institutional disciplinary actions, I requested any 

current disciplinary data from the other two institutions in 

order to examine the disciplinary actions currently 

implemented at these schools. Tables 5.5 and 5.6 show the 

current annual numbers of students disciplined at these two 

universities. Note the continuing rates of reported sexual 

assaults at these two universities, indicating ongoing 

occurrence. 

University One offered disciplinary data from 1994 and 

1995. These are exhibited in Table 5.5. 

Table 5.5 

University One: Disciplinary Data from 1994 
and 1995 

10 suspensions 1994 for violations of code 
of conduct 

14 suspensions** 1995 for violations of code 
of conduct 

1 expulsion 1995 for violations of code 
of conduct 

** The dean of students thought that one or two 
of these suspensions were related to sexual assaults. 
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The present dean of students at University One stated that 

at least one or two students were suspended for being 

involved in a sexual assault or in activities related to 

sexual assault. I also researched the number of sexual 

assaults reported to this university's police department 

during 1994 and 1995. According the Uniform Crime Report, 

in 1994 no sexual assaults were reported, but in 1995 one 

sexual assault was reported. If these data are correct, 

this university suspended that one student involved in the 

one reported sexual assault. 

University Two also offered no historical data. 

However, I elected to tabulate the availcible data from this 

university to illustrate that even though the school took a 

number of disciplinary actions against students, none were 

related to sexual assault. The type of disciplinary actions 

and their severity are tabulated in Table 5.6. 
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Table 5.6 

University Tvo: Disciplinary Data froa 1993, 
1994 & 1995 

17 suspensions 1993-94 for violations of 
code of conduct 

1 expulsion 1993-94 for violation of 
academic integrity 

303 diversion referrals 

272 code of conduct issues 

14 suspensions 1994-95 for violations of 
code of conduct 

2 expulsions 1994-95 for violations of 
academic integrity** 

310 diversion referrals * 

240 code of conduct issues* 

A diversion referral is an alternative to being arrested. 

Instead of receiving a criminal citation for criminal 

behavior, the student enters the diversion program. 

University Two is one of the few higher-educational 

institutions using this alternative to arresting students in 

the U.S. (Hueston, 1991). "Code of conduct issues" are used 

with students whose behavior violates specific conduct codes 

established within this institution. If a student violates 

the code of conduct several times, he or she can be 
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suspended or expelled. 

At University Two, academic-integrity violations were 

the only violations that resulted in expulsion. The two 

expulsions at this institution represent the culmination of 

several sanctions for cheating on examinations over a period 

of several semesters. While this institution has taken a 

strong stance against academic violations, it has not 

treated student rape suspects with the same severity. 

According to the Uniform Crime Reports. 1993, 1994, and 

1995, at University Two the total number of sexual assaults 

was 15, reported as follows: 

1993 Five sexual assaults; 

1994 Six sexual assaults; 

1995 Four sexual assaults. 

However, despite the large numbers of sexual assaults 

reported at this university, there is no indication of 

sanctions nor of any other university disciplinary action 

against student rape suspects. This university's failure to 

act is discussed later in this section, following the 

summary of an interview with one of the associate deans. 

University Three is the only institution to offer 

historical data from the years covered by the campus study, 

extending through 1991. This institution expelled 15 

students for sexual assault over the six-year period from 

1985 through 1991. From 1993 through 1996, two students 
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were expelled for sexual assault. According to the Uniform 

Crime Reports. 1993, 1994, and 1995, the following numbers 

of sexual assaults were reported to the campus police at 

University Three: 

1993 Five sexual assaults; 

1994 Five sexual assaults; 

1995 Eight sexual assaults. 

This university's total number of reported sexual assaults 

is 18 over this three-year period. 

(4) Whether any fraternity has been sanctioned or refused 

recognition as a campus organization following incidents of 

sexual assault its premises. 

The codes of conduct at all three universities limit 

institutional control over greek houses. At one university, 

since all of the greek houses are located off campus, the 

university is not legally permitted to impose sanctions on 

them. This school's code of conduct simply does not apply 

to off-campus fraternities. At the second university, all 

of the greek houses are located in one major section of 

campus. During the time of this study (1985-1991), none of 

the greek houses was sanctioned for any activities that 

violated the code of conduct. The third university has the 

authority to exercise its code of conduct on greek houses 
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located both on and off campus. During the years of this 

study, this university has revoked the charters of two 

fraternities. In both cases, revocation of the fraternity 

charters resulted from ongoing behavioral problems in which 

alcohol was also a factor. When a university revokes the 

charter from a greek organization, it removes the 

university's recognition of the organization. This means 

that the greek organization is not recognized as a student 

organization, it has no rights or privileges at the 

institution, and it suffers great economic damage. This 

financial impact is significant, and the organization loses 

its national insurance coverage on all liability issues. 

5.5 Caapus Legal Issues 

As discussed earlier, the application of a university's 

existing code of conduct to on- or off-campus student 

behavior depends upon an interpretation of the code by three 

parties: dean of students, legal counsel, and the courts 

(prevailing court cases [state and/or federal] 

reestablishing the authority of an institution by 

restricting its code applications to only on-campus student 

behavior or extending code application to off-campus student 

behavior). All three universities in my study have made 

choices about whether to apply their codes of conduct to 

student behavior on and/or off campus. Two of the 
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universities have chosen to apply their code of conduct 

selectively to off-canpus situations, predicated upon 

certain legal criteria. The third university has chosen to 

extend its code of conduct to off-campus behavior when the 

university determines that the students' behavior may be 

detrimental to the university community. 

I attempted to interview a legal representative from 

each university, but I was able to interview only two legal 

representatives from one institution. These two attorneys 

provided me with insight into the dilemmas surrounding the 

application of institutional codes of conduct on and off 

campus. Both attorneys stated that the main criterion for 

applying the code of conduct resides in the way the 

university interprets the phrase "clear and present danger," 

found in its code. (I found this phrase in all three codes 

of conduct.) These policies are determined by the dean of 

students, who may exercise discretion in deciding when to 

apply or not apply the code to off-campus student behaviors. 

The deans generally exercise this option if the off-campus 

actions of a student are problematic enough to present a 

"clear and present danger to the university community." 

Both attorneys agreed that the difficulty lies in defining 

"clear and present danger to the campus community." In 

their opinions, since there is no consistent definition, 

every incident must be painstakingly reviewed. 
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For example, one university participating in this study 

applied its code of conduct outside its geographical 

boundary when one of its professors conducted a class off 

campus and committed an illegal act. Since the university 

had approved the class, the attorney could extend the code 

into this off-campus setting. According to the attorneys, 

the key issue in determining the sanctioning process under 

the conduct code is whether the function, class, or activity 

was university-sponsored. According to this attorney, the 

code of conduct can be applied at university-sponsored 

events even when the events occur off campus. 

At another of the three universities, a high-profile 

student athlete was accused of sexually assaulting a woman 

off campus. The challenge in this case was to determine 

whether the student's action presented a clear and present 

danger to the university community. The dean's office 

failed to prove this point, and so the code of conduct was 

not applied to the student. 

The two university attorneys I interviewed said that 

substantial legal problems arise whenever a university 

applies its code of conduct to incidents involving students, 

whether on or off campus. First, the application of the 

code of conduct is intended to educate the student. When 

this educational process evolves into serious consequences 

for the student, problems result. When a student's behavior 
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is found to be serious enough to mandate a suspension or 

expulsion from the university, then the institution must 

implement due process, and due process dictates that both 

student and institution have rights that must be maintained 

throughout the process. Both are usually represented by 

legal counsel. As soon as due process is initiated, the 

(code of conduct) mission of educating the student ceases to 

govern the situation and is replaced by the mandated 

individual and institutional rights. 

Bohmer and Parrot, 1993, explain that due process is 

guaranteed under the Fourteenth Amendment of the United 

States Constitution; "'Nor shall any State deprive any 

person of life, liberty, or property without due process of 

law'" (Bohmer and Parrot, 1993. pg. 82). The Supreme Court 

has never ruled on due process involving students at private 

colleges; however, lower federal courts have ruled on such 

situations at public universities. These courts have 

clearly mandated that university students do have property 

and liberty interest in their education. Once a student 

demonstrates this interest, the institution must implement 

due process before suspending or expelling the student. 

Because the Constitution requires state action in due-

process cases, the right to due process directly affects 

only students at public institutions. Most institutions 

today are meeting these court standards when applying their 
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codes of conduct to student behavior. According to Bohmer 

and Parrot (1993), the key concern is whether student rights 

are actually articulated in the institutions' codes of 

conduct. 

Codes of conduct are in a transition phase at two of 

the universities in this study. The new codes of conduct 

stipulate not only due-process rights for students; they 

also address the issues involved in sexual assault by 

students against students. Unfortunately, these codes have 

not yet been passed by the universities' governing board of 

regents. 

The other university in this study has created a policy 

of applying its code of conduct to student actions both on 

and off campus. For example, a student can be held 

accountable to both civil and criminal authorities by 

breaking a law that also violates the university's standards 

of conduct. 

What are the policy implications for a university 

electing not to apply its code of conduct to student 

behaviors occurring off campus? Today, these policies are 

being determined by one factor: institutional liability 

(addressed in Chapter Two). Institutions can be held liable 

for negligence based upon a variety of prior court cases. 

Policy implications revolve around the following four 

issues, all established through legal precedent: 
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(1) Was the assault foreseeable? 

(2) Are the security measures reasonable? 

(3) Are students warned of known dangers? 

(4) Does campus housing meet the standards legally 

required of landlords? 

Code-application policies must take these four questions 

into account. Universities can address these liability 

issues by creating policies that contribute to creating a 

safe, secure environment where student behaviors can be 

sanctioned both on and off campus. Institutions that choose 

not to enforce their codes of conduct off campus send a 

mixed message to students. Failure of a university to 

govern off-campus behavior directly affects the students' 

safety. Such a choice eliminates the possibility of 

governing certain behaviors deemed dangerous by law, such as 

rape, murder, armed assault, and drug dealing. For example, 

if sexual assault between students has been reported to have 

occurred at certain known, off-campus locations, under the 

influence of alcohol, and the university imposes no 

sanctions against the leaders of the responsible 

organization, does the university assume liability for its 

own lack of governance? Furthermore, when a university 

fails to hold accountable those students who are identified 

as rape suspects by the legal system, what message is this 

institution sending to its (prospective and present) women 
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students? 

If the university decides to apply only certain parts 

of its code of conduct to off-campus student behavior, what 

are the implications? Again, such a policy sends a mixed 

message to students: if you violate certain codes of conduct 

off campus, the school will discipline you; however, if you 

violate these other codes off campus, the school will not 

discipline you. 

My study reveals that all three universities identify 

sexual assault as a violation in their codes of conduct, and 

that all three articulate consequences for students 

committing sexual assault. In light of these facts, why do 

their disciplinary data not reflect more instances of 

institutional response to the ongoing, reported occurrences 

of sexual assault? Possible explanations for the very 

limited institutional response to sexual assault are 

examined next. 

5.5.1 Reasons for so few reports of conduct-code 

violations involving sexual assault 

According to the Uniform Crime Reports. 1993, 1994, and 

1995, sexual assaults continue to be reported at all three 

universities in this study. However, there is little 

indication that these universities are using their codes of 

conduct to deal with these reported incidents. Why not? 
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Bohmer and Parrot, 1993, indicate that rape victims are 

not likely to report sexual assaults to campus police if 

they believe that the school's judicial process is poorly 

run. Another explanation for women's reluctance to report 

rapes can be found in the university administrations' stand 

on Ccunpus sexual assault. To ascertain how strong a stand 

the university takes against sexual assault, one might 

review the budget allocated to sexual-assault prevention and 

victim-support programs, and to the creation and 

implementation of effective campus judicial procedures that 

clearly put the campus community on notice that rape will 

not be tolerated (Bohmer and Parrot, 1993). Unfortunately, 

the universities participating in this study would not give 

me any such budgetary information. 

Deans of students at these three campuses offered other 

explanations for the lack of prosecution of known rapists. 

They say that rape victims do not make use of the codes of 

conduct because they know very little about the codes, what 

they mean, how the codes affect them, the procedures for 

filing a code-of-conduct complaint, where to file a 

complaint, how the process works, how much time it takes, 

and potential outcomes. Given the deans' unanimity on this 

question, these institutions obviously need to invest in 

student-wide educational programs that address these and 

other concerns about using a code of conduct. 
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There may be still another reason why women students 

elect not to use their schools' disciplinary procedures. My 

study indicates that 13 of the 47 victims chose not to 

prosecute their assailants. If these victims decided not to 

prosecute their attackers using the criminal-justice system, 

it follows that they would probably not want to prosecute 

the same suspects using a university code of conduct. I 

believe that as soon as these victims decided not to 

prosecute, that decision concluded any thought of other 

sanctioning processes. I base this belief on the 

considerable time these victims took before deciding not to 

file charges—usually several days. 

Fear of the legal process is another contributor to 

victims' reluctance to prosecute. Schafran, 1993, and 

Howard and Pearlman, 1983, found that fear plays a crucial 

role in a woman's decision whether to proceed with a rape 

trial. I also believe that the effects of fear and 

reluctance extend beyond the criminal-justice system into 

other disciplinary processes. The reasons campus sexual-

assault victims do not use existing codes of conduct needs 

to be researched more extensively. 

5.5.2 Policy changes 

What is causing the current trend to modify policy at 

these institutions? I researched this question by 
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inteiTviewing police chiefs and student-affairs officials at 

all three schools. From these interviews, I discovered that 

policy changes are usually driven by a campus crisis. A 

crisis might be a homicide of a campus police officer, a 

particularly brutal sexual assault, or another brutally 

violent crime that has a substantial impact on the campus 

community. 

At one university, the killing of a police officer led 

to a policy change. Before this incident, the university 

had not strictly regulated the serving of alcohol at either 

on- or off-campus fraternities. Following the homicide, the 

school began to regulate the serving of alcohol by 

instituting several changes: 

to require that uniformed police officers be 

present at any fraternity party when alcohol is 

served, 

and 

to provide fraternities the opportunity to self-

regulate the serving of alcohol. 

This institution created the G.A.M.M.A. concept and has 

continued to follow the policy of self-regulation. How 

effective have these changes been with regard to reported 

campus sexual assaults? Unfortunately, since these changes 

have been implemented, approximately 20 sexual assaults are 

reported to have occurred in residence halls and fraternity 
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houses. These sexual assaults occur most frequently during 

the hours after police officers have left the fraternity 

parties, which close down by 1:00 a.m. As indicated earlier 

in this study, most campus sexual assaults occur either 

Friday or Sunday morning between 12:00 a.m. and 4:00 a.m. 

More research would be useful for determining the 

significance of these findings. 

Interviews with police chiefs and student-affairs 

personnel at the other two universities reveal that 

incremental changes in their institutional policies have 

been driven by criminal and/or civil litigation. While one 

school has implemented a policy of applying its code of 

conduct to student behavior off campus, the other 

institution has not. Unfortunately, I could not obtain 

substantial information from either school concerning prior 

or pending civil litigation. 

The final chapter considers possible interpretations of 

and implications to be drawn from the results of this study. 
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CHAPTER 6 

IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS 

6.1 Intiroduction 

As Chapters Four and Five suggest, a number of themes 

emerge from my data. In this chapter I (1) consolidate 

those results that help define the campus environment where 

sexual assault occurs and (2) suggest new directions that 

institutions of higher education should take when dealing 

with incidents of sexual assault. 

To accomplish these objectives. Chapter Six covers the 

following: 

6.2 New Directions for Sexual-Assault-Prevention 

Programs on Campus. Recommends content for 

future campus educational programs, stressing the 

environment and other risk factors associated with 

sexual assault on campus. 

6.3 The Influence of Rape Mythology on Campus Sexual 

Assault. Explains ways in which universities can 

re-educate administrators, faculty, staff, and 

students on the ways in which rape mythology and 

other assumptions of male domination encourage 

relationship violence; and on the impact of 

criminal-justice discrimination against rape 

victims who prosecute their assailants. 
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6.4 Systemic Improvements. Examines ways in which 

universities can improve the application of codes 

of conduct to students identified as rapists, 

while improving students' understanding of how to 

report code-of-conduct violations. 

6.5 Victim Follow-Up. Explains how universities can 

help victims to make more assertive decisions 

al30ut prosecuting their assailants through the 

criminal-justice system and through dean of 

students offices using codes of conduct. 

6.6 Conclusion. Summarizes the results of this study 

and points out areas in which further research 

would be useful. 

6.2 Mew Directions for Sexual-Assault-Prevention Prograas 

on Caapus 

The findings presented in Chapter Four demonstrate that 

certain prevailing environmental conditions usually 

accompany campus sexual assaults. Future rape-prevention 

programs need to integrate the findings of my study to 

provide students with specific information about these 

conditions and the identified risks of campus sexual 

assault. First, these new programs need to be presented to 

all first-year students during the first week of school, 
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since most campus rapes occur during the first few weeks of 

the fall semester. My study validates the need for campuses 

to begin sexual-assault-education programs during the 

orientation period of each semester. New students should be 

required to attend these progreuns. 

These new programs should emphasize environmental and 

other risk factors associated with campus sexual assault. 

Specifically, the programs must provide explanations of the 

conditions—days, times, locations, and social environments-

-that appear to increase a woman's risk of becoming a rape 

victim. For example, my study shows that Fridays and 

Sundays between 12:00 a.m. and 4:00 a.m. are the days and 

times when sexual assault occurs most frequently. 

New programs must explain that the victim's dormitory 

is the aost frequent location for campus rape. Sixty - four 

percent of the campus rapes took place in the victim's 

dormitory. This needs to be emphasized in all orientation 

programs, particularly in residence hall training programs 

for all incoming and transfer students. These programs 

should reveal how rapists get into victims' rooms and how 

rapists who appear to be friends can maneuver college women 

into the rapists' rooms and other locations where they can 

assault without witnesses. 

The programs should explain that most victims meet 

their rapists at a party and are "acquaintance-" or "date-
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raped" within 45 minutes of the initial meeting. Since the 

brevity of the "acquaintance" raises the question of whether 

this is really "acquaintance" or "stranger" rape, college 

women need to discuss their definitions of strangers and 

their limits of trust concerning men they have just met—at 

a party or elsewhere. 

The programs should also discuss the prevalence of 

alcohol on campuses and the impact alcohol has on the 

potential for women to be sexually assaulted. The programs 

should explain the ease with which underaged women, 

particularly first-year students, can obtain alcohol at 

fraternity parties, and then should explain the risks to 

which women expose themselves when they consume alcohol at 

fraternity parties. 

Boswell and Spade, 1996, found that alcohol consumption 

is a major part of campus social events. They also found 

that alcohol appears to intensify the attitudes and 

orientations of a rape cultxire. As campus administrators 

begin to re-examine and/or prohibit the serving and 

consumption of alcohol in fraternities, these behaviors will 

probably continue in private, off-campus apartments or other 

residences. A key in future educational programs must 

therefore be to change student behaviors conducive to 

alcohol consumption. Alcohol is seen by college students as 

a vehicle through which to unwind (Boswell and Spade, 1996). 
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Despite the research of Boswell and Spade, the 

influence of alcohol is not clear in my study results. 

While 40% of the victims indicated that they were drinking 

before they were sexually assaulted, 60% indicated that 

alcohol was not a factor in their sexual assaults. Another 

alcohol factor not clear is the number of drinks consumed by 

40% of the victims. While 23% of these victims consumed an 

average of 4.5 drinks before the assault, 17% had only one 

drink. As seen in my study, alcohol did not appear to be a 

factor in a victim promptly reporting her sexual assault, 

nor did it appear to be a factor in the prosecution of the 

campus rapists. 

Although my statistics on alcohol usage are not 

conclusive, the prevalence of rape culture on college 

campuses indicates a change needs to be initiated in two 

areas: (1) the creation of environments that promote less or 

no alcohol consumption; and (2) educational programs that 

teach students how to develop positive gender relationships. 

Finally, these new educational approaches need to 

integrate the reality of rape mythology in all of these 

environmental conditions. 

6.3 The Influence of Rape Mythology on Campus Sexual 

Assault 

The findings discussed in Chapter Four clearly indicate 
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the prevalence of rape mythology in elements of male 

domination, particularly in the following two myths: 

(1) that when a rape victim says " No" she means •' Yes"; and 

(2) that it is acceptable for a man to use force against a 

woman. In the rape cases in this study, 45% of the victims 

told the suspect "No"; 34% of the victims fought back, and 

15% of the victims screamed or cried out. Despite the 

victims' strong objections (in 60% of the incidents), the 

suspects continued to sexually assault them. Despite the 

fact that Buchwald et al., 1993, found that men in our 

society are taught to be aggressive while women are taught 

passivity and acquiescence, these campus victims were 

neither passive nor acquiescent. They fought back both 

verbally and physically in 60% of the cases. 

Another symptom of male domination on campuses is in 

the disparity between women's and men's interpretations of 

certain terminology. One disparity between men and women 

applies to the term "targeting." In their 1996 study. Abbey 

and Harnish found that college men perceive more sexual 

intent on college women's part than the women intend, and 

that men see women as "targets." Abbey, 1982, found that 

because college men perceive college women in sexual terms, 

they also perceive women's behavior sexually. She also 

found a connection between sexual assault and rape 

mythology. Men who accept rape myths are the same men who 
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force sex on unwilling companions, in part to meet perceived 

peer pressure (Abbey, 1996). The two dominant rape myths 

examined in my study were "no means yes" and that if women 

resist a man's sexual advances, it is acceptable for the man 

to impose sex on them by force. 

These results of these studies can help university 

administrators to set new directions for future educational 

programs on sexual assault. Universities need to begin to 

reduce the impact of rape mythology on campus. The new 

programs should help students—men and women—to identify 

male behaviors that reinforce gender stereotypes and male 

domination over women. A starting point would be to 

reinforce that (1) when a woman says "No," she means 

"No," no matter what the circumstances; (2) women and men 

need to communicate clearly about sexual interest when they 

are dating; (3) men need to respect women (Boswell and 

Spade, 1996). 

Another subject that needs to be included in such 

programs is the fact that women and men perceive and use 

dating terminology differently, as in "targeting." Boswell 

and Spade, 1996, examined another term, "hooking up," and 

the gender differences in perceptions and uses of the term. 

They discovered that "hooking up" has replaced "dating" on 

college campuses. However, whereas men appear to view 

"hooking up" as synonymous with "one-night stand," women 
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appear to view it as the beginning of a long-term 

relationship. 

These radically opposing perceptions of such a widely 

used term help to explain why a large percentage of the 

victims in my study met their suspects at a party, "hooked 

up," and were raped 45 minutes later. The Boswell and Spade 

research indicates that 70% of the men who "hook up" feel 

that they will never even talk to the women again after the 

"hook-up," particularly if the women are first- or second-

year students. This disparity in interpretation may provide 

insight into the reasons that such a large percentage of 

campus sexual-assault victims are raped by a man they just 

met at a party. Gender disparities in verbal interpretation 

may be another area for future research. 

Finally, institutions of higher education need to work 

seriously to reduce (with the goal of eliminating) rape 

myths, gender stereotyping, and male domination. Campus 

administrators and faculty need to develop programs and 

courses designed to challenge dominant male assumptions that 

link knowledge, power, and gender. The roles of men and 

women need to be redefined. Educational programs must be 

designed to break the stereotypic sexual scripts given to 

women and men and to eliminate rape myths. Men must learn 

to respect a woman's right to decide whether or not to have 

sexual intercourse. Men must understand that "No" means 
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"No" in all circiunstances and that physical aggression in 

relationships is never acceptable. 

To reinforce what is taught in these courses and to 

place authority behind the message, campus administrators 

must send a clear message that sexual aggression will simply 

not be tolerated in any part of the academic community under 

any circumstances. To succeed, campus administrators must 

act. They must initiate aggressive administrative 

investigations into reported incidents of campus sexual 

assault, and they must follow by applying the schools' codes 

of conduct against guilty students. Administrators need to 

institute victim-support programs aimed at providing campus 

rape victims with emotional support and legal guidance 

concerning follow-up. 

6.4 Systenic Improveiient 

All three of the campuses in this study already have 

codes of conduct that prohibit sexual assault. However, 

according to the student-affairs administrators I 

interviewed, students do not know how to report incidents of 

campus rape. These administrators, particularly deans of 

students and residence-hall directors, need to ensure that 

their schools' assault-education programs explain these 

reporting procedures and that the protocol for legally 

reporting sexual assault is clearly articulated in the 
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school's code of conduct and/or residence-hall manual, which 

should be distributed to all incoming students during the 

first week of the fall semester. 

Next, new (including transfer) students must be 

required to attend training programs that explain how to 

follow these written procedures and what services are 

available to campus rape victims. In addition, deans and 

other student-affairs staff must be completely conversant 

with the notification process and with their roles in that 

process. Also, the procedures in a criminal and campus-

administrative processes should be printed in every campus 

manual, explaining to students the choice of actions they 

can initiate. Confidentiality must also be ensured for the 

victim in all of these procedures. 

Such a written protocol (encompassing both the criminal 

and administrative processes) will also provide information 

for friends of potential victims to follow. As my study 

indicates, the influence of a rape victim's friend is 

critical in determining how the victim approaches medical, 

judicial, and administrative follow-up. Written procedures, 

mandatory training programs in all on- and off-campus 

housing environments (including residence halls, 

fraternities, and sororities) will represent a step forward. 

As my results indicate, universities are just now 

beginning to take serious action against students who are 
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involved in violent crimes, drug trafficking, and breaches 

of academic integrity. In all three universities, several 

students were expelled during the past two years for drug 

trafficking, academic-integrity violations, and assault. 

However, students have not been expelled, nor sanctioned, 

nor disciplined for committing sexual assault. 

Things may be changing, however. Institutional-

liability cases appear to be encouraging universities to re

examine the way they apply their codes of conduct. While 

the number of institutional-liability cases is small (only 

four were cited in this study), their impact on research and 

institutional action is increasing. For example, Redford, 

1989, found that colleges and universities are responsible 

for protecting their students' safety. Brickley, 1987, 

found that since the frequency of college date rape poses a 

risk to all students, it can expose a college to liability. 

I believe that these factors will be used as benchmarks in 

future liability cases. 

Another liability issues ( illustrated in Chapter Five) 

is that universities must ensure due process in all 

disciplinary hearings. I believe that the principle of due 

process can and should also be applied to the methods that 

universities use in working with sexual-assault victims. 

There is tremendous potential for liability suits based on 

victims' ability to show that the institution has not 
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fulfilled its contract to provide a safe environment. 

Keeton and Prooser (court case), 1984, established the 

principle that a campus must establish a "special 

relationship" between itself and its students. Courts have 

held colleges responsible for their students' safety based 

upon the schools' responsibility to warn and inform students 

about threats against personal safety, and/or based on the 

schools' responsibility to protect student from foreseeable 

harm (Bradshaw v. Rawlings, 1980). These cases and many 

other led to the creation of the student Right to Know Act. 

1992, which now federally mandates that all schools must 

inform their students about the criminal occurrences on 

their campuses. Most colleges respond only by offering 

educational, sexual-assault-prevention programs (Bogal-

Allbritten & Allbritten, 1991) and/or crime-awareness 

programs (Gaines, 1989). 

While these educational programs are helpful, a crucial 

element is missing: a serious, thorough examination by 

university administrators, regents, and trustees of existing 

sanctioning process for sexual-assault incidents (Walton, 

1994). Bohmer and Parrot, in their book, Sexual Assault on 

Campus. 1993, suggest that the solution to campus rape 

begins with campus administration. They suggest that 

administrators must 

(1) openly acknowledge the presence of acquaintance 
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rape and other forms of sexual assault on their 

campuses; 

(2) develop strong policy for eliminating acquaintance 

rape, and circulate this policy among all members 

of the academic community; and 

(3) provide specific protocol for the university's 

response to victims who report sexual assault 

(Bohmer and Parrot, 1993). 

6.5 Victiia Follow-Up 

How can campuses provide additional support and 

education programs that will help to increase the 

prosecution rate and the rate of administrative 

investigation initiated by campus rape victims? 

First, to encourage a higher prosecution rate, we need 

to review the criminal-justice process. Alice Vashss 

provides some useful suggestions in her book. Sex Crimes 

(1993). In it, she states, "Sex crime is most vulnerable to 

the politics of prosecution." She finds that the criminal-

justice system itself judges rape offenses according to its 

assessment of the victim rather than by its assessment of 

the crime and the suspect. Her solution for increasing the 

prosecution rate follows: 

We need to recognize rape for the antihuman crime 

that it is . . .it is an ugly act of dominance 
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and control. Rapists use the sex act itsel£ to 

make their abuse of power more personal. We need 

to start judging the sex crime by the rape and by 

the rapist . . . not by the victim. 

(Vashss, 1993. pg. 279) 

My findings appear to support Vachss's comment on the effect 

of politics on rape-suspect prosecution. The higher 

dismissal rates for sexual assault (than for other crimes) 

as found in this study may be the result of politics in the 

cities where the crimes occurred. To eliminate political 

bias in rape prosecution, prosecutors must adopt the same 

type of charging criteria for determining when to charge 

rape suspect as the criteria they use for robbery, fraud, 

theft, and aggravated-assault suspects. Vashss also 

recommends 

(1) removal of the statute of limitations on reporting 

time for rape; 

(2) elimination of plea bargaining for rape; and 

(3) implementation of the same charging criteria for 

rape suspects as for those suspected of robbery, 

grand theft, and aggravated-assault suspects. 

She further recommends that during the trial process, judges 

and juries need to learn about the new, technological, 

medical procedures that can prove lack of consent in rape 

cases, and that we need to evaluate the performance of 
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prosecutors in presenting and convicting suspects in all 

crimes of violence—including rape. These steps should 

contribute to neutralizing the gender politics of rape and 

the stigna assigned to rape victims who charge their 

assailants. 

These efforts combined with written protocol should 

also help to reduce victims' fear of taking follow-up action 

after they have been victimized. The purpose of future 

educational progreuas and of campus procedures and protocols 

must be to initiate and make a commitment to a process that 

will eliminate the fear rape victims often experience when 

they seek justice. 

6.6 Conclusion 

This study documents the ways in which colleges and 

universities manage reported incidents of sexual assault. 

Despite the lack of historical documentation on 

universities' management of sexual-assault incidents during 

the past decade, I found that two of the campuses in this 

study are taking steps to discipline students accused and 

found guilty of sexual assault. In addition, colleges and 

universities are beginning to recognize the need to re

examine, re-evaluate, and re-direct their approaches to 

educating their students about campus rape. Emerging 

sexual-assault-prevention programs incorporate specific 
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campus crime data and are focusing on the influences of the 

rape culture and alcohol abuse, particularly in campus 

living units. 

Legal applications of codes of conduct are continually 

subjected to court review. Given the increased liability 

potential that universities face for failure to educate 

students on violent crimes, the impact of the Student Right 

To Know Act, and the crime-reporting mandates of the Campus 

Safety and Security Act, campus administrators are learning 

that they must follow these guidelines if they want to 

continue receiving federal funds. 

My study examines those environmental and social 

factors that contribute to sexual assault both on and off 

campus. Grounded in situational-variable theory, this study 

illustrates the similarities of conditions found both on 

campus and in society as a whole. The study explores the 

consequences when sexual-assault victims report the crime to 

the police and to school administrators. The study also 

confirms similarities in the ages and ethnicities of victims 

and suspects and raises the question of the impact of 

substance (particularly alcohol) abuse in increasing the 

likelihood of sexual assault. 

My study also provides insight into the negotiation 

process in which many sexual-assault victims engage before 

they report the assault to police or another authority. 
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Despite the increase in sexual-assault-awareness programs at 

all the universities in my study, our rape-prone culture 

still discourages the reporting of sexual assault. This 

phenomenon and the profound influence of friends on rape 

victims' decisions represent two other areas on which future 

sexual-assault programs need to focus. 

The victims' negotiation process also provides fertile 

ground for additional research. Given the large number of 

surveys that have been completed with college-aged students, 

it is surprising that this negotiation process has still not 

been thoroughly investigated. My study provides insight 

into the complex nature of these negotiations and the 

activities surrounding them: victims flee (escape from) the 

scene; they return home; they experience anguish in 

determining what to do. Victims seek advice from their 

friends and usually follow it. An additional goal for 

campus sexual-assault-education programs must be to provide 

the friends of potential victims (in other words, everyone 

on campus) with reliable knowledge about what victims can do 

and why victims benefit physically and psychologically from 

taking action. 

Unfortunately, statistical data indicate that 

university administrators are not sending a clear message 

that sexual assault will not be tolerated on American 

campuses. This fact, combined with the low rate of rape 
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prosecution (thanks to cultural labeling of rape victims 

with social stigma), provides a new frontier where campus 

administrators, prosecuting attorneys, judges, and juries 

must be re-educated. Both factors also appear to validate 

the idea that rape mythology negatively affects the 

prosecution process both on college campuses and in the 

criminal-justice system. 

This study illustrates the influence of rape mythology 

in the student rapists' persistent physical aggression even 

when their victims say "No," fight back, and scream or cry 

out. The impact of the mythology is also evident in our 

criminal-justice system's failure to prosecute, failure to 

convict, and failure to sentence—failure by prosecuting 

attorneys, judges, and juries who do not comprehend the 

magnitude of rape mythology's influence on their thinking. 

My study also documents the dedication of campus police 

departments in following through on reported sexual 

assaults. Despite the number of cases dismissed or not 

prosecuted by attorneys, campus police officers have 

relentlessly pursued the development of suspect or 

investigative-lead information in an attempt to locate, 

interview, arrest, and convict students involved in these 

crimes. The fact that campus police departments invest a 

great deal of detectives' time and many hours of follow-up 

investigation indicates the seriousness with which the 
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campus police address campus rape and the achievement of 

justice for campus victims. 

Finally, my study provides new insight into the 

conditions and reality of campus sexual assault, into the 

way universities treat the women students on their campuses 

who report rapes, and into the similarities between campus 

and societal sexual assault. Both academia and society as a 

whole must re-evaluate the effects of cultural biases; we 

must take seriously the need to change the way in which we 

deal with sexual assault and its victims. Though we have 

made some progress in recognizing these factors, we still 

need to institute major changes. I hope that my study will 

help to inspire a more energetic effort—on campus and in 

society as a whole—to act on the serious problem of sexual 

assault. 



APPENDIX A 

CODING SCHEMA 



BREAKDOWN OF CODING SCHEMA 

Question One: Classification of crime 
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Question Two: 

done by statute yes no 
other criine(s) involved: type(s) 
contribute to sexual assault yes_ no 

Length of relationship between victim and susoect 
how obtained? 
police questions 
victim statement 
suspect statement 
witness statement 
age of victim race 
age of suspect race 

university affiliation 
victim 
student 
non student 
visitor 
employee 
faculty 

suspect 
student 
non student 
visitor 
employee 
faculty 
stranger 

Question Three: 

how did victim describe relationshic 
casual dating 
friendly other 

how did the suspect describe the relationship 
casual dating 
friendly other 

Description of incident 
how did the victim arrive at the 
location of the rape: come alone/with friends 
how did the victim get isolated 

how did the victim describe the crime 

how did the suspect describe the crime 

hew did "che victim describe consent/lack of 
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how did the suspect describe consent 

if no victim consent, describe actions of 
suspect? ignore use force nothing 

if no victim consent, describe actions of 
victim against suspect fight back 
state no. , cry out/scream 
nothing , other 

contributing factors 
alcohol use number of beers/drinJcs 
sleep drugs implied force 
size of suspect weapon 
time of day 

quotes from victim after assault completed? 

source of these quotes, police report 
victim statements , witness 
statements 

ouotes from suspect after assault completed? 

source of these quotes, police report 
suspect statements , witness 
statements 

victim's description after the assault? 
( emotional, physical state ) 
witness description 

suspect's description after the assault? 

witness description 

Question Four: University endorsement 
dees the University have a policy on use of alcohol 
yes no 
existing University policies on use of alcohol in 
fraternities residence halls ^apts . 

were these in affect at the time of the rape? 
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presence of University official per policy 
police , student government rep Dean of 
student rep. / alcohol committee rep 
if fraternity involved in incident 
owned by university yes no 
on campus off campus 
recognized by university yes no 

Question Five: Negotiation Process 

who calls the crime rape? 
victim 
victim relating in a story to friend 
someone tells victim 
unJcnown 
labeled in police report 
initial actions of victim after the rape? 
leave crime scene yes no why? 

where does victim go? 
return to her residence 
go to a friends 
go to parents 
go to rape crisis center 

first person victim talks to male 
female 
friend 
relation 
boyfriend 
parent 

recommendation by friend, relative, boyfriend 
go to hospital 
go to police 
go to crisis center 
come home 
go to residence advisor 

what victim does; 
nothing 
CO to hospital 
gc to police 
go to crisis center 
go home 
CO to residence advisor 

length cf tise in negotiaticr. process 
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Question Six: 

if any difference in length of time medical then 
police yes no how many hours 
why? 

Environmental conditions 
location of crime: fraternity 
hall / academic building 

, vehicle 

residence 
, outside 

social condition in location prior to crime: party 
, formal dance , following a sporting 

event _/ theme party: halloween toga 
, Christmas , other 

none bar 
suspect at prior location 

Incident occxirred in fall 
spring summer 

day of week 
time of day 

winter 

Question Seven: 

Question Eight: 

Injuries 

any described by victim yes 
location 
verified by police. 

no 

found by medical examination 
suspect injuries described by victim yes 
no unknown 
injuries described by suspect yes 
no unknown 

University discipline 

does a university policy on discipline exist 
yes no 
is there a process between police and dean of 
students yes no 
did the university take any sanctions against 
the suscect if a student yes no 

did the university take any sanctions against 
the fraternity yes no 

historical data ( if available ) 
nuniher cf sanctions taken against students in 
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one year 
type of sanctions: drinking violations 
fire alarm , noise violations 
housing rule violations fiahtino 
drug violations other 
fraternity sanctions: types available probation 

I social other disband 
, removal of university recognition 
, other types 

violations on academic integrity 
number per year 

Question Nine Police and Prosecution 

police: length of time on follow up investigations 
hours , days weeks 
suspect identified yes no 
suspect arrested yes no 
immediate victim report yes no 
victim wanted to initially prosecute yes no 

, unsure , later yes. no 
number of suspect(s) questioned 

evidence collected at scene yes n 
hospital collected victim yes no 
evidence collected suspect yes no 
analysis done on evidence yes no 
results positive on semen no 
why no evidence collected 

cost 
victim did not want collected 

no 

too much time 
none available 
other 

prosecution: length of time to review the case 
hours days weeks 

any follow up action for police yes no 
charge the suspect yes no _____ 
original charge 
plea bargain charge 
JGilty'bJ plea bargain jury 

r^^ssSe ̂ hi^^iTiUcnale by prosecuting attorns; 
no -ss no victim prosecution 

^ other reason 
no due to nc suspect located 
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Code of 
Conduct 
5-301 Preamble 

A Jurisdiction and Aulhonly 

1. The ~ :. . is 

charged by law lo exercise conlrol and 
supervision of the three stale universihes. 

their properties and activities. and is 
auth01ized lo enact ordinances lor the 
government of the institutions under its 
jurisdiction. The Board is further required 
by law to adopt rules and regulations lor 

the mainrenance ol public order upon all 

university property under its jurisdiction. 

The Board has promulgated this Code of 
Conduct in order to meet its responsibili-

ties under law. 
2. The administration a: each ol the 

state universities is to assist the Board in 

the enforcement or the rules and regula
tions se!.IOtth under this Code, but the 
authority of the administration is subject 
to the ultimate authority of the Board. 

8. Philosophy 

1. The educational process is ideally 
conducted in an environment thai encour

ages reasoned discourse. intellectual 
honesty. openness to constructive 
change and respect lor the rights of all 
individuals. This Code of Conduct is 
designed for the promolion and prorect1on 

cl such an environment at each of the 
state universities. 

2. Acceptance of membership in the 
university community amounts to neilher 

a surrender of those individual righls 
accorded to all C:lizens of this country 
nor a means fer escaping the allendant 

fundamental responsibililies of that 
citizenship. Membership in the university 

community brings rights as well as re
sponsibililies. This Cede of Conduct shall 
be implemented by the adoption of sets 
of procedural rules appropriate lor the 
various segments of the universily com
munity. which shall provide tor the full pro · 

tect1cn of indivtcual righrs and treeccms 

C. Purpose and Intent 

1. The primary purpose for the enact 
111en1 of th•s Code of Conduct is to sci Iori II 
in a clear and concise manner the rult!s 
and regulations of conduct expected ul 
those who join the university commu1111y. 
or who are present on lhe uruversily c;1111 

pus or participating in any univers•ly ::;~011 
sored activity. 

2. If is intended lhatthe sanct1ons 
listed 1n this Code be imposed and en· 
forced lor the protecl•on ·ofthe un•vers1ty 
community and for lhe maintenance of 
order and stability. both with respect to 
activilles occurring on lhe university 
campus and with regard to all un1vers1ty . 
sponsored activities. 

D. Limitations Upon Code Coverage 

1. The adoplion of this Code of Coo
duct dces nol prohibit any univers;ty or 111e 

from acJopt•ou 
o; mainta1ning addil1onal conditions. rules . 

regulations and procedures not in conlt•ct 
with th1s Cede and which address matters 
not covered by this Code. Charges 
brought pursuant lo this Code may be 
combined wilh charges brought pursuant 
to other ccndilions. rules or regulat1ons. 
provided admimsrrative procedures lor 
enforcement of lhe Code are used to 
resolve the charges. 

2. Among lhe mailers specifically 
excluded tram cove!age under lh1s Cuue 
are the following: 

a. Rules and regulations wh•ctl 
have be£11 or will be adopted by eact1 
umvers1ty which pertain lo the control ol 
vehicles on university property. 

b. Aegulallcns and procedures re 
lallng to student academic performance. 
olher tllan academe dishonesty mailers 

E g . grade appeal prccedures . 
c Sludenl hcus1ng regulal•ons a•ICJ 

contracts where sanct1cns are net un

posed that e:<Jend be'/cnd the Sluder 11 
hous;ng se!!•ng 

3 The Cede is ncl 1ntended to 1111er 
fe~e 'NIIh rr.e r nle~nal c:;q:::orc:le alfaus or 
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oiqnmzaiicns such as Ihe Asscciated 
Siudcms. sofofiiies. Iralernilies. hono' 
socicdcs. and siTxlar crganizaiions. but 
such o'garuzafions are otherwise subjecf 
lo ihis Code. 

E. ViQiaiicns o' Law and Code Regu-
In (ions 

Members ol the univefsily common/ly 
may be accouniabfe to both cfvif author-
I'les (city, stale o' lederal) and to the uni
versity (or ads which ccnstitute vtolalicns 
cl Uw and ol this Code. Disciplinary action 
at the university may proteed during the 
pendency ol criminal proceedings and 
will not be subject to challenge on ihe 
ground that criiru'nal charges involving ihe 
same incident have been dismissed or 
'educed There is no legal basis for any 
cfairn of double jeopardy and no right lo 
in-iinunity may be urged in any administra
tive proceeding. 

5-302 (n7.<)-l0)} Dennlllons 

In Ihis Cede of Conduct, unless !he ccn-
lext otherwise provides or reQuires; 

' "'Aggravated vicfation" means a vioia-
hon which resulted af laresesably cculd 
have resulted in signilicant damage to 
pe'sons or property or which otherwise 
cosed a substantial threat lo Ihe stability 
and continuance ol normal university cr 
universuy-spcnsored activities. 

2 "coard" means the 
o f "  

3 "Cheating" means intentionally using 
or anempling to use unauthorized maie-
riflis. in/ormation cr study aids in any 
acadnmic exercise. 

"I "Ccntrolled substance" means a 
drug or substance Bsted in schedules 
coniained in §5 36-2512 Ihrcugh 
26-2516 

5 "Oistnbulicn" means sale cr e:«-
cii-mge (or personal pro'il. 

5 "Fabricaiicn" means inigniicnal and 
un.-njlhortt5d la'silicaHcn cr invenl;cn cl 
any rn/Qrmaiicn cf citaiicn in an acsdeTric 
Oyorr : - :^  

7 "Faculty" means all employees ol 
the. in leaching, 
research, or service, whose notice ol 
appointmenj is as lecturer, instruclor. 
assistant professor, associate professor, 
professor c otherwise designated as 
faculty on Ihe notice ol appoinlment. 
Graduate students who serve as assis
tants. assodales or otherwise, are 
academic appointees as well as grad
uate students but are not members of 
Ihe lacully 

8 "Group" means a number of persons 
who are associated wiih each other and 
who havo not compfied wilh university 
requirements lor registration as an 
organization. 

9. "Illegal drug" means any drug whose 
use. possession or dislribution is pro
hibit^ or restricied by provisions ol Title 
13 of Ihe Statutes, and 
includes, without limitation, narcotic 
drugs, dangerous drugs, marijuana 
and peyole. 
. 10. "Organization" means a number ol 

persons who are asscciated with each 
other and who have complied wilh uni
versity requiremenis for registration. 

jl. "Plagiarism" means intentionally or 
knowingly representing the words or ideas 
cl another as one's own in arry academic 
e.'^ercise. 

12. "President" means Ihe president of 
Ihe univefSily or a designee. 

13. "Hecyess" means ccnduct which 
cne should reasonably be expecfed lo 
know would create a subslantial risk ol 
harm lo persons or property or which 
would otherwse be likeiy to result in in-
lerlerence wilh university or universily-
sconsored acli^^iies 

14 "Student" means any person regis
tered or enrolled in one or more classes 
except a lacurty member or lull-lime em
ployee who takes any course as a privi
lege of employment. Graduate students 
who serve as assisiants. associates cr 
ciher«!se. and all ether students 
eT^c'oyed pan-lime are c.'ass'lied as 
siudenls raiher than facaliy or other 
urivors:iy emclcyee 



15 "Universily" means Ihe apD'OC"a'e 
unrversily involved: 

-fv. ̂ 

16. "UnK/ersily campus" means ad land, 
buildings, facililies and other property 
owned, used or ccnirclled by Ihe 
university. 

17. "Universily corTvnunily" means uni
versity students, administrative and siall 
Dersonnel, members ol Ihe faculty and all 
other universily employees. 

18. "University properly' means all real 
and personal properly owned by Ihe 
university or owned by Ihe. 

and used by Ihe university 
and includes all such properly in the 
possession cl or subject to Ihe control d 
Ihe universily. 

19. "Universily-sponsored aclivity" 
means arty aclivily on or oil campus whic.h 
is initiated, aided, authorized or super
vised by Ihe university. 

20. "Weapon" means any object or sub
stance designed to inflic.' a wound, cause 
injury, or incapadlale. including, wilhcul 
limiiation, all firearms, pellel guns, s-wilch-
tlade knives, knives wilh blades live or 
more inches in length, and chemicals 
sue."! as "macs" or tear-gas. but excluding 
ncrmglly available over-the-counter sell-
defense c.'^emical repeilents. 

5-303 (H7-J-102) Prohibited Conduct 

The fcilowip.g misccnduct is subject to 
disciplinar/ acJicn: 

1. All lorms ol student academic 
dishonesty, including cheating, tabr'ca-
I'cn. laciUiat'ing academic dishcr:es!y 
ar;d plagiarism. 

2. Intenticnaily cr recklessly causirg 
physical harm !o any ce.'scn cn ihe 
university campu3 Of at a urivofSity oCCn-
scre;3 aclivily. cr intenlicnadv cr rec'<-
les3ly causxc reascratl'; eccf̂ -̂ê s-c'"' 
Cf 3:jC.'n hsi--" 

3 Unauthorized use. possession oi 
storage of any weapon, explosive devico 
o' lirc"*orks on the university campus o' .it 
a university sponsored aclivily. 

4 Initiating or causing to be iniliatcd 
any iiitentionaily lalse report, warning oi 
threat of lire, explosion or other emer
gency on tlie universily campus or at a 
universily-spcnsored activity. 

5 Intcnfionally or recWes^irteTfering 
with normal university or univefsify spon
sored activities, including, but not Bmiled 
to. siudying. leaching, research.univer
sity adminislration, or Tire, police or 
emergency services-

G. Knowingly violating Ihe leims of any 
discipfinary sanction imposed (or an 
earlier violation of this Code. 

7. Unauthorized use. possession or dis
tribution or possession for purposes of 
distribution of any controll^ substance or 
illegal drug on Ihe university campus or at 
a universily-sponsored aclivity. 

8. Intentionally or recklessly mbusing or 
damaging fire safely equipment. 

9. Intentionally lurnishing false infor-
maiicn. including lalse idenlificalion. to 
the university. 

10. Forgery, unauthorized alteralicn cr 
unsuthcrized use of any university docu
ment cr instrument ol idenlilicalior. 

\ 1. Intenticnaily and subslanlially inter-
lering w'th Ihe Ircedcm ol expression cl 
others on Ihe university campus cr at a 
universily-sponsored aclivily. 

12. Thell or misappropriation ol prcp-
erty cr ol sen/ices cn Ihe university cam
pus or at a universily-sponsored activity; 
kncwing possession ol stolen property cn 
the unrversily campus cr at a univef siiy-
spcnsored actrvity. 

13. Intenticiially or recklessly destroy
ing. damaging or misappropriating 
unr'/ersity property or the property ol 
cihe-'s cn Ihe university campus or at a 
univo'tsity-sponsored aclivily. 

IJ Failure lO ccmply -with Ihe direcl'cns 
cl unive'Sily o'licials. including carrpus 
Cclic= cllics^j. sclinc in gccd laith sr.C ir. 
ifip cl iî e'f ri'jiies 



15. Failure to comply wilh other pub
lished rules and regvlatiars at conduct 
that may from time lo lime be adopted by 
the Eoard or the university, irxiuding. 
wichoui limitaticn. roatricticns on the sale 
or possession al alcoholic beverage on 
the university campus or al university-
spcnsored activities. 

16, Unauthorized presence in or use at 
the university campus, lacililies or 
pfcperty. 

5-304 ( SancUons 

A. In addition lo any other interim or final 
action which may be taken lo en/orce this 
Code, any person, whether a member al 
Ihe university community or not. may be 
ordered to leave the university campus 
when the president, or such other officer • 
cr employee designated by the president 
lo maintain order on the university cam
pus. has reasonable grounds lo believe 
the person is ccmmitting any act which 
inierleres with or disrupts the lawM use 
cl university property by others Of has 
reasonable grounds to believe any person 
has entered upon the university campus 
(or the purpose of committing such an act. 

B. One or more al Ihe fcllcwing sane-
ticns may be imposed for viclaljcn of Ihe 
disciplinary re^uiaticns set (onh in Seclicn 
5-303 ( • ' . 

1. EX?'iJLSiON: Permanent separa
tion cl the person frcm the uriversily. As 
applied to lacuity and other university em-
pioyess. expulsion may involve disrrJssal 
and termination of employment or non
renewal of an employment contract An 
indication ol expulsion will appear on the 
student's transcript cr be maintained in 
Ihe permanent lile cl Ihe university, em
ployee. The person will also be barred 
Ircm the unr'vefsiiy campus. 

2. SUSPENSION; Separation of Ihe 
person Ircm the university Icr a specified 
period cl lime. Fgrmanent r.ciiiicaiicn may 
acpear on ine siudenfs transcript cr in Ihe 
lile cl Ihe unive.'sily e.Tiplcyes. E^cspi 
v't-.ere any acminsrfacive iecis.'cn uncs; 

this Oode indicates otherwise, a person 
suspended under this Code sial not 
participate in any university sponsored 
activity, may be barred Irom the university 
campus, arid where such person is a 
lacuity member or other university em
ployee. any suspension stiaB be without 
pay or other benefits inddeniailothe 
person's employmeni positioa 

3. FRO^TION: This sanction shall 
be applicable lo students cntyandmay 
include lorfeiture ol campus piMeses 
lor a derinite period oi time. Adittonal 
restrictions or corxJilions may also be 
imposed. Appropriate univer^olK-
cials shall be notified ol the imposition 
ol such sanctions. 

4. FOFIFEITURE: This sanction shall 
only be applicable lo facufty members or 
other university employees, and shall in
clude lorfeiture of the right or eqjectaiion 
to an increase in pay. sabbaticai leave, or 
summer employment lor a deSnie period 
ol time. 

5. WAfiNlNG; The perscniswamed 
that further misconduct may resuti h rrcre 
severe disciplinary action. 

6. RESTITUTION: Payment lo Ihe uni
versity cr 10 other persons, giajps. cr 
organizations lor damages 'nmried as a 
result of Ihe violation of this Code: 

C. Imposition ol any sancticns shall lake 
into account the lollowing; 

1. Sanctions shall be imposed pur
suant lo the administrative procedures 
referred to in Section 5-3C€. 

2. Mitigating lacicrs maybe con
sidered. Factors to be considered in 
mitigation shall be the preseri demeanor 
and past disciplinary record ol the indi
vidual charged with a Code viciation. as 
well as the nature ol the ollense and Ihe 
severity ol any damage, injuiycj harm 
resulting Ircm it. 

3. Repeated violaiicns a an aggra
vated violaiicn of any sectionof this Cede 
may result in Ihe impcsiiicn cl a mote 
severe sanciicn 

J A;ie/npls lo ccrr.rr.ii acis pichibiteC 
ty '.r.is Cede shall be sutieci lo sanctions 
cl :he Cede ;c l^e sarre e.xiem as ccm-
pie!ed v;claiicns 



5-305 (R7-1-I0J) Gfoupaand 
0rgan/2a(taiu 

A. Sludenf. faculty and emp/oyee 
Qfoups or organiiaJicns may be charged 
with victalians al ttus Code. 

B. Such a group at organization and its 
o/ficers may be held coBeclivcJy or indi
vidually responsible when violations of this 
Cede by those assodated with the group 
or organization have received the tacit or 
overt consent or encouragemenl al the 
group or the organization or i(s leaders, 
ollicers or spokespersons. 

C. The ollicers or leaders or any identili-
able spokesperson lor such a group or an 
organization may be directed by the presi
dent of the university to lake appropriate 
action designed to prevent or end viola
tions of this Code by the group or organi
zation or by any persons associated with 
Ihe group or organization who can rea
sonably be said to be acting en Us behail. 
Failure lo make reasonable enoits to 
comply with such a directive shall be con
sidered a viclaticn of Paragraph 14. of 
Section 5-303 (R7-4-t02) of this Code. 
both by the officers, leaders or spokes
person for the group or the organization 
and by the grovsp or organizaticnilsell. 

D. Sarciicrs tor group or organization 
misconducl may inciide revocation of the 
use of universily lacifilies lor a definite 
period of time or denial ol reccgnition cr 
registraiicn. as well as other appropriate 
sancticns. permitted aider this Code. 

5-3C6 (H7-4-105) EnJcrcsment of 
th« Cede 

A. The provisions ol this Cede shail be 
enforced through use ol the Icllcwirg 
administrative procedures: 

1. faculty Shan be subject to these 
procedures set lorth in Articie XC. ol the 
Ccndilicns of Faculty Ser/fcs. (. 
Pclicy Mo. 6-iOI K.3 ) 

2. Aclminisiraiors Shall te subject Ic 
l^cse procedures sa! Icrih in Anic.'e Vill c( 

Ihe Conditions of Administrative Service. 
Pclicy No. 6-101 H.1.) 

3 AH other university employees s>i:iil 
be subject to the applicable grie/ance 
procedures existing at the university 

4. Students shall be subject to the 
Sludent Disciplinar/ Procedures adopted 
by the Eoard. 

B. For purpose ol cnlorcenifint ol this 
Code, a group or organization shall be 
subject to the same procedures as the 
inaiorily ol its members woukj be subjccl 
to if charged on an individual basis with a 
violation ol this Code. 

5-307 Miscellaneous Provtalons 

A The several sections and provisions 
ol tliis Code are hereby declared to be 
iridependent and severable and ii any 
section, subdivision, word, sentence or 
c'ause be held void or non-enlorceable 
such holding shall not affect Ihe vafidiiy or 
enforceability ol any other part or parts ot 
this Code which can be given ellec! with
out the invalid or non-anlcrceable portion 

B. The fisi of prohibited misconduct set 
(crth in Section 5-303 (R7-4-102> shall be 
inerpreted broadly and is not designed to 
define misconduct in exhaustive terms 

C. The Board reserves the right to lake 
necessary at\d appropriate action lo pto-
tecl the safety and wefl-being al ihe uni
versity ccmmunity. 

D. Any prior existing Cede of Conduct is 
repealed except that any pending action 
cr proceeding shall nol be aUecled by this 
Cede and wiil te subject lo the Cede pro
visions in ellect al the time Ihe action or 
proceeding was originally brought. 
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: ccclc oc conJuc: ~ on m:incining 
the: ~cd wdf.uc of the Univc::ic-1 com
munic-r. Tnc Univc::ic-' .suiva to ~ 

the: ~~J\lS communicr ~ pl:c.: of m:dy. 
work. :nd rc::iJenc: whc::: pC::,plc: u:: 
uc::::d wich rdpc:: :nd cour-..::-1. 

Tnc opc::rian of th:: Offic.: acScudcc 
Condt:c: :dhc:a to ~ c:.:npus 
poUC'f on m::c:.::: of cfucin:in:::on.. Tn:c 
poliq is sdghcfcrN""...rd: The . . 
c:..-:tous dec: nee :nd ~11 nee eel~-:.: dis
c~can or :ny !end. fer :ny ~n. 
:g-..ir.s: my a:::::1cc: of the U~c-1 
cocu::unic-r. 

Adr:lwion co tZ..e Univc:ic;r c:..OO::c:: 
with it chc :::::c:::::rion t.~c t.~c m:d.:::: 
wiii be: rc:=~ruiolc mc.-:ti::c: or the c::;n

pw Qcunu~ic-t· Wnc."l you c::."'il in the: 
tJ nivc::;it"f :s : m!dc::r. you :sm.-::c: d1e 
ooug=con CO OOSC:"IC: th:: s:::.::ci:...-6 Of • 

ccnct=c. 
You ::!!lt :c:=?t rc:::por.sloili:-! CD 

r..:..incin :n :c::osphe:.: cor.dt:::::VC: to c::::u-

c::!on ;.::d ;c.~<:l:r:~ip ~~ :=p~::g C::e. 
pc::-:ord s:::-:;r :nd md1-r.ctd ng:1:s or :::1 
in :.~e L'nivc:::ic-; com:::unic-t. h:' cr.dt.:c:· 
in3 ;rcur1.:!fin :c::ud:nc: ·.vi:.~ :c::..'"?cd 
s:::.:l66 oc sed bc:X:.vior. :.-:c ~:' :oic
ir:s by- c.~e :::;-.:hcions of d:c t:ni·tc:::ic-t 
:r.d d:r:: !:·.V1 of chc cic-f. s::::. :.-:d n:::::on 

whiie on t'r.ivc:::ic-! prc::::ts.::. 
T.-:c: L"r.ivc:::-:ic:t Sc:."'!d:.:6 ofC:Jr.duc: 

:.=:=: !cilow c!:=~::' sc:.: :.~:: t:n:,·~::ic-;'s 
c::=::-=:=::cr.: for st:;dc:-:c bc::=·r.cr. You =~:: 
c:~~=-1 :o =~::~:: :=...~ii~: ·.-.-t::: :.~::: 
;~:::.!::~ :o S!l;r c~..!c:::~:-:..! ;.-:::.;: :c:::;on· 
;;::;::::::: l l. n :·: c:~: i c:' :.::;-::;-::.::::::: :::::::::r::: 
::::~ :o ;·:~i~ :c-:?:::C::!r.~ ::·r:t;:- :.::.:: ! or.:~!;: 

·.·.i::: ::::: ~ .. :~:·:::::::r: . ·r~.~u :.::: ~~= ::::;:::::::-.; 

~:: ;~=;.=::;=~=~=,~ ~~:,~::~~~-~~~:;;~:.~~~~=;: :: . 

Scnd:uth 
TllC:C lCnc:hrdl hc:!p to promote: s:fe 
:nd dvtTa...~ c:::r.:cw ovironmc:lt. AU stu
dena oroUd ~r ' r.tust !oilow 
thc::c sc.nd:ut!.s.. 

It ts impor::nc for you co bow c.~c::c: 
scnchrc!s.. If you Yiol:::: : sc:n~d. you 
m:lY' be suhjc:: CD di:cptinc. An :c::::::pc 
to ~mmir :n :c: prohibiccd by thc:c: rule:: 
is suhjc::: to disposicon ~d s:nc::!on to 

c.ic s::une =.:.-:c :s :1 comcie:::d ~ In 
:c::.ocd:::c.: "Nit.~ your rc:Fonsibilic-t :s: . 
mocc: of the Unive::ic-, c:ltnmwUt"lo vCU 
. ..: t ••• • Ei 'I. : :r:: ~c=-- co co:::p y wtc t!'lc: ot owtr.g 
sc:nd:.-6 of CJr.ct=c:. 
l. You ::uur :1oc ir.c.:::"c:.: with. cbstr-.:c:. or 

citsruoc: 
:a. A.Univc.-::ir-1 :c:::vt:-1• Tai.s inc:.:c::s :II 

nor::cl t:nivc:::ic-f :Cvicic sue;.~ :.s 
rc:::6ir.g. rc:::=-~~. re::::ion. ::::::· 
in!=- pul:iic :-'c::. ;nd dilc?iin:.rf 
prcc..-:dir.~. 

b. Tne f:=::or.t cc =?r::::s:on :nd :eve· 
c-.=: or s:-.:c!:::::: or oc.~e: mr:::::i::e:'l of 
c.:..C Univc::i::r c::lr.-7-ti."lic-! ;nC :.~::!: 
invir.:::: ~.:c:::::. 

c. Pciic= or fir: ::::poruc co ~., c:::::::· 

r-c-;. You C:."lnoc ::.":lFC:: ·.vi:.~. 
i:::;:::i:, C:~bie. or milwc: Sre ;:or.:::· 
co~ s-rs•;= sue;.~ :.s S::: c:::.::::or:. 
.sprinkle:::. :1:::-:-.s. :md :::::in3'.1u::::::. 

You =.t::r :!so c:::rnoiv ·Nit~ dir::· 

rioru i-·:::::: ~:" t:::i·,c:ic-; affic:=.=!s .... ::o 
u:: ;c::"'=r:;-::::~ :.~::!: duci::::. 

::!. You C:::.:!:t ::oc =~==: or u:c l l.i ni·rc:::!:::-f 
buiiJin3 ')roc::::: r::.-:!ic:: in :n: ·.v-:;t ::::: 
il ~:r.:c:::<Jr::::::. iilr::-;-J. or oJc::;:-.v:~.: ?CO· 
hioic::.!. Y.:l! : ::a c.-:::uc :.:::: Cni,·c:::::-! Fe:=:::::.- E'c: ::::: :it::::-i .:c::·:i:::. 

3. Yuu ::::.;:: :::::: ·::uL::: .:::·: !':::.E:::!. s::::. "r 

1\,;~:i ::.:-.. ,, · . ..-::::.: :J!1 :.: ~:·.::::::::: ~:-:::: ::~! . 
·r:t;. ::-:c:: ;i::~ ~~~:~·.v L" ~ ;·::::::::.· ~c;~~::; 

:::~ : :-: ·;~.:: : L'::':.: '.\ :-.. : ~ •Jr. l"~i ·; ::-::::,• 

::~:::;-; :~c::. 

•'! •• ·• 
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4. You muu not fof3c:. :Icc. or &lsi~ my 
Joc-.Jmc::us or records. This induJc:s 
gr:Jc: a-.rucipa. srudot idc:lcinc:cion. 
comoute: ro:ords. ltld ochc:: omc:UI Joc
ume~a. U1ins 2 forged or :Ircrc:d docu
me:u is ~ prohioic.c:d. Cft:J if someone 
cl.sc m:de the dunSd-

S. You mu.st not src:L c:nOc:::k. or d:nuge 
Univc:::ir! propc:ty. or propc:t!' belong· 
ing to :nyone dst: on cmpus. indur.ling 
visirors. You must not clc far !fJUr own 
we: the prope:r/of :nochcr without pe:· 
mis.sion. cvc::1 if YOU inrcnJ co rr.urn ic. 
You mwc noc ~ compucc s.oftw:ue 
th:t is lic..-:ud ID the UniYc=ir! wichouc 
:uchori::cion. You cnusr ooc pewdS 
prep~ th:c you know is srolc:l. 

G. You mwc not ~ 6rctms.. c:rp!osivc::. 
or ache: chn~aous oc iDc;;:l wc:::pons 
whiie on Univc:!licy prc::nisc. Only 
polic:.: ofri= ltld individu:Is with wric
ce:t oc::nis.sion &om the CUe£ ofPolic: 
or fi.om the Cundlor ~ coruulc:cic;m 
wich d~c Chief ofPolic: en pcns=.s 
we:::ons on C:..":lOUl. 

A ~~c::ocs ~c illc;r-J wc::pon m:y be 
m iruc:-.Jmcc cf onc::uivc or c!::£::llivc: 
como:c; lnyt.~in~ used. or dci~ co be. 
wed. in clc:uoyin~ c!c!cxins. or injuri::g 
l pc..--:on: :n inmumc::u ~or ~!;1 
co produc:.: bodily h:r:n: or :n inst:-.:mc::c 
bv me t!.SC OC wruo l f":d -.our.d m:·l' 

p~ob:o ly or po11ioiy be~ A ch.'lg~:
OI!l or illc:;-J we:::on n-.:y inc!l:d: buc nee 
be rllTlited co me foilowing: :n"f fin:::::n: 
.s lin~Z:cc; c:ou-~uc!clc:; r.ua!c:s of 
led. br=.s.s. or omc: mc:1: :n"f bowie 
bice. dirk. d:~. or rimiht Cicc: or 
:ny bic: ~vins the :ppc:r..nc:.: oc: 
pod::: k.-:icc:. the bb!e of wruo c::l be 
ope::::-:! by: flic!• of l bucton. p:::.sur: on 
the: h:::dlc:. or od·.c: :nc::.~id ccn
c:-:v:.:-:c:. A b::-:1ic:::s inscrua:c:::: dc:igr.d 
co look !i~ l fir=r::t. c:::11o1ivc. or d:.:1· 
g-::ow wc;::on c.~:.r u u.:d b:- or u inch:: 
pou:::;ion or l ;:e:-..on . ..,ic:t c.~:: ::tc:::c :o 
c=~--= ::=: !n or :=s:u!c :o lr.oc:::: r:c::-:on 
is c:;:::::-..:!:' ir:.:!:;Jd ·.v i c~ in ±: ~.:::::in~ 
or~ :::~:~. :::;:: iosi·:.-:. or t.!:.::g::::u~ 

\VC= t1 ~ 4 

l:1 :..~.: .:;:;:: uf l ;r-.:J.:::c . ..,;;cJ :.S :ou:1..i 

~~:.i;~;~;::~:~~~r::=~J~::~~;e~o·lr 
po'i~c -:.i c:J :u~:: ·.vc~un11i ;n l ·.v~ :·· :;,.:: 

would inrimichrc:,lur--u. injure, or oth
~lc ince:fc::c: with the: Ic:ming md 
working c..'lvironmenc of the Unive:-:icy, 
the minimum disc:iclirurv gnccion slull 
be: c:ttluWOn. • • 

\:t~e the poSSClion of m:c.: :.s l sc!f
dc!::lle or SC:f·prorc:::ion m=urr: is noc 
prohibiccd b~ this scnJmi, offauive or 
rcddc::.s Ule ::uy c:onscirurc: ?nysid 
h:r..sunc::u or ~ult :nrl be- rubjc::: :o 
JisC?Iin:r:-· :.cion. 

i. You mUlt not lur:u.s mothc: pe:lOn. This 
inc!~Jcs. bur is _nee limi~ccl. ro, pl:ci::3 
~nocr.c: pc:son m fer or hu or he: ;:c::
son:l s;;~cc:-! c.~rough words or :cioru you 
h.:vc: dir:-=-.d :.c this pc::lon.. You mwc 
nor m:dc or pn:nic:lly lhwc: moc.~c 
pc::on. Tnis include. but is not limird 
co. bying lunds upon. snilcing. ph;n:c:lly 
rc::::-!.c-:..n~ or c::c:Cng. or rrc:ting violcd:' 
:r.oc.~c:: pc=son. In lddicion. you mcsc 
noc thrc:ro or c:::d:ngc: the hdc.;. or 
s;;~[:~! of my pc::on. · 

3. You :nl!lC noc ir.r1ia ~co nee:. or sc::
td ir::::-..:ion uFon :noc.;.c, or sc:::-..:::i!:
F~:-.:::: :::y pc:son wic.!.:our ch:r ;e=on • s 
c::Jnscc. Your conduc: wi1l be cor-.siC.:::::! 
·wic.~our coruc:r· if no d.r::z coruc:::c :.S 
g:v~; ~inruc:.:d rhrough !Ore.:. w=: of 
fore:.:. or c::C:::::on: or whc::: inil!c-_-d U?On 
l oc::::on wi:o is uncorueow or odtc::-)o-i:.c: 
wic.~our the ?hYlic:l or mod c:p:C::::· to 
coruoc. For =pic.. if you in.%:: sc::-=1 
canc::c or ~ ina--lion on some:::::: 

u::c!:: t.~c iniiu.e::c:.: of :.!a hoi or d:-.:~. ic 
r.-=.·1 i:c oruicd '"wichour con.sc:l:. • 

9. Yo~ :nwt ::oc pollc:l, usc. m.:.nuf:c:-.;::. 
durriouc:. or zc!lllcoholic ~c:-.-c..-:g:: on 
t: ::i·tc:liC:.- ?r::::uc in vioi:u!on of:.~:: 
b·.v or t:ni·tc:::ir-! polic::l. Tnc t:ni·:c::::ir-1 
c!oc: nor -ric:-.v bcng ur.c!:: the in:luc::::: 
Ot ;.k:hoi :.S :n ::::c-.JSe ror :nis~OnCI.:C. 

!O.'{ou :nt!.St noc rOUc:l. Ill~. m:nuf::::-.;::. 
c!isr:-:;,u::. or sdl i!lq:l C:".l;l or: 
t: ni·tc::-::r:.- r;r:~isc. T.1:: t:nivc:::ic:.- c:c:; 
noc ·.-:c-.v :c::~3 ::n..!e: ::::: ir.i1uc:::::: ~t 
iile;::: d:-..:~s :.s ln .::::c::.;sc: tor ::1 isc::nci::::. 

1 i. OF. =..--:::us: .1.-::: ..:or..;:.:.:: :n:: :r:..!::::::: 
r::.= :; ::.:~ ::-: r ::-:::~· Ce l :h:::~ :o :~~ s::-.::-_.· 
or ·;::::..:::=:: -;i ::::: L. ni·:::::::: ~::J ::::::::::::. 
.:Jr .. :..~:~-· ::~·::::;::: ~nr.:~~:::=:: :~ .!:;=:::~: 

::::: ;:::::2::~ -.JC • ..:nn t1:.:~:- .1.:::/ ·.-: ,> L:::;::: 
dt .. :·~:.::::-:;. s::::. ,,r ~,H.::: : . .:;.-.'4) :::..: : : ::~: • 

the ~fc:-1 or sr:::-.lfir, of the tlnivc:sir-t 
:nJ mc...;be:l of th; Unive::ir-1' com~u
nicy is lgl!rur the sc:nd.:rds of c~nJuc:. 

Definitions 
In this broc~urc:. unless rhe concar 
requires :: di!rc:c:tc mc:-..ning. rhe foilowing 
ddinicioru ::pp!y: 

Ag~~ting Elc:or. ~y circ-..:mscnc: 
:crc:nding rhc: commission of misconduc: 
due ::dds co its sc::iownc:ss. E.--::lmolc: of 
~av:ring ~c:ors include:. but :l;c noc 
limicc:d to, violcnc:, viobrion of:: crwr or 
ducy, pre.-:tc:dir.:cion of ::n inC:doc. we: of 
fore:, c::c. 

Dirc:cor. Tnc: d:r:::::or, Otnc:: of Scudc:nr 
Con due:.. 

Micig::ring &c:or. E::rou.:.cing circ-.Jm
scnc= clur rtuv be: cke:1 inca :c::ounc co 
reduc: d:c: s:ncion. Tnc:-; do nee consri
rurc::: jus:iF.c:cion or c:::::-.JX of rhc oF.:::uc ' 
in quc::::cion. 

Rc:-nc:-N Offic:::. An :10coince: of the: Vic: 
Guncd!or for Sn:cc:~~ .l£~rl c.!.urgd 
wich rc:-nc:-.ving esc due h=.ve bc::l ~c-

• tionc:d by t.'1c Sruc::::c Cor.duc: E=.-:ng 
Bo:ud (SCEB). 

Scude.-tc. Any und:::~r-du.:.r:. gr=du::::. or 
nondq:-~ scud::::~ who is r1:3!s:::::! or 
c::troild for :l c::::!ic COursc:{s) for me: C".!r· 
roc or ::ny furur:: :c:::t. Gr-d~c: sr-.Jcc::us 
wno l:C: WUCnts. :llOC~t=. or omc:wuc. 
:1nd :li ache: m:d:::1.:s c::tployed p::r.::- ~i mc: 
by che Univc!"lir-' :.r: c:~ind ~ srud:::u. 
The:~" :u-:: ilio co~ic:::::i co be: L' ni·.·c:=ir-; 
c:.-:tp!oyc::: :nd :.s sue.~ u: su~jc:::: co 
::pplic:ble c~plo;.-mc::c polic:::. 

SCHB. Srucc::c Cor.duc: Hc::n;:; Bo:lrd. 

:.c 

L" nive:s ic:' pr:~isel. t: ni·~e::i:::-uw::c::i o.Jr 
conc:oi!:::! ?roF:: : :;:. 

~irn::::s .. :. .. :t:; ir.J:-.-:Jl!:.i wic:: :n:cr;;:;:: :or. 

re!=.:!:-:;; :o .:. .: ~r:~ :..:.:: ~.:..::=. 

\o;"ork.i:::; J:.::. ~!..,::.=.::: ::::-:t::{: ?::t.!::::. 
c::~::;: :'";:; r ~::::.: : .: ! l. ~ i·: :::;=:: :~ lj:i~ .. ::/}. 
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S~ Rig&rsaml.~onsibilities RegardingStmdmfs of Conduct: ~ 

R~sponsibilici«:j ofThosc: 
Accused of Srud~nc Misconduct 
Tnc: Univc::liC'f viC"Nl chc: nudc::lC conduc: 
proc::s :.s ~ leming apc::-ic::tce ciuc en 
rculc in growth ~nd pc::sorul undc:m::nJ
ing of !lnc:'s rcporuibilicic:s ~J pnviic:;-::: 
~ichin chc: Univc::liC:t communicy. 
Tnc::-efore. ic il chc: rcporuibilic-t of~ sru· 
dc::u who h:.s bc::n :c=u.sc:d of misconduc: 
co p:mcip:ue corucic:nciowly in chc: con· 
due: proc::s. This includes rc::Jin; chis 
broc!lurc:. :Jhc:ring co seed Jc::Jiinc:s. 
~r:c:::Jing schc:dulc:d ·mc:::ings. ~J p:u-tici
p:cing in Jll proc::dings. ~ilurc: co me::: 
chc::e rccoruibilicic:s m:•t rcst..lc in : disci
plin:rt dc:::!.sion being ~de: wichouc chc: 
bc:!'lc:E!c of chc: scudc::tc's p-..rticip:cion. 

Rights ofThose Acc-.J.Sed 
of Scudc:nt Misconduct 
Tnrougnouc he:: or his involvc::::c:::r in c.=-:c: 

cor.duc: proc::s, the: :c;:-.!.Sd sruc!e::c ~ 
chc: following nghc.s: 
I. T <J rr--..=vc ~ ·Nrir:o nocc: :::r me :;:JmCWnt. 
:!. T" !::e :.::c.om=lc:d bv :n Jdvi:.or dur:r.g :.~c: 

oni:::::c: -~ch t.l:e dirc-:::cr :."l.dior dur-.,g 
me !:c::.-ing. Tnc: rclc: or :i:e :.dvisor :S :o pn> 
vid:: ru;:?or: :ncl go.Iic.blc: :o dtc: :c:-.::d 
u~~t. T.1c: :dvisor :S ::oc rc=Uc:::d co 
rcc.~ Sr. or on !:c.!ulf or. &.c: ::c:=d Stu· 
d::::c curing my- ph::.:c: of r,.;e c.or.dt:c: ?= 
ir.c:ufing :he nc:::.rin~ Tnc :C-.-isor =!be 
pr:=c::c ~:nng ch.c ~a.n~ :uc is n~c ;:c=Uc-
rc::: :o =car= :n=cc:: or t."l.C SCH3 <Jr :o 
qt.:r::c!cn . ..,;en~ Tne :.civisor ="'! noc ?:r· 
cc!?::c: :n rile: hcrin3 unl= !nvicd :0 .!o :0 

bv :he SC~3 c.~r. 
3. To :c::...-:vc: ~ ?roposc-:i :J:::in.iscr:civc dis

posicion of :he: c:::;c:. inc!ucin~ finding1 of 
f-c::. n=.-:J.:rcis viobcc:tl. lnJ cnc:ion dc-::!
sion. :.r.:J co h:vc c.l~c OFFor:unic::r co :c:::?t 

~ :;;= rhc J~Fosir:u_n. • _ . 
~ - 1 <J :~;·:c: l !lc::n~ oi :r:c =c !J:r c::c ~C.-:3 

if:.~:: :t!;:,ir.im:civc: Jil:;mir!un is ~or 
:..:;::::~-J . 

:5 . T ..J ·~ ::uw :!-:c :~;::;c:: or· :~c SC2:3 .-~:~:;:::c::: 
Jr !c::.: ::,rc:- ..... ,](:...;~:; J~ :-~ :~:Ore: :::: ::c:
ir.:t. :::~ ~o .a~ :~Jr ~c=:--::u .. ·--:i uf' .l ~.:-::::,;e:~· sJ 

q(·-::: :: ~,-::-:3. !:l~:.":..! •Jr. :::-::;t:c.! : ~:: 1;: :i~. 

6. To rcc:!vc. ~c leu chrc: o;yorlcing 6ys 
be!'orc chc hoeing. J.il documc:1crv cvi
dc:tce. induJins ""Tictc::'l mrc::te:tc"s or wit
nasa. co be us.d by r.:,e L'nivc::sirJ during 
chc:hc:rins-

i. T 1.1 be in:Ormcd in wricin~ :c l.c:.st chrc::: 
worlcins d:;rs oc:[orc chc nc::.-ins. or the: 
1\lmc of wimasa rcquetc:d br chc: 
l.'nivc:1ic;r co prc::C'lt infomucion :c chc 
hc:rins-

3. To prc:c:u infornucion u the nc:rins ch;c 
chc x:-.J.Sd srudcnt ~diCTa is import.lnc 
for eorui&!c::tcion wich rcpca to the: eom
pi:linc. Tnis infomucion c:n be prcc.:ucd 
by pc:"SOtd Ccnmonr or the :c:..ac:J SCU• 

dot. wicncs:s tctimon,r.l111l/or t.l:e WTiCtc:1 

sc:cc:::le::c of witnc::l.C. The: ~ctc:'1 rccc· 
moa of wi~ mwc be~ bv chc: 
Offic: of Sn:r!cc Conduc: n fc::sc th~ 
working <L-ys prior co the: hc:ring 

9. T<J invite: wimc:=a co prac::c infomuc:on 
:c t.:,c nc:rins-

10. To quc:c!on chose win{=c:s prc:c::tcir.g 
inio=con :c dtc hc::r.ng. 

11. To suor::ic O:r:c::::- tt:t=Clc:.. Tn= 
cnl!lc be: !n wriring utd rr.:::!vd :r c.~c 
OF.:e: or5c-.Jdc::: Comber n !c:::sc :hrc:: · 
"'or;c.,.,g d.::n pr.or to the: ha.ng. 

I~ To ~ :.:1 ~udioc?c :ctordins or :.:.:c 
h..-..ri. ... g mJ :o lu-re :c:= to :he: t.' ni
vc.-::irfs :cdioc:Fe :Or rc-nc-.v :nd copying. 

13. To !::c: ::cor.d. in wriring. oic.l..c: finding1 
of rile: sc~s md of ;ny dis.ci?iicc 
im?o=i. 

1-t. To r::-nc-.v, upon r~uc::c. c.=~c c::mcc:::s of 
t.:,e :::Jnccc: file. 

15. To iuvc :nE'or=ion rc:!..:t!ng :o me c:on
dt.:c: prcc=fingl be: ~::r conf.cc:::rUlll 
providd :Or in ch.c r..mii~· ~t:e:riorcl 
Righa :.~ci P:i-nc! .-\c: of 1~74. :nd in chc 
C:.-::?w 5c.uic:r Ac: lS :mc:C:C::: by c.:,e 
H:ghc: ::::uccion Amc::Jmc.u of 199~. 
T.-:c .~e:::!:nc:ta tettuirc d:.:c !-lor;, chc: 
~=e: :::J chc :t:..-:.ucd :,c infor.:-:d of dte 
ouccorr.e :::f Jn:' c.-n?us duc:?ii:::::' pro
c::-:.E:t~ Jrougiu .:ilc;ing ~c:::d .:u.:.:.:lt. 

!G. T u r~uc::c l rC""Iic-.v if c.~e ~=-.::~ ;c:.:J::~c 
h~ ~c:=~ s:~~.-:!or.d !:l;t ti::: SC:-:3. 

R<!spor.sioilicj~s ofVic:!:;:s of 
.-!Jl<!;;-::.! sc~Jc::'H ~[iscor.dt..:c: 
T~:- ·/1(::::-: ,)f Jn Ji!c:--_;-:J i1:~~:.!:-::: :Jr .. )\:..:· 

~:.:::: r.-:::~:r.~:.:~: ,t:nc!J :::-::;~: :l~ ::: :.:; k~~ 

:_c~ This gendly incudes nuking ::1 

omdy report of c.i.c: inc!d;:nc, filing: wric
CC::l ~d signed compbinc thro~ chc: 
Offic: ofScude..·u Condua. disaming the: 
incide..-tc wich the: dirc:::or of Scw!ctc 
Cortduc: eve:: the: cc!C?honc: or in pc::'lon. 
2nd providing cccimony :c the: hc::ring of 
the: :cc-.ucd :lC which time: the: :lCClSd wiil 
be: prcc:nc. A vic:im's Silurc: to fUlfill chc::c: 
rc::poruibilicic auy :.dvc::'lc:ly im~a chc: 
l!nivc::licy's :bilicy co purruc: the compbinc. 

Rights ofYic::irru of 
Alle3ed Srudenc ~fi.sconduc:: 
Tnroughouc he::- or h~ involvcmc::tc in the 
conduc: proc::s. che vic:im Ius the follow
ing nghc:s: • 

. 1. To be: Wormcd .lbour wiuc nc::s c::.n be: 
~!l by- c.:,c: vic::im ii chc: x::::.sd or ::1 t.~ird 
p:rt"/ :c:ing on bc.ldf of chc :.ccad incim· 
ichcc or h:r.:.nc:s the: vicim. 

2. To be: informcd of chc ouccomc of the: con· 
due: proc:::-dingl in :c:orchnc: with t.;c 
F-..r.1iiy- Educciorul Rigna :nd Prir...c-1 Ac: 
of 19ri :nd chc G:nous Sc.uit7 Ac: .:s 
:rnc::c!d br the: High.;. Educ:io~ 
Amc.~CmC."l.CS or 19')1.. Tne ~mc.~a 
r~t:irc: dt;t boc.~ t.~e :c=:,;c :nd ch.c 
:c=d be: inior:nd or c.~e ouccc:e of ;nv 
C:.":l?Ul cuc!plin.:r! ?roc..-::!in~ brought • 
:ilei-ng :=:1 =ulc. 

3. To provid:: vic:im imo:c: n:=c::c fer 
coruiccr:cion during :;c ccncuc: proc:d
in~. T.'lis sc:~:::tc.r. wnic.i. dc::c-:i::c t.:O:e 
h:r::t :.:,c ·tic::im suscind ll ~ =cic. of :he: 
:.i!c;~ ::ttsQncuc:. mwc be in writ=.::g. 

-\. To be: ?rovic!d during che hc::rin~. whc::t· 
C'"IC: ;u:::-:!d . .1 ~icing 1:0 ch.:c doc:: noc 
r~uir:: chc vic::m rc !:c :n COlc ;roxi:nic;t 
co chc ;c::.ud or n:c~ pe::on·s E:miiy. 
fric~.:.S. or wir~:::so. 

5. T.., !:c :c::Jmp:nid :,yo :.'1 :c.hilor 6:r!:tg 
the !-:c:::r:r:5. 

P.-oc:!dure:; 

Tr.c::::c: ?roc::.!:.!r::; J:: c..!c:!:;:-1:::J to ?r::!::-: ::: 

c::c: •is:, c.:; of :;,c: :o.:=-..:sc::.! .;r.J :a h:::!:J 
c:::s~.;:c: :::::: ·.vc:::::::: :Jf ,::: :ii:::::-:-..! .,;;:;:;: 
:;r:J ,,f ::i! ::-: :::-:-::c:·; .,~- :~:: L-~i·:-::-:i=:.· 
~ : ~r.:::~:.:~i~.- . 
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C\J.MrL\I~T FIUD 
V01nl TiiE OFFiC:E 

OF irt.:OE.'lTCQ:-o;Ol:Ci 

I 

~OTIC! TO 
)il.:OE..vr 

CONFCU.'lC: 
IIETWF.!N 

Si1./CE..'lT A.'OO 
CI~GOll 

rROPOSW 
AC~IINIS&'il\TIVE 

CISrQSIT:ON 
IIYOIR£C70lt 

If l!tCI'OS!D .\Ol41!'l.S'T.tA~ 
CIS:'CSmON IS :t!I!C":'ZD: 

HE..uu:-;c -=rrn 
r.t:oE't'T co:-.:ct.:cr 

HE.w:-;c 3C.UD 

iLCVIE'X"3Y 
ll£\1ff 
OFF!C~1 

CO.\II'~UN:" 

.~yonc: m:::' fiic ::1 wric:::1 cor::pl::inr d1:t 

: srude.:u h:s viobcd chc: scn6res of 
conduc: wic.!; me: OF.ic: of 5C'.JCC::l.C 
Condcc:. Tnc: :ompl:llnc :nus: inc!cd;: l 

s~cc::nc::1r of f:c-...: dc:c:ioing :he: ::llc:;:d 
vicl:cion. T.1c: cE.c:: wiil'noc :c:::~c 
~-:onymous compl:ina.. T."lc: clir=:::or of 
t.~c: Ot:Ic.: of Scudc::l.c Cond:.:c: m:1:1 :lso 
iniri:cc: c~:rg:. 

Uoon re:::ioc of ch.c comol.::.inc. c.hc: 
dir~~:oc dc::!d.; whc::hc:: t.~::: is subscnc: 
co me: cor::pi::lnc. whc::::c:: ;he: ccrr.pbinr 
f.::ils wirhin C~c: juriscic::on of r.:,_c: c:=nc~.;c: 
code:. :ln..! wnc::.:,c:: ::::=net.!::: ?roc::-:!:ng1 
si-:ouid oc::.:r. 'T:'1is m:::r in·,oive ~r::c:::n~ 
:JJicion::l ir.tcr:::.:r:on :!::ct.!: ::::: ir.c:t.!:::::. 

i':OTIC::: 

T~c: dir:-::or i::ici: :::~ r::: :::::H~<it.:c: ;;rcc:::s 

b~ se:-:J:~~ .:. ~c:!~: :~ :::c s::.:J:::-.: ·.v~t.J :s 
:;..~ )t.;~jc=-::: tJt :::~ .:or.:?i.:i~:. 

T~:: ~uc:c..:.: !s sc::: :o :::: ::-:.:.:~ i r.~ 

Scudor lnfor:rurion S;t3tcn. If the m:il
ing :ddres is no Ionge: C'.mor or no 
m:iling :ddr=s is :ivc..,, the: p~nc:m 
:ddras is used. · 

Tnc: none: seta the scnd:lrd(s) 
:1.1Ic:;edly Yiohrd md informs the scudc::u 
:bour the o=rancd ciw.unscnc= of r.ic: 
:1.1Jcgd misconduc:. Copies of 3ll docu
moa pc::tinc::u ro chc: incidc:nc ch:r luve 
bc:-::t rc:::::vcd by rhc: Office: of Scudenr 
Conduc: W111 be: :a:c.'tc:d co the no ric.:.. 
Tnc: no ric: Jirc:::l the: srud.c::tc to sc: uo : 
confe:::lc: wirh the: dirc::-.or within 10 
working chys of the d:rc: of the: n~cic:. 

Co:-<FEE."4C: 
Whc., the: srude.,r :ppc::.a :c rhc: confc::
e~c:, c.~c: dirc:=:or c::pl:Wu the conduc: 
proc:n md cfiscussc::s che srudoc's righa. 
Tne dire:::or ilia rc:-lic-.¥3 the: compb.inc 
with r.~e srudc:::t. If she or he c.~oosc:s, the: 
sr-.:c:::c m:y tcf~nd co the compb.inr :.-:d 
c:::::bin che siru::con. 

. If che s:ud:::c ~c::: not sd:dule :con
fc:::~c: by t.~c: '=dlir:c: give in che no ric:, 
chc: dirc:c:or wiil s6C:::ule: rime: for d:.c: 
conf:::.-:c: :nd inform the sr-.:Cc::::c of the: 
cirr.c: bv U.S. Post OEc: c=riilcd m:Ul or 
U nivc;ir't h:nd...!.:!..!ve:~ nuiL If the: nu
dc::::r dctd nor :c:::::d the sc.;cduld confe:
c:lc:. d:c: dirc::-.or C:."l dC.dc: the disposi; 
rion of •.he: c::s~ If the: srudoc sc.~dulc::; : 
confe::::c:. bur Sis co :a:::d. the: dir::::or 
c::n dc::!d: the disoosirion of dtc: esc. 

t!nic:::s unusu:i CtC'.Jrr.scnC:: bc:-;ond 
r.l:c: conrroi of d:.e r...:dc::l.r :rise. : de:!:: in 
the: prcc::s wiil nor be gr-::rd 

P:torcsw .l.D~I:'itS7a.\TIYE 
OtSl'OSiTI0:-4 OF Y!OL\TIONS 

;._'::-: ±c: m:C:::lt ~ be:::: nocind :.-:J C..~c: 

c:=nf:::::c:: h=.s oc::.:r:d. me: dirc:::or m::;t . 
in·rc:::i~:: fur:.!:c:: :o c..~c: ::::::u dc:::~c:::! 
nc::::::::r::. T.'1c: dir::::or r.:,c::1 pr:;:~:::: c..~c: 

proFosd JJ:::inis::::ri·:c :lisFosirion. T.'1c: 

~;~r:_~~~:;;l~~~~~::i:.: :~~::~~~~~:·~: !~::-
r:::: ~::n::::::::::. T::is Jcc~:::::::: inc!~.;<.!:: 
::r.~::-:~ of====· : :.!:-::=ion J! ~o •.vr.~:::c: l 

s:::::C:::;cf;; ur- :.1r.C..::,;c: ·.v~ ·:iob:::-.1 . Jr.<2 
:::: -;.::: ::::ur. ::::.: :::: ~· r.i·,c:::ir:: -.vii! 
ir.:~thc :r.: ·::~i_;::l)n ;,~ ~~~ ~Ul!:-:J J:-:J 

~::~ ;:;~~~J! .:w-2 :~:: ::::;-.:::::-.-~ · .. E~~·hi: :u r. ;s 

:c::=?rcd by rhc: scudoc. Tnc: proposed 
:dminisu:civc: dimcsicion will be sc:1c to 
the srudoc by- ui Post Offic: c::nifid 
rtuJ1 or Univc:liC't btd-Jc:!M:d m:ii. 

Tn.c: nuder b tc:1 "NOckin~ d:p from 
the d:cc: of chis doc::moc to :c:9c or 
rc:;c:::: the: proposed :dministr..rivc: disposi
tion of the: c::sc. Tn.c: studc:::.c'l decision 
must be -.vricro. :nd mwt be posun:rkd 
or h.:nd ddivc::d co the Offic: of Scudc::u 

· Conduc: prior to the scrd dC.c!Iinc:. 
Who : srud~,r xcepa the: proposed 

:dminiru:rivc: disocsition ofhis or he:: 
c::Uc:, she: or he ·~p rhe rignc to : hcr
ing. 3ll of me: righa usoci:ud wic.i ~ 
hc::ring :s dc:scnod on p:ge 3, :nd chc: 
right co rcquc::c : rc:-nc:-.v. Whc.,, : sr-.:dc::::c 
rsc:o the: proposed :dmin~civc: dispo
sicion, chc: c::sc is r.:..=:::-::d to the SCH3 
for : hc::ring. 

If rh~:: m:dc:::.: Sis to rc:::1rn the: pro
posed :dmin~bc: d!soosicion co the: . 
Of.ic: of Srudoc Cond~c: bv t.~c: seed 
dc::ali::c:, two :icc.-::::i-tc:s :re.Tnli::.blc: co 
the: dirc::::or. 

1. The: dirc:c:or nu;r reF.:: d::e proposd 
:tdmini.m:rivc: disposition :nd pl::c: :1 dis.: 
cpiin::;' stop ~d: cr:.-uCpc hoid on r.:.:c: 
srudc:::.c s :e-_:,ccs.. 

2. Tac: dir:::::or r;:.:;r s6cduic:: hc::~:ir.g fer 
• d:.c: sr-.:dc:::c ·Nith t.~c: 5~3. . 

If d:.c: srud:::c f:.iis co t::".!m c.=:.c: :c:
oF.:::d propose::! :d..--llnisc:=.cive dis?osi
cion by- c.~ sec::! dcd!ir.c:. c!-.: dir=:::or 
ordin:riiy "NN11 considc r.=:.c: ?roposd 
:d:ninisrr:cive dis?osicion :s lu·ring be::: 
rcJ::::d. 

. Ac :.:r on;c p~or co :..=:.c: bctnning ~f 
t.-:.c hc:-.. nng. tr:c du:::::)r r.u;· rc:~ff:: cr.e 
propcsd :Jminis::::i'fc: dis?osicion if 
rc:quc::d in wr:cing by t.:,c sn;cc::tc. Or.c:: 
: hc:::::ng ...,ir~ c::: SC~o h::s bc:;-..:n. c::: 
of::: of rhc: ?roposd :d~inisc:::c!vc: J:s~o
si::on is fC::n:r.c::::!:' wic::J:::w:1. 

T:.·~ SCH3 iJ .-:a: 1'/u:~.:;d r1.F:f:~ ?r::.:":~:;' 
.:.-:'.-:-:ir.i:::-.::i~·~ d:r.::rJri::";;r. t~f:i:c- :..::~ .":":..:d~ 
0.~' :r.~ ~:~~~=~r. Tri::r. ~-n~.-: ~ :.·.::~ :·: i:~:: .·~· 
U;: :1:·~ St~.~·=- ri·~ J·.:r::.:::~r. .: .. :r: ir.::7'~:.:.:.! :·.-: 

=~~~~::~~:~;i~~:.!:~~~;:r. :i·~ .'n.:a:C'::' 
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THE HE.\IU~C 

Composition of the SCHB. 
l. The Cuirpeaon is ucF. or &c..tlc-f 

mc::noe: sc!e::cd or the Vic: 
Ounc:!!or for Scude."lt AfSirs who 
stull be nonvocins C:::C=?t ~ dc:sc:icd 
bc!ow. 

2. A srude:u c!~.d by che Vnive~ic-! of 
Color:do Scude:u Union. 

3. A srudc:1c c!e::cd or the Rc:si~c::c: 
H:t!l Re:m::C!'lcrivc Council. 

4. A srude~c sc!c:c:cd by chc: Vic: 
Ch:.nc:!lor for Scudc:::c Alf:irs. 

5. A Sc..Uc-1 mc:nbc:: sc!cc.-d bv chc 
B"uidc; F-..c-..Ur-1 Assc:::lhlv. • 

G. A scff mc:nbd sc!cc.-:i by the Vic: 
Ch:nc:!!or for Scudcc Af."-:.irs. 

i. A nonvoting sdf mc::tbc:: who will 
se:-te ::S re:-..orckr sc!e::::f by the Vic: 
Gunc:!Ior for Scud:::c .l.F-irs. 

lnfomurion on d:c comcosicion of c.=.c: 
SCHB is ~~le from thc:.Offic: of 

Srudc:lC Conduc:. 
All ~ocoincrnc::cs co d::: SCEE wiil be 

for~~;.; of 12 months bci-nning on c.=.e 
fim d::y or che E:.ll se:nc.:::. ~(cd:e:s i:-.:::r 
be ::ppoinrd for St:c:::::::;ivc :c:::u. I! 7 
v:::::nc; oc::-..trs dcring c.ie cour:.= cr :.~c: 

'f~C, ic is :.l.:e rcponsioiiic-; or C.~e l??CO· 

pci::c: Unive::ir; :uthoric-; :o :;:pain:: 

rc:?i::c:~::::c. 
One of the m:de.-:c rr.:::::b::: w:il oc 

se!c::::d ~ c.=.e vic: c~!r of c.=-::: cornr::i::::: 
:nd wiil be nonvocing ::::::::;:c ::s d:::::::::C:: 
be!ow. Quorum will cor..sisc or c.=.r::: 
SCHB m:::-::oe:l :nd ·....Ul ~!-.CIS inc:!~t!: lC 

lc:-.-:c one StuC::nt :nJ lC k-...sc O•ne s~,.-.;IC"f 
or sr:..::: rn::~be:. An: SC::B :::=~=:= wi:.o 
be:ic-tc:: she or he is un::oic :o be :n ooj~
cive ?:r:ic::p:mc for~ give:: c:e is c~~:::.! 
co rc:~ovc hc:::dfihimse!:· :ror.: c.=.e SC~3 
for ch~c ;:1::r:!cJ!:r hc-..:in;!. sr.ouiJ ::::::: :c: 
insuff:c::~ ::c ·tacir.:: :nc:-::c-c::: :o r.1:x.: q:.:o· 

rur.1. chc: :oi!uwin"":; :c:::or..s :::::: :c: ::::-:::::: 
T:,c: sc:.;c:::c ·ric: ::::::r ·.vi:i ::s:.;::::: ::::: ·tc::: 

~im: c:: :: s;:::7 Qr f.:::--.;lc:: c::::: --~·iil .c::c::-::: 

:::;: "IOC! :iC:::r:J: :::~it::'?' :~.:=:-d_~: ·.viii 
.:..::::.!:-::: :::: ·:r)t;! ::::::.!. ;:: :::.: ~::-:-:: ~:·..: ::c 

·; rl( ;.: ::::::::·:c: :o .!:: sc:-:3 -J::::::~ :,, :: .; :: .! 

voce. lf the scudoc vic: duir is nee pr~
scnc. the scff or f::c-..Ucy duir will :wume 
the voce in orc1c: to hrc:::.k ~ tic. 

Tnc: dirr:c:or of the Offic: of S~de:1t 
Conduct nuy u:od che bering ~ ~ 
oosc::vc::. 

P:dimin:ry ~(;m&::1. To ~n the hc:-...ring 
proc:::s. the dirc:::or notifies the :a:-..tScd 
srudc::u of che hc::rins <bee. rime. :1nd 
loc:cion .,U U.S. Post Offic: c::rincd m::il 
or Univc::sicy lund-dc!ivc:cd rruil. 

Tne horins d:m: :TUY be c.'ungcd only 
if the: St'.ldc:tt aulca the rcquct in wricing. 
the requc:t is rc::::!vcd b:' the Offic: of 
Scudc:::c Conduc: no lc:s dun thre: cbvs 
prior..o the horing <bee. ~d the .srud~::c 
provides :1 ~d ~n for the requoccd 
d.:ce c.!Ungc. Tnc dire::or ck::rmino 
wha:"".hc: to ~pprove the srudoc".s requc::c 
for ~ d.:ce c.~gc :nd auy require doc.l
mc:::c:cion or ache: e-nc:!e..,c: supporting 
c.;c rc::.son providd by the m:dc:::c. lf the 
rc:-;uc::c is :pprovd. che di!:::::or sc::s :1 nc-.v 
hc::.ring d.:c:: :nd no cine: che sruc:!e::c. 

Godly, the hc::::.ring should be com
pic:::! wichi."l 30 working cbys of che ini
ci::l oF.:: of the proposed :dmini.m:civc 
&posicion. Tnosc: c:.:c: due m:r; rc::ule in 
swrc:-..sion or ~ulsion from the Vnive:::ic-1 
m::y be c:::~-d to c.:C !eng-=:- co rc::oive." 
lncd:::cs C.luc oc:::r ~t :he C:::d of chc: 
sc::c::cc: m::y :lso c.'<e !on~ ro re:oivc. 

W:'lc ~~is rC::::::d :o the SCEB. 
che :c:::.::d sn:d.c:::r :.r.d the SCHB r::::!ve 
che c:e m:c~.:ls :nd :l rur of w1cnc:::sa 
incc::-ric-.vd by- the dite::or ~vno ~pp~: co 
h:·te ;::c::!n:::c inlor~con. Ac::omp:ln;nng 
c.~!.s rue wiil be :l sumnur; of c.:.c n:lcur: of 
che :c::~mon: ·.vnic.~ c..~c dirc:c::or bdic-to 
me w1:."1C::SC: ·.vlil prc::c::c. 

A: !c:-...s: c.;r::: ':Vor:Cng d.:y-s bc:E'or:: :h.: 
hc---:ng d~::. c.~c Jir:-::or wiil gi·:e :he 
:c::-.:.:d sr:;t!::-:c Jnd c~.: SCP-3 c:!cc.:m::::. 
r:,::.· C"":~t!~::c: :o be: ~C"'J :c d-:c: !-:r::r!ng. 
T.-:c: 2:::::::Jr wiil .!l~o ;::ro·tit!:: wr:::::: nnc:
t:c::on :o :::.: :c::::::;._...; ~;:;<.!::::: :nJ ~::e 
sc:-:3 r)C :.~:: ::.:::-:c:: ,,f ~::u~c: wic::c:::e: -.v~ ,, I 

h.:·::: :r::';;r::-:.::--J ::0.: -J::.::--.::or ::0.:: :::=:: w:!l 
• · • ot • · '" ' I • 

r.r~: :~ .:·.-::!:::::c :., :::::::: .:: :::~ :t=:.::~: -

AI. Ic::st thrc:: ·.arorkins cbys before che 
hc:::..-ing <bee. the :e..-..ud srudenc wiil give 
the: Of.ic:: of Srude:lt Conduc:. in wricing, 
the: n:unc of wime!SCS bcng ~kd co pre· 
sec infomucion ~e the hc:::ring; :111 wricte:l 
dcc.1moc.:.rr c-tic:!:nc: co be included ~c 
t.;c hc:::rins;.objedons. if :1ny, co the scr
vic: of SGiB mc::noer{s): :1nd the: n:utle of 
the ~dvi.sor, if ~ny, who willlppcr with 
the: x:-.ud srude:1c. The ~C'..tSc:d m:dc::tt 
nu: pc:30n:t!ly request wicnc:ssc to :mc:::d 
d1e hc:::ring or he or s.ie rruy ~k c.~c: dire::· 
tor :o m::Xe the: te:Juc:st on his or be: 
bc.:.u!f. Tnc role of ~~c ~r is CD provide: 
supper! :1r.d guid::nc: CD chc :~c:c:JSd m:
d:::c. Tnc :.chisor is noc pc:r.Uctd co spc:::..~ 
for. or on bc.lulf of. the: :c=.ISCd scudoc dur
ing my piusc of che conduc: proc:::::s inc!ud
ing che ha.ng. Tnc: :.dvi.sor auy be prec:1c 
dur.ng &.e hc:::ring bur is noc pc::::-.ictd co 
:qd:::s me::-b~ of che SCHB or co quc:
con wicc:::sc.. The: :dvisor ~y nee p:r.:c:
p•r:: in :I:c: hc::::.ring ~.1c::s invicd co do so 
by C.:.-'= SCh~ c.~r. • 

NC::her c.~c: dir::::or nor t.,e SCEB h::s 
:u:..;orirJ co rc:quir: wice::sc: co :ppcr :t 
c.~c: hc::ring or ~o cescify undc::- O:lt.;_ 
Sccc::.-:c:s :.r.d c:::toiovc::s u: c:::c::::d co 
p:r:!cp-..tc: ::s r~o~bly requ~:d in con
c:!~.:c: proc::=::ings ::s : rc::ponsioiiic:1 of . 
rr.e~oc==hio in th: Unive..~c-r com.-::unic-1. 
F~iur~ :o do so~: rc::ulc i~ discplin:.r:; 
:c-ion. T.'le SG-iB wul ordi:uriiv hc::r ul 
wic.-::::.scs n::::td by the s:udc:::e ~n!e::s d·:c: 
wic:::::::.::.:: :r: sp~lcing co r::?uccion :ind 
c.~r:c:::: or u: providing r~::ericive :c:::i

monv. Tne SCHB c:.~r ~v imcose r::::
soruble !imics upon the nu~cc:: 'or wic· 

ne:sc: pr:::~:::!ng in.i'orm:::!on :nd u:=on 
c.~:: :r::ounc of c.:mubcivc c-tid::::c:: ch~: 
m:·r be incrcJucd on ~ disoucd iss:.:::. 
L:;l rule:: or ::·:id::-:::.: do ~IJC lcoi·r. 

-Or::::: c1':: !-!~:in~ h::s !::.:;·.::1.' :·::~ sc:-:3 

~~~ ~:~~~~,c:~~:~~~~~~~;~;~i:: ~~~~ 
in :::c :-.~~:::: :::.:: il7-~nr:=:::: ·.vi::::::;~: ::: 
~.:::.:::?::::::::i!:.· ur:::: ::: :o ::::::.! ::-.: ::::::r.;. 
\lr ;r::~st.: c.--: ::: ·; ~ Jl!:: ::~ i::~ :::-=::::: ::::.: 
~=t;:J :-:uc :,:;·:e :c:~:: :.:-....::t : ~==!: ... ::.::::::;:::::-...: 
;:~: n r_ :.:~ ::::: :-:~~::::; . 

: _________ ~-------------- -
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SCHB Hering Prcc:dura. 
l. 81 co crdc:" bv rhc c.luir. 
2. Announc.::::o~ :1nd opc:1ing rc::1:rks 

by- the c.'cir inc!udin~ sue.~ irc::u :.s: 
:1.. scrc:noc of the: rurur:: of chc: esc 

undc:- considc::::cion 
b. sccc:nc::r of the: ondirions of :he 

hc::ring 
• hc::ring is c!osd 
• comrr.c:::ts :1ndlor sr::e::1c::1a :nwc 

be: rc:sc:ic:d co m.:crc::-s rdc:v:nc co 
chc~ 

• :ny- pc::on wn9 inc:::f::::s with or 
obsrruc::s chc: hc::ring. or who &iis 
co :aide by- the rulings of chc: 
c.!.cir or the: SC:!B. en be: dis
missed &om me: hc=""-ring 

• the hc:.-ing wii1 be: :udio re=ocdc:ci 
• SG-!B ddicc::::cion.s in c!osd sc::

sion :r: not cod 
3. T.r.c c.!.cir wid oc.; c.~c hc::ring by 

ct:blisning auo.r.L-n :.r.d c:-1i:-.ving c.~c: 
dcC".!mc:::a ;.dc:r c:onsid:::::rion by c.~c: 
SCHB wic.=t rc:::;e::: :o rhc: esc:. 

4. T.'lc: c.~r will rc::d :.~c: corn:-:hin:. 
5. T.'lc c.~r -.vUl :.sk :.~:: :c::-.!Sd sn:d:::c 

co rc::pond :o chc: c.~c:: noced in c.:.:: 
como kine. 

G. Tnc ~~r ·Niil dire::: dis~..!!S;on of -.~c: 
c:-.-idc.c: :.r.d pr~:c:tc:ion of c.=-::: wic
nc::.:cs.. Boc.~ SC..~B mc:;.:X:-s :.r.d ch:: 
~::.uc:: s:-..:C:::c ~·t ct:~:ion .... -ic.-:::::.sc:. 

7. Tnc: ,:-.:.;, '::1.-"7 d Fc=C'..:hr wic..,c:::.:c:: 
co :Cdr:s s::c-:::..::c isst:c:: or at:c:::ions :; 
· · · · .. · . d ·d -c c:c.--..c:" me: :s-:.:c::- or :.-:: ::,::-..:.: - ~n: c .. 

or :.-:e ::-::uc::t or ::n sc~o c:-:c:~ce:. 

3. T.'lc :c::-~ sn:cc::lc :.'1d :~c: c~:ir c:-:::: 
m:!~ c!osin3 sc:.::::c::-:c.:. 

9. Tnc: c~:ir :onc!udc:: :.~c: !1c:::in~. Tnc: 
c;,:ir Jisc:-::l.:c :.~e :c::-..::d s:-.. :2':::: .::~~ 
.:Jvisor. · 

to. Tnc: SC:-:3 ::::::::.:!as:::! :c::::or. 

c::!icc:::or.:. 
l. T.'lc: sc:-:3 .i:::::d~ ·.vr.::::::: ~ r:cc 

c~:: :c::.;!c::! ::;.;c:::: :::..s ·:ioi..::::! ::::: 
s<:::..!:::;;; .,( :::r.t!;.;:::. 

b. !:· l ·:ioi:::c ~ :::.: ~c::.:::::-.!. :::: 

sc:-:=. ~::-:::~;.~ ::?c:: ~::= :::.::::::...::-:. 
...: . T:~c ~\":~= ::~:r:::.;;i :: ::-:::,.::: ~~; ~~-::

''''~ :::~ ~ :::-:: ..;:;·: :::.: .::.::: :s :-: ::.:~. 

11. The c.~r nociiic chc: dirc:aor of chc: 
SCHB's decision. Tnc: dirc:c:or chc::t 
nocinc in wricing the: ~::used .srodc::tr 
:1nJ ~ppcopmrc: Univcnicy offici:U.s of 
the: SCHB d~..sion. If~ r:-tic:w of chc: 
SCHB dc:Csion is rc:qucred by the sru
dc:nc. d1c: nociiiccion ofUnivc:.~ic-t 
offiC::..:is is nor done: unril the rc-ri~.v 
proc::l h:.s bc:::t complc::ed.. 

!!. The: Otnc: ofSrudc::tt Conduct lc~r:s ~ 
record of the: hc::.ring. The: r~ocd 
induda copies of :Ul corrapondc::tc::: 
be:w~:1 chc: :a:usd srudoc md chc: 
Unive:-sir't, :1n ~udio recording of chc: 
hc=""..ring. ~ JoC".Jmoa :md ;;.tidc::1~:: 
:Jmirr::d co the: hc=""-ring. :nd chc: deci
sion. Tnc: ~ord is dcuoved wh.::1 che 
esc: fiie is c::pungo:ri: . • 

THe F:~~c-:c 
In orde: ro find clue :1 srudc::tt :US viobrd 
; scnc:b.-d. of conduc:. me burc!e:t of proof 

r~uir~ is: p_cepo~dc::::nc:: of c.~e '::i-, 
de::c.:, :.~.. wn=c h.:ppc.oo:ec, more Iuc::y 
c.~:n ·nor:· 

AcrtO;-.!S A V • .UL\aU 

TO Trl!. DI~G'OR. SCHB 
Af:::: rc:-n:-.ving c.~e c:-ndc:::c: in chc: esc:. 
che dire=oc. :c rhc: proposd :dmini:sr:::
ci·,c discosic!on sr~. :1nd chc: SCE:C :r c.:.e 
hc=""-ring sre:'• m.:;t dismiss :he: esc:. !:::!<:: no 
furw!.:.::! :C::on. issue: :1 repri=nd, or ~ign 
: s:nC::on. 

S:..nc:jon.s. S:1nc-.ions :F.ir.n c.~c scnd:rds 
orbc.~vior C::.'1 be: scrd :nd c.-:rorc:.:d by 
the tJnivc:::ir'J. S:mc:ions rr.~:' conc::.!n :n 

duccion:l component din::::.:d cow:rc:!.s 
rr.odiC:fing b.:!-l:vioc whic~ •tioh:.:; me: 
conduc: coJc:. T.'le issu:nc: of :1 s~c:!cn 
se:-rc: :s l re:::ind::- th:r chose wno viol.:::: 
ri-:c: Univc:::ic;.r scn..!=rds or" ::::mc:!t.:c: wiil !::c: 
hc::J .:c:ounc::bic: !or r.!.:c:!r :c:!or:s. 

s..:..~c::cr:s ic:-:;;osd ~or ::tisc::ndt.:::: 
r::t::t oc: :::.!d :.::=on: ..:cr.sic!:::::;or. <Jf .!!1 
of c.~c: c::c:.:::-...:::::c~ in : ;:.:r.:cb: c:.::e. 
~rir;g::::-:; ::::.! ;gg;:·.~::ng :-=c:or: ::-:~ :·· ::e 
C;)r.s:c::~. ~~c:::-.1 ·riob:tJr.~ of :~c: >~::~
...::~6 of -:::~.!:.:c: .:r: ~ii<::!:.· :o :-::::.::c in ;:rn
..:~:::=i·:~::: ;c::::: ~=--:c::ar.~. cr.:: rl( ;7.<.) r:: u r" 

~::: :C!I,~·-·::r.: !=:::.::: ~ ~::: ~:.::.· :c : r.::::, ~ .::.: :·:~r 
·;a)i.;::::~ :::: :.::::~::~~. 1Jf . .::.:::~:.:~:- . 

Prob~cion: Prob:1cion h.sa foe :1 specific 
pdod of rime, :1nd is impl.::ne:lc.:d by 
sc::narc:-s.. Anv viobrion of the: scmbrds 
of conduc: or. the condicions of prob:uion 
committed during ch.: probl.riorury pc::-iod 
wiil'subjc:::t the: srudcnr to further di:sci
plinc: including swpc:uion .or a pulsion. A 
pcoo~cion kc:::a che incidc:nc on file in the: 
Offic::: of Srudc:::c Conduc: for rwo yors 
bc::rond the: compie:ion of :he: probJ.rion
uy pc::iod. 

Swpc:uion: T.'1c: scude:1c is rcquicc:d co 
lc:::vc: chc: Uni\'c:-sic:, for :1 specified pc::ioJ 
~f cime. Swp.::-...sions r:1ngc: in logch from 
one: se~atc: co :n indc:5nire pc:ioJ.. An 
indiction of c.:,e rusoo.sion :ooors on 
rhc: srude:tc's cr-nsc.ipc. Afcc:- ~c pc:iod of 
swpc:uion h:u c::::pired. "srucenc nuy 
rcquc::::, in wririne:. co h.:ve chc: tr--nsc:ioc 
noccion re:novd A ruscc:uion k..~s ~he: 
incide::c on file in chc: Ofnc: of Srudc:=tc 
Cor.dt.:c: for fot!r yc::rs bc::rond chc: com
ple:ion of c.:,c: SCS?c:::.sion pc:iod. 

E-:puhion: Tnc: m:doc is r~uird co pe:
m::~c:ldy !c:.,e the Univc::-sir"f. Tnc: nocl.
cion ·=~=-ir.s pe::n:..nc::-:dy on me r:::n
sc::pc. .A.'l ~-:?ulsion ke:;:s chc incde::c 
on file in me Of:Ic: of Srud~:1r Co neue: 
pe:~:nc::r!"l. 

E-:::!wion: T.'1c .m.:dc:tc is dc:1id :1c:::::s :o 
~pw or co : por.ion of c:~pw. ~'hc::t : 
Sn!C:;o:c U SW!=C::tC:::i or Cflc!ld, :1n ;cci
cioc-.:J s:.-:c:;on r...:y inc!t.:C:c: bc:ng c.c!ucd 
f<om Univc:-:oit:: pr:::nisc::. 

T.'le dir:::::or or SCEB m::·t ir.u:osc 
oc~c::- bc:~.:·:iod r:::t:ic:ions i~ :ddic:on co 
c~e :l::ovc. T."l::::e inc!t.:d::. buc :r:: noc lim
iced to. pl:cng:: seep on rc:;isr:-:cion. 
requiring J. m:c:::::c :o sc:!t .:oun!ding. ::nd 
~equ:r:~:; : sct.!d::::r co com;;c:::s:r:: : v:c::::: 
tor :nc:: or c::::-:::3-=· 

~'11 2·~· CF 57i . .'OE.'-1 

Co:•occ DEc:.s:o:~s 
S c::c::u:: ..... ;.:<J ~.::::: cc::::: !:::c::.:r::::: J:.- ::::: 
sc;-:3 ~:.:: :.:~:.:::::: ::·.-~:· .. , b:: ~:: : ::-.. : ~ .. , 
0r::c::: . 

o~is for :..~c: ;:.:·.~c·.~t . 7:~~ :,~is \Ji .l :~·: ! ;..-.... 

i~ !i;-;:i:::.! :o :::c ..!:::::;-;::r.::;:::: rH · ,~::::::.::· 

t . c:::: ~.;:.:::ii:.:-.:: -~ ..:~~~:..::..:: r:--~~.:=:., ·.·.-.-_-: :-: ;:: 
~~~i~l)'.'·c:.! =~~ ::-. .: ;:-~··-: -.. ::~: .: r :.-.: .. ::.:...:.::-: :. 
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Stwfenti Rights and Responsibilities Regcmliog5tamfauf$af~.: 
.·. -: .. ... . . . -•, .· : . . · ...... 

2. the finding by- the SCHB w-...s dc::.riy
e::one:::~w. or. 

3. &.e s:nc:ion imposed by the: SCHB 
w-...s :rbicr-rt or c::oricow. 

R,:-,ie-.v ~Y' ilio• be rcquccc:d on the 
g~ound ch:c thc::e is nc-.v infornucion 
rglrding the c::sc: wnid1 'Nould luve 
bc=1 m::ce:U.I co chc: ouccomc: of chc: 
c::.:c lud the inform:cion bc::::1 :nii
:oic: co che SCHB :c the: time of the 
hC""..rin~. Only infomucion due could 
nee !uvc bc:!'l :v:ziholc: :c the cime of 
the inici::l dc:::ision wiii be coruidc::-:d 
:s nc-.v infomucion. :nd ic muse be: 
rurnc:d in lt the cimc: of t.ie requc::c for 
r::-ric-.v. Suppocring inform::cion muse 
b< includc:d with the srudoc·s lc:-:re: 
re:;uc::cing "the: re-rie-.v. 

Tnc: purpose of: re-nc-.v is noc co pro
vide :second hC""..ring for che c::se. Tne 

· re-rie-.v wiil be done on t.~c rc::ord oft.!.:: 
c:e oniy. Tne re-nC"N orne:: wiil noc rr.c::: 
wic~ -.~e srudc::1t or roC""..r the c::s:. 

5 cc:;::s in Rc:ti'.lcnng : ~ric:-.v. 
1. T.1e m.-doc is c:ncour:.gd co consult 

wic.~ lll rc::ourc:: (sc::: ~ 3) :oo~c 
~~e :=-rie-.v proc::s :prior ro subrr.ir::ng 
c.-:: :~cc::c for re-rte-.v. 

2. ~e sn:d:;:c h~~ 10 _.;...or!cing &;~&om 
c.-:c: d:ce or nom~c:r:on (d:re or :.-:c: 
d::::.Sion !c:::e: &om the Offic: of 
Sc:.:dent Condud co Sic: r~uc::r for 
r::-tie-.v wic.~ the: re-ro=-.v office:. T.1c: 
c:: wiil be re-tic-.vd oniy if the "-""Cit· 

c::: requc:::: is re:O::vcd by the :=-:ic:-.v 
cF.:c:: on time: ~d iric i~d~dc:: c.~c: 
s:-..:dc:::c'r r:::soru for requc:::ring: 
r=-:ic:-.v :!on"' wicn ruocor..ing inr"or:::-::· . :) . _ .... """ 
Cion. T.1c: :=-lle-.'1 or.:c:: wul cr..:.k: :.~c: 
dc:.Sion :.s co wr.c-:::c:: ::hc:::c: c::;nJir!onl 
h:.:·:o::: ::c:-=~ tr.:::. 

.-\.::ions .h~ii:o l c: co :.;c: Rc-.;c:-.v Cf.:c:::. 
T:,c: sc:-::r. J-.-:~ion ·.viii :c: ; i·:c: J-:::::· 
c~:.:= ;:,:-' :::c: :c:·:!=-:r of;;..::: :c:=:.!SC: :::: 

sc:-: J :,:.:s :c:-:~ J::!=-;:::;; ::::: ?r::::-::::: 
r"-.,;~,u-:li:,1ii~.· ~a l~:..-=:, -... ·1::: :~~ 1::.:t.!:.:~: 
.tr.J .;:! ,Jrb~:- ·.v lc:-::...~c . :c . , t,~c:-:.: ~::...-:: 

m.:.ke jud~mc::1a bsd on thc::e f:c:ors. 
Tnc: re-ric:-.v offic.:: h:s the: :uc.l.:.oric-1 co: 
l. Find clue imp rope:: proc:::!ura. we:: 

wc:d co the: prc:judic.: of the srudenr. In 
chis c-...sc:. the re-rie-.v oEF.c:: en refe: 
chc: c::.sc: co the SCHB wich : re::om
rr.c:n..hcion on how co cor:e:: the: pro
c~urc:s.. Tnc: SCHB m:tv mm :1 nc:w 
dC""..ision on chc: esc. Tn.c: srudc::tr m::tv 
chr:n submic :1nochc:: r~ucr for re"'i~.v 
if the: nC".Y dc:c=.lion imo~sc : ~nc:ion 
on the srudc:::c. • 

2. Affirm the: ini~ dc:::ision. 
3. Dc::e:rninc: :iuc ~c: findir.~ w:-...s ~e:.rly 

c::rone:::~w. In SUC."l :1 c::.se. cr.e re-11c:-.v 
office: en ndce :1 nc:w c;0.lion on chr: 
finding :nd s:nc-Jon. 

4. Rduc= chc: s:mc:ion if the r=-rie-.v offi
ce: dc::::::1ina th=c chc: s:.'IC::on 
imcosd w-...s ubic:-..rt md c:oncow 

5. F:~d .ch.:r ne-.v info~.:cion h; bc:::t . 
pr=:c:ncd by the: srudc::tc. In chis e-te::c 
c.~c: :e-:ie-.v effie:: wiil ref:: :he: c:sc: co 
c.~r: SCH3 for re::oruidc:~:;on in lighr 
OC the :tC'".V inform:rion. 

P::-..in~:lC Infor::n:J.cion 
forth~ Ac::u.sc:d 

D 1scru~A.~~ Sror, T~\.'<SO.!I'I 
EoLD •. -\.'<D T:t.\.'iSCUI'T 1-ion-..o:-~s 

'W-:'liir: disC:Fiin::r; proc::d!::gs ~= ?e::d
ir.g. c.!.:r: t!nivc::'lit"f m:;r pi::c:: di:c!pii
n:r;t seep or: tr::llc:ipr hold on the: sru
d::~:·s rc:-::orC.s. T.-:c: disc!oiin.:u-: scoo is 
honored b; ::il t!ni·tc:::i~; of Colo~do 
c:.~pwc::. ir.c!uJin3 Cor:cinui:13 E:!u
c::::on. md cr.:ty prohibit c.;,c: s:-.!d:::c fror:1 
rc:;!l:.:~ing fer c!:ssc:: unrii d:c: ~=nduc: 
proc::s. ind1!ding the: ::-:ic:-.v ?rcc:durc: if 
rc-;uc:::::::!. h::.: be::n compic:::::!. T.1c:: cr.:n
sc:!?c hold ?rohibic:; ~~c: :c:d::::-:ie ::-:.n

sc::?: from be!::~ r::!:-..::::! u::: !i ::!1 :;c::or.:. 

~~~::;~~~ c~:;~~~·::tr~~i~/ui~ ~~~~~~:~:! . 
·.v~=:-: ) t.::~~::~ :u r: \Jr ?-::::::;::::-:: ::::;t:!:!ur. 

r~:::.;!:: ::u~ ..;:!~:~;i;...:::: :~: :tl ~ ·.vii! .: ~ 'lC~ 

c:t..:r. :c: ~ L:~ ::.: · 111 ::::: .:-.::.2:-::::.: ~:::-:~.:: i ::r:. 

~~o Pouct .\fTE.:t 

DISCPU.'I.UY ACTION 

If: srudc:::c is suspc:::Jc:d or o:?dld from 
the: Uni'."c::'lic;·. ~~mcnc or rc:funJ of 
ruirion :r:J fc:"!l is m:dc: in the: umc: w:·t :s 
wno :1 srucoc votuncrilr wichJr:ws. esc::: 
chc: ¥:r.:rian f!.:ndbaa~ .znd S,·h~d::z~ uf 
CJJtUTn for moe: inform:cion}. • 

T.'lc: d:ce usd for Jc:::::mining the 
mtounc due will be the: first d::., of chc: sus-
pc:llion or apulsion. • 

R.a!.\SC: OF DISOI'U:-wt.Y INFOi\tATI0:-1 

P:ovisions of the F::milv EJuc::::cion~ 
Righa md PtiV"'..c:· Ac: .of 197 4 govc:-n 
:c:::s co: s:udc:::c's :c::::d::::1ic rr:uuc:ioc or 
discplin:uy file:. Tnc: studoc mdlor c.~os: 
U nivc:lity offici:ls who dc::non.s-J':lr:: :: 
lc:;icinuce c::iuc::ion.:I nc::d for discol.i
nu-! infornucion m:1v h:vc: :c::ss co• t.~: 
.srucenc's discplin:z:; fiie."Pue:tc(.s). who 
provide prcof ch::c: srude.'!t is: dc:=c:.~
dc:::c J.S dc::Sr.d in Sc:::!on 152 of che 
Incc::-:d R::e::u:: Coer: of 1954. i.~ .. : 
copy of the h.sc fc:Cc:~ income: c.:c re:-..:::1 
listing :he srudc::1c :s : depode:tt. en 
h::..-e :c::::s co chc: stude::r'l disciolin::r: file 
wic.~ouc wrir:c:n coruc:::r of c.~c: s~cc::1;. In 
chis c:::;c:. p::::na cr.:·t :Usa bve :c:::.s :o: 
di.1ciplin.:r:' fiic: :-:r::1. if the: sn:cenr h.:.s 
r~c:::r::! oc.=.e:-.vise. All oc.~c:: inquiri~. 
ir.c!uding bur r.oc limic::! co. inauiric:: 
from e.-:1piove!"l, govc:nrr:e::r :g~c;c::. 
nC".~ rr:di::: f::.r.tiiy, fric:::ds. or-BoulJc:: 
poiic::. rc:::uir:: :: wntte:t re!:::.!c: from c.;,c: 
m:dc:nc b~E'orc: :c:::s co t!nivc:!"lirt di.sc:
piir~r:' fiic:s is g'-·'IC:t.! c:.::::=r pt!r~c:..-:c :o :: 
l::wr.Jily issued sub!?oc:::: :..~d ::s provid::-:! 
by ~~c: ~pw Sc::-.:ric:: . .l.c: J.S :mc:::J::d 
by C~c: r.~~~c:: E:.!uc::::on .-\mc:~drr.::~:s or 
1992 (C.:;pus Sc::::.:ric:.· .l..c:;. 

Ti1c: C:.::::-:?cs Sc::::.:nc:' .l...:: ?c:::r.ics 
hi;;~c: ~:!:.:c:~ ! cr. ir::;ri•:.:::r.r:s ~u Ji ~ .:!os:: ::: 
:llc.:~-::1 ·ric.::::-::; tJ:" ;:l·: .::!r.:: or ·.·iolc::::.:: 
r~urc.!:::. :cC:;,c:;-::. :.:i;;:::·.·::::.! l::s:dc. :;~.;:· 
g~-=::··· r.:oc...!: ·: ~:: ~~: ~ :::~:=:j c:::.: :~:u!c..i ~=· 

~.:~i~~~~;-~~~;~~~=~;.~:~:~~~~~:1~~~~::~~:~~~ 
·.v 1~:1 :,:;::.: .. : :u )~:.:~ . ..:: : :-:-:~. T:.;.: <.:..!:::=:..:) 
So.:·.::::!r: ,.:. ~: ;!,,; : .::: \ :: :~. :::.:: :-:.,c:: :;:.: 
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APPENDIX C 

UNIVERSITY APPROVAL FORM 



G-~~L~LJ\ REG15TRATION FORM 
FOR EVENTS WITH ALCOHOL PRES?'IT 

•Noce: R~turn this form by Tudd.:ly's ~t 5 p.m. :u the: Dcp~rtment of Student Progr.:ms. Student Union Room 
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-+. 
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Adcress: -------------------------------------
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